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MASCDT'"RIBSIGHTS ...
Patent Pending

THE DICTIONARY STATES THAT MASCOT IS A PERSON, ANIMAL, OR OBJECT
SUPPOSED TO BRING GOOD LUCK.

MASCOT I™

Step ramp sight extends from the front sight post to
within approximately 1'12" from the rear sight notch.
The ramp is designed for quick and easy sight align
ment.

The clicks are distinct and positive. Adjustment for
windage is in the front and elevation in the rear. A
complete turn of the screw is 10 clicks.

Because the sight is cut from one piece of steel the
front and rear sight alignment is always constant.

The rear sight blade is approximately 3/16" thick, 9/16"
high and 1" wide. The large sight blade aids in quick
sight alignment.

Mounting screws are concealed under the upper plat
form making an attractive as well as a durable sight.
The base is drilled to replace most existing sights.

MASCOT II™

The only difference between the Mascot I and Mascot
II is that this sight has no ramp for the shooter who
prefers the conventional front sight post. All adjust-

ments are the same. Th b 'b '11 fit b II bide a ove n s WI u - arre e

Colt. Smith & Wesson and Ruger PPC revolvers.

MASCOT IIITM
The .45 automatic, not pictured, soon to be available.

FOR INFORMATION WRITE OR CALL:

TRAVIS R. STRAHAN
Rt. 7, Townsend Cir.
Ringgold, GA 30736

404-937-4495

Manufactured by:

Travis Strahan
Rt. 7, Townsend Cir., Ringgold, GA 30736

PRICE:
(Ga. residence add 4% sales tax)

SHIPPING AND INSURANCE: $1.00 for one sight,
.50¢ each additional sight

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER
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Sorry, WI oa.nnot sb1p C.O.D.
.Add 10% for sh1pp1Dg 0&I1f. res. add 6%

sales tax. Send us 'LOO and "" :wm send IOu
our an nri' 104-_ 1979 oata1Dg.

ftl ••1•• IJorbaall .., oonsfsts of the IIodt1
.8 holster, h,andorafted from only top grade leather, .

features B1k Suede UnfDg, and BafarDan4's paWnted BJght
'l'raok. By oomb1ning, the Kodel 25 with our IIodel "

Vaquero belt,wh1oh has a sol1d brass buo1de, and is l1ned
with protective BIt Suede, It beoomes the most popular

and practical sporfsman rIg·on the market~.
•• .., LIu4, PlaIa ./1 00

•• .., LIu4, Iuket ./1.~ 8

SAFAHILAND
1941 8. Walksr Ave. - Dept. P, IIoD1'ov1i, (]A. 91018

SII-USe. The finest and first of tts
kind ever made. M&oh1ned from a.trora.ft

grade aluminum, KeI-l1tes are often ImIated,
but never duplicated. Ideal oompaDfon for the sportsman who

demands qu&11ty and rel1&bWty. IIduedJ D-GtU ,.. JIII4
~-OID ••••10 .-0tU ••7••0 t-OtU ....to .-GIII ••00
'-OID .'1.00 "-OID ....10

Qu&11ty mater1aJs, and it's
oomplimentary design are what
these sl1Dgs are &11 about. The '
••11 14 (Clretll) and the

14-1 (Iron) are padded and
quilted from the finest ava1l&ble

Elk Suede. They feature
hand-tied keepers, and fit &111"
sw1ve1s. The ••188, pla1n or

baskst, features the same
8hikar styl1ng. Made from only

top grade leather;
Elk Suede llned.

16,16-1.17.78
88 I1alIl .18••8

881ak1t .17.78

IIodtI !81. An absolute ne ; a leather malntenanoe
kit that reaJly works. Conta1ns an an1maJ. base, h1ghJy absorbent on

oondit1oner to soften and
preserve your leather,

and a non-laoquer
dress1ng to preserve

the ftnIsh. Two
sheep's wool

applicators oomplete
the kit.

DlOII •••80

••111. Cf1Ul • .,. offer the sportsman complete protection for h1s
handgun whlle in transit. Ava1l&ble in 7", n", 14" and 17" sizes. The outside is
in forest green suede, and is l1ned with supply flannel padding. Amust for &11
your handguns. '-8.-0 'I" .10.00 '-81-1 11" .18.00 .
'-81-. It" .18.80 '-81-817" .17.00



tion. Still another-enjoyment. Another
thrill, certainly-why risk your neck at
anything without it? Some hunting is as
thrilling as a Sunday drive at 55, while oth
ers ranks in the same class as a rookie on
the pole at Indy. Other types could hand
ily provide your last thrill. The winter's

food supply is way down the list, as it
should be.

Well, I do hunt. Kill what I hunt when I
can and eat it if I can. I'm not in the least
ashamed of it nor do I defend it as it needs
no defense. I'm certainly not going to have
my mind changed by the anti-hunters. I'm
not even going to try to change theirs. The
"UNDECIDED" are the pawns, Politi
cians are pressure-reactors. It is possible
that some never voice an independent
thought; mouthing only the result of pres
sure groups in appropriate situations. Pol
iticians do get things done. They are the
key to your continued enjoyment of your
sport.

Handgun hunting was practically un
heard of 80 years ago. Most laws out-

Most hunting today is sport hunting. lawing handgun hunting were put on ~he

Handgun hunting emphasizes the sport books when few people were interested in
part of hunting. It's certainly a lot easier to sport-handgun hunting and very few
put meat in the freezer by overlooking a handguns powerful enough to get the job
couple square miles of real estate with a done were generally available. In recent
spotting scope while the 20X scoped, un- years there have been a few notable suc
scratched, half minute 7/300 Weatherby cesses in legalizing handgun hunting of
lies waiting in its dustproof case, than it is big game. New Mexico, Tennessee, In
to get scratched in the briars trying to ten- diana and Wyoming all have recently ei
derize a buck with a wheelgun. ther passed legislation allowing handgun

Emphasize hunt and sport in handgun hunting or expanded existing regulations,
hunting, although the most successful con- if memory serves me correctly.
elusion of any hunt results in the in- Handgun Hunters International (P.O.
stantaneous death of the hunted. When it Box .357 Mag, Bloomingdale, OH 43910)
comes time to shoot-the shooting must be is a new organization of handgun hunters.
precise and with adequate hardware to get The "Sixgunner," a bi-monthly pub
the job done. lication is the voice of the group. A very

Since hunting with a handgun is harder small staff of "experts" in handgun hunt
than rifle hunting, why do it? The answer ing have stated they will regularly contrib
is obvious-simply because it is harder. ute. Lee Jurras, recent winner of the 1979
Without the attitude of performing tasks Outstanding American Handgunner
because they are difficult, mankind would Award) will do a question and answer col
never have advanced-period. Another umn. Val Forgett (Navy Arms) will share
answer is challenge. Another is satisfac- black powder expertise. AI Pfitzmayer, in-
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JUST WHAT IS HANDGUN HUNTING?

HanCIgun
Hunting

J. D. JONES

I t seems appropriate in my first real ven
ture into this column to ask and per

haps partially answer the question, "Why
hunt with'a handgun?"

Simply stated: the handgun is not an ef
ficient killer compared to much more
powerful, accurate, longer ranged rifles
or automobiles for that matter.

By their very nature, handguns are less
powerful than most hunting rifles. Al
though many of them will rival or exceed
the inherent accuracy of many rifles, they
usually do not come equipped with a
funny extension at their rear to brace
against the shoulder and lay your face on.
Without this odd appendage they are
harder to hold steady and shoot as accu
ratelyas a rifle.

Few men hunt in order to survive. The
days are long gone when most all the men
got together to go forth and club the tribes'
winter meat supply while leaving a few
lucky guys at home to guard the women
and beer.

PATENTED

FFl. 14260

FOR COLT 45
GOVERNMENT, WHITE

FRO T LINE, PLAIN
REAR SIGHT. $6495

SEND SLIDE ONLY TO
GUTRIDGE INC.

533-214th ST. DYER, IND. 46311
FOR INSTALLATIO $19.50

THE NEW QUICKLINE' SIGHT IS AS QUICK
AS POI TING YOUR FINGER. THE FAST
LI E-UP OF THIS REVOLUTIONARY NEW
SIGHT SYSTEM IS STARTLING I

. REAR SIGHT OPTIONS

..... ADD WHITE LINES $4.00

.~ ADD CRUM DOT
~ AND LINES $5.00

YOUD~

LEE'S RED RAMPS
Announces a superior material and method lor
installing Ramps, in KIT FORM, lor the handgun
hobbyist or gunsmith.

No lime-consumlng fitting,
no special skills necessary

Goes in as a liquid, solidifies under any
household bulb in six to eight minutes, ready lor
trimming.
Available in lour colors: red, orange, yeliow,
white.
Results are 01 a proIessionaI quality. The insert
cannot dislodge. Complete instructions
provided. This kit wiil do dozens 01 Ramps.

Send(~~~f.~e~~l::J'tsn:lJri'!:l~!C:x~19.95
for same day shipment to:

LEE'S RED RAMPS
DEPT. AHG

7252 East Avenue U-3, Littlerock•. Calitornia 93543
Telephone: (805) 944-4487

B,nkAmeric.rd or Mister Charee Welcome
Deluxe kif available wifh all four colors.
Will do approxlmalely 225 Ramps - '69"

KING WHITE OUTLINE REAR SIGHTS
For Rugen. Colts - Available at 55" Ea.

"This m.terial is gUlnnteed to perform IS advertised If
I"struttlolts Ife followed." - lee B.ker

J & L PRODUCTS
602 SESAME LN.

LAREDO, TEXAS 78041
TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 4%

FULL CUSTOM SERVICE AND BLUING
SEND SASE FOR YOUR NEEDS

PRESENTATION QUALITY POLICE
COMBAT nUCKLE

SOLID BRASS - LIFETIME GUARANTEE
SHOW YOUR PRIDE IN YOUR

PROFESSION'S SPORT

11.915 + 1.00 post. & handl.
AVAILABLE IN SOLID 10K GOLD OR

STERLING SILVER, PRICES ON
REQUEST.
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s, but more than 150 of the attendees
away with door prizes and raffle
dise that ran the gamut from belt

to firearms.
.e not already a member, won't you join

e can promise you a most interesting
year, and a bigger and better Banquet in Kansas
City in 1980.

L.EE ....UFIIA. NA~ECI1.7. aUT.TANClINC
A~EFIIICAN ClCUNNEFII

T he night of May 18th was bo
a sad occasion. The O.A.H.A.

Banquet not only honored the new
its annual award, but paid respect to some
were not present-George C. Nonte, Dan
and Captain Dan Combs of the Oklahoma
Highway Patrol. Presentations were made in
their honor, and everyone, in one way or anot
felt the void left by the passing of these friends
handgunning..

The joy of the evening came when the
presentation of the prestigious award for the
Outstanding American Handgunner of1979
made to Lee Jurras; selected by a vote of the
members to join the ranks of the six men ho
before. These six men-Elmer Keith, Col. C
Askins, Bill Ruger, Bill Jordan, Harlon Cart
and Skeeter Skelton, who had all won the "
O.A.H.A. award before, selected the nomine
for the 1979 award, and that, in itself, is q
honor.

Lee Jurras should need no introduction
handgunners. As the innovative president of
original Super-Vel ammunition company, L .
added a new dimension to handgun eff <"

In addition to his famed handgun hu' .
Lee promoted and sponsored the first it
silhouette championships. Today, Lee is desi
and building custom handguns for his own

. wildcat hunting cartridges.

----------------------------------------
allTITa1l111l1 a.IIICali
B.IIIIIIIIIIII.8.111
30016 S., RIVER RD., MT. CLEMENS, MI 48045

NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY _

STATE ZIP _

YES, I want to become a member of the
OUTSTANDING AMERICAN HANDGUNNER
AWARDS FOUNDATION

Enclosed is $15.00 for annual membership which
includes a year subscription to the AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER Magazine.

I am already a subscriber to the AMERICAN HAND
GUNNER; enclosed is $10.00 for my annual
membership.
(Note: Life and Endowment memberships are available,
please write for details)
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PHILIP C. BRIGGS

thing to fire. If the pistol's recoil splits the
web of your hand, and grinds your elbow
into the ground, and you don't happen to
like that, you won't be able to tag turkeys
for terminal flinch.

That's why, (and it's not often dis
cussed) a lot of these tigers are shot at re
duced loadings that deliver velocities well
within reach of the little guys. So, even

DAVID AND GOLIATH

Siluetas

Ever since that first national match in
1975 catapulted the infant sport into

the spotlight, handgunners have been
pondering the problem of the ideal sil
houette cartridge. Nowhere is the inquiry
more intense than in the unlimited classes.
Here, cartridge of your choice means just
that. Anything goes, and just about every
thing has been tried. This past year, we've
seen the extremes on both ends fall from
use, and the shooters divide into two
camps.

The oldest of the two groups backs the
big fellows-crushers like the full length
308. The other group includes a few pio
neers, but is mainly a group of new con
verts, that back the quick, accurate little
guy-like the 7/223. Both groups have
their rationals and arguments, and both
make a lot of sense. If you're about to
build that unlimited, or just looking for a
new thought to beat your shooting bud
dies over the head with, you'll be inter
ested in reviewing the two schools of
thought.

The Goliath guys just don't like to lose
targets. Obviously, the harder you hit
them, the fewer you'll lose.

There being nothing magic in ballistics,
imparting more velocity to a given projec
tile, holding barrel length constant, means
burning more powder. As any fool can
plainly see, that means a bigger case. Still, Th. 7mm IIn.up Includ•• the
with barrel lengths fixed at 15 inches one 7/.223 Ingram, the 7mm Talbot,
reaches a point of diminishing returns the 7mm II'MIA and the
eventually, wherein the additional powder 7xS7mm.
just gets blown out the barrel. In the popu-
lar 30 caliber, the full length 308 has about though a 308 will launch a 150 grain pill at
as much capacity as can be used with mod- over 2500 fps, the pistol (in any of the
erate weight bullets. available stocks) begins to dampen the

But that's not the only reason this group shooters enthusiasm for heavy loads at
.favors the bigger (for a pistol) cartridges. about 2200 fps. At this level, the hyper
The 308, the 300 Savage and the 7x57 are killer cartridges are loafing and the power
all popular in this camp and all share the is held in reserve. That's both an advan
additional advantages of being standard tage, and an extravagance.
cartridges, which the fans are quick to tell The David devotees figure you have to
you, translates to ready availability of hit targets before you worry about dump
brass, standard cost die sets, more loading ing them. The little cartridges are easier to
data than you can shake a stick at, factory .shoot, with reduced recoil being a direct

'loaded ammo and the availability of a result of the lower muzzle velocities avail
companion rifle forload development and able from the reduced case capacities.
testing. . This means women, kids, small people in

But rock crushing power won't do you general and the macho magnum man
any good if the bullet misses the target. seeking relief can handle a competitive
Not that these cartridges aren't sufficiently unlimited. Don't get the idea I'm talking
accurate in a pistol, but rather, than a 308 about something feeble though. I've chro
at full snort (for example), is an awesome (Continued on page 54)
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Jam•• t.Clark
PISTOLSMITH
Rt.2 - Box 22A

Keithville, Louisiana 71047
(318) 925-0836

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

Also available to fit base on current
production model Mark I.

'/51650
RETAIL

(White outline blade
$3.50 extra)

A proven finish for your expensive
firearms at a price you can afford.

ARMOLOY OFFERS:
OTAL PROTECTION AGAINST RUST
Every steel part internal & external is
plated except springs. I.D. of bore &
cylinder available at additional cost.

REDUCES WEAR
Surface hardness is Rockwell C-70

NON·GLARE FINISH
Reflects less light than conventional

bluing.
LASTING FINISH

Finish is guaranteed not to chip,
crack, or peel under normal

conditions.

For free literature and price list write:
ARMOLOY CO. OF FT. WORTH

204 E. DAGGETT ST. .
.FT. WORTH, TEXAS 76104

Replaces rear sight on Ruger models with
adjustable sights. Large, flat rear blade with
deeper sight notch. Improved sight picture.
Better click adjustments.

THE LAST WORD
IN FIREARM FINISHING

ARMOLOY

CLARKtI RUGeR
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foil them.
Good news from Springfield: no price

hikes in S&W revolvers and autos are seen
in the immediate future. Even better news
if you're looking for a holster: S&W
Leather promises to hold the line on their

A gllmp.e at what has everyone
excited. Here'. the saw Model
629 .44 Magnum In slain Ie..
steel. Sometime in 19.0 I. when
you can get your hands on one.

IndusttY
Insider_

JEROME RAKUSAN

WHAT'S UP AT S&W, RUGER
•••AND PLASTIC AMMO CASES?

SMITH & WESSON's new generation
9 mm. Parabellums (model 539 and

559 in aluminum frame, 439 and 459 for
steel frame, in eight- and fifteen-shot ver
sions respectively), haven't hit the dealers'
shelves yet. What's that, you say? You no
ticed that already? You think the whole
thing is a devilish rumor concocted by this
column?

Now, now, let's be calm about this. The
development of these new generation
guns was predicted well over a year ago by
Massad Ayoob, who then wrote this col
umn. Sure enough, the prototype pistols
showed up eventually, just as he described
them, at certain gun shows and under the
watchful eyes of S&W shepherds. We've
heard no official reason why yet, but it
looks as if it could be another year before
the updated guns hit the market.

For those who came in late, the new
guns will have an improved adjustable
sight protected by sleek wings; the safety
will be a true hammer firing pin block that prices, too. This is welcome news in a year
will prevent the gun from firing no matter when almost every holster-maker in the
if dropped from 100 feet; and the safety country has announced sharp retail hikes
will no longer drop the hammer on a due to the inflationary spiral in raw leather
catch-bar to de-cock the pistol. Even- costs. Some sharp cookie at S&W must
tually, the two guns-which will replace have seen it coming and laid in a supply
the models 39-2 and 59 as we now know early.
them-will be joined by yet another vari- . Speaking of which, S&W Leather con-
ation, the 639 and 659 made of stainless. tinues to upgrade its product line. At first,

The 629, the bombshell S&W .44 Mag- S&W belts and holsters were economic-
. -num revolver in stainless, probably won't ally-made and designed rigs, produced

be reaching the dealers' shelves-where under that trademark by Bucheimer.
the buyers are standing in line ten deep Later, S&W set up their own firm to man
waiting for them-until sometime in 1980. ufacture such rigs, plus a few more of their
As we reported last time, testing of the in- own design. The early ones were rather
itial quasi-production run is going apace, sickly in quality. The company got thei~

and our insiders at the plant say the rust. act together, though, with better quality
resistant.44 Maggies are working out very down the line, including vat-dying all
nicely. items for perfect match instead of buying

The same firm's model 25-5, an N- pre-died leather.
frame in.45 Long Colt caliber, may be hit- Upgrading continues quietly. This year,
ting the shelves by the end of this year, but S&W has more finish options than ever
probably not any sooner, according to the before, and more holsters and belts with
best info we can get from S&W execs. The lining. And, like most other leather
cylinder will be elongated slightly to per- makers, they've followed Safariland into
mit silhouette gunners and performance- increased use of Velcro for better fit, and
oriented handloaders to have a field day to dispense with buckles and buttons. In
with long, 265 grain bullets. addition, S&W has come out with some

A few hopefuls plan to make convert- unique designs-an undercover "pop-up"
ible model 25s, the standard caliber in that holster for snubbies and the Security Plus
model being the stubby .45 ACP round. for police uniform revolvers-which have
Trouble is, the different cylinder lengths, won high praise from professional pistol
and therefore the different depths into the packers. Look for some more innovations
frame to which the barrel must be set, will (Continued on next page)
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The time will
come when a

policeman and his
weapon must be as

one ... when accuracy
and comfort will be essential I

When that time comes,
reach for the PURE SOURCE.

yman's

toI&
BnoIver

Handbook
Lyman's famous family of technical
handbooks now has a new member:
the Pistol and Revolver Handbook.
Like our other winners, this hand
book contains awealth of informa
tion: more tested pistol data than
any other sourc!! (including data on
cast bullets and all brands of
jacketed bullets). Cap and Ball
pistol data includes blackpowder
and Pyrodex tested loads. Trajectory
and wind drift tables give projectile
data to 300 yards (25 yard incre- .
ments). Profusely illustrated,
perfect-bound, 8112" x 11", approxi
mately 240 pages. Suggested retail
price: $7.95
Lyman Products Corporation
Dept. AH9-1112
Route 147
Middlefield, CT 06455
Send for our FREE
1979catalog.

PLUS $1.50 HANDLING CHAAGE
CALI FOANIA RESIDENTS
ADD 6% SALES TAX
DEALEA INQUIRIES INVITED

DESIGNED
FORACCURACY 

BRED FOR COMBAT!

10

" COVEREO BACKSTRAP FOR UNIFORM FIT " BLACK URETHANE " FINGER
GROOVES " TAPER EO FOR PERFECT GRIP "ABRASION AND SOLVENT
RESISTANT " PALM SWELL "UNIOUE FITTING CAPABIlITY (PERFECT GRIP
AUGNMENTj "FITS RIGHT DR LEFT HAND "ACCEPTS SPEED LDADERS

CD
DID

~DD@~Buu@JQD0~~0
1617 E. Seventeenth St., Suite 30

Santa Ana, CA 92701
(714) 542-2642



FITTED WITH AFOURTEEN
INCH BULL BARREL, BEAVERTAIL

FOREND, SPECIAL GRIPS, ADJUSTABLE
TARGET SIGHTS & AVAILABLE IN THE

SEVEN SMASHING CALIBERS, PICTURED
BELOW IN ACTUAL SIZE, THIS NEW

CONTENDER OFFERS MAXIMUM
DOWN RANGE ADVANTAGE.

NEW RELOADING DATA BOOKLETI
Titled. "Making Your Contender Perform", this 12 page booklet
contains suggested loading information for those center fire
cartridges which are most normally used in the Contender
Pistol. Also covers case forming information on .30 and

.357 Herretl.
Enclose $1.00 If you also

wish this booklet No, 9400,

"Both left and right hand models are available. The left hand model
Is pictured In order to show the thumb rest.

W,ite FOR OUR NEW,
FREE CATALOGI

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS
Farmington Road, Dept. TAHll. Rochester, New Hampshire 03867

See IWhat Handgun Hunting
is all aboutl

ADD THESE SEVEN ,WORKHORSE CALIBERS TO 'tHE

NEW CONTENDER..
~~ ~"" .
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shooters, particularly the huge police mar
ket, where the service revolver is often de
partment-owned issue equipment that
can't be modified with a wood rasp.

Right now, only the KUBIK loader
works on a K-frame S&W with factory
target stocks, and that loader won't take
over the general police market because it
requires a little too much practice to make
it work properly, though it works like a
dream when you get the technique down.
One firm's solution: they plan to market
an elliptically-shaped loader that will
clear the grip yet drop all six smoothly into
the chambers. While we can't quite vis
ualize putting an oval loader into a round
cylinder, we're biding our time until we
see the samples.

Remember' a few months back, when
we told you about the mad handgun in
ventor who was so fed up with the tight
brass cartridge case situation that he
vowed to manufacture .38 Special ammo
with disposable plastic cases? Well, he's
still alive and well out there, and is almost
ready to set up in production. Once things

are ready, he plans to knock out 300 or so
dirt-cheap cases every ten seconds on his
state of the art equipment. This guy is
making his living in industrial plastics,
and after what he showed us, we believe
him.

It's not really such an off the wall idea.
The Dardick pistol. of the 1950's used a
"tround," a triangular plastic cartridge fir
ing a low pressure load equivaient to .38
Special service stuff. Whatever was wrong
with the design, which was probably just
ah~ad of its time, the plastic-cased ammo
didn't seem to have anything wrong with

At RUGER, there's not too much new it. And many market analysts feel that the
we haven't told you about. Ayoob's pre- Wanda all-plastic shotshells of the Sixties
diction ofwhat their new stainless.44 Mag were structurally sound, lacking only mar
revolver would look like, and for which he ket appeal to traditionally-minded ammo
received a lot of flak out of Connecticut, buyers.
bears a remarkably strong resemblance to Today, when car buyers are purchasing
the prototype guns now being shown motorized shoeboxes and encouraging the
around at major firearms conventions. We development of gasohol to replace gaso
are not certain at this time whether, as line, it seems that American taste has fi
Smith makes a point of doing, Ruger will nally adj usted to buying something
make every single metal component of radically new, if it means that something
stainless steel. previously scarce and expensive can be re-

Most interesting: Ruger distributors placed by something cheap and plentiful.
and reps are privately promising that their The day of plastic ammunition may fi
firm's DA .44 Magnum stainless will be in nally have arrived, ten or twenty years be
the hands of the shooting public before hind the development of the technology.
Smith & Wesson's. AMERICAN HANDGUNNER has

Hey, speedloader fans: bothered by the been promised the first batch of plastic .38
fact that if your revolver has factory over- cases and loads to review for you. The in
size target grips, the loader unit just won't ventor also feels at this time that his initial
get past the wood and drop its payload effort will be production ofcases alone, for
into the cylinder? This aggravates a lot of (Continued on page 64)
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from these aggressive holstermakers.
Heckler and Koch's new 18-shot 9 mm.,

the VP70, is getting a lot of attention in
gunshops lucky enough to latch onto one.
Its short double action isn't nearly as bad
as early reports had intimated. Look for a
feature article on the gun in these pages,

soon. Before we leave H&K, let's update
some old gossip. We told you a few issues
ago that H&K was planning to get their
superb P9S pistol into the hands of one or
two top IPSC shooters, to prove that a
non-1911 design could win these fast and
furious matches.

It looks as if their first champion is go
ing to be Jerry Usher, the US Team IPSC
ace who is no stranger to our readers. A
threat in any major handgun event that in
volves fast work (he was invited to try out
for the US team in the Olympics, but de
clined because he is devoting himself to
IPSC), Usher will soon be shooting a tar
get-grade P9S in .45 ACP. He likes the soft
recoil and good trigger control. As for the
butt-release magazine, which 19U-ori
ented shooters despise, Usher has worked
out what may be the first effective, quick
technique for swapping clips on such a pis
tol. Keep an eye out for this guy ...
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The Undercover.
The smallest,lightest all steel

frame.3S SpI.made intheUS.A.
Still.

Weight Only 16 Ounces
Yet here's real durability, for the frame, cylinder,
barrel and all critical moving parts are made of
chrome-moly machined steel. Weight saving alloys
are used only for non-eritical parts.

6 Inches Long, 4 Inches High
The Undercover is a pleasure to carry.
The silhouette is thin and the butt nicely
rounded.

Unbreakable Firing Pin
The pin is made of indestructible beryllium copper.
Add to that a new flame hardened breech face.

Hammer Blocked For Safety
This feature means absolute assurance against firing
unless the trigger is in full rear position. The Under
cover won't fire even if it's dropped.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER • NOVEMBER/DECEMBER
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8 Groove Button Rifled Barrel
Instead of the conventional 6,8 grooves hefp

achieve an unusually high degree of accuracy.

Rapid Fire Capability
A very short double and single action aided

by a'55 degree hammer arc plus a minimum travel
trigger pull are distinctive features.

Want to know more? Write today for our illustrated
catalog with all the details on the Undercover plus our

Undercover .32 S&W, Pathfinder .22 LR, Pathfinder .22
Mag., Bulldog .44 Spl., Bulldog .357 Mag., Police Bulldog

.38 Spl., Target Bulldog .357 Mag. and Target Bulldog .44 Spl.

Charter Arms Corporation
475 Sniffens Lane, Stratford, Connecticut 06497
203377·8080
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MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHER PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

#453
"LIBERTY"
Many new
products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $1 for new' 79 Catalog.

Handloading
DAN COTTERMAN

THE .32 saw LONG: POTENTIAL?

long and hard before subjecting any of
them to the loads I worked up for the old
K-32.
. And so we've come to the point on
which our question teeters. It is now ap
parent that the .32 can be loaded to mag
numish performance levels. Given a good
bullet, such as the Markell or Lyman's
# 31133 (a 105-grain flatnose hollow
point), and given a velocity in excess of
1000 feet-per-second, it rates with the best.

But magnum-like is not magnum and
will never be-not until the manufacturers
make it official. If that day comes there
will be a .32 Magnum hull, lengthened
from its present .920 to perhaps 1..045, or
whatever is necessary to keep it from
chambering in guns of insufficient
strength.

The .32 Smith & Wesson Long had its
diamond anniversary last year, leav

ing only a minor scratch on the handgun
market. The quiet celebration came as no
surprise to anyone. Factory tables show a
98-grain bullet emerging from a four-inch
barrel at 705 feet per second with an
energy rating of 115 foot pounds, a trifle
less than that of the .22 Long Rifle. Ac
tually, however, the real-life picture is
even duller. I clocked a string of five fac
tory loads out of the six-inch barrel of a K
32 Masterpiece at an average velocity of
just under 630. Not much to celebrate.

Amazing revelations of the .32 Long's
untapped power potential begin with
handloading. It is obvious that the mu
nitioners are low-loading because of the
ruck of weak and carelessly manufactured
revolvers drilled for the .32. If, however,
you happen to own (or acquire) a quality
revolver, you can create a variety of hon
est, high-voltage effects.

My experiments with the .32 Long be
gan in 1962; my interest since that time
has never waned. First among my early
discoveries came the knowledge that com

.posers of loading manuals were nearly as
conservative as factory loaders, probably I'll get ahead of my tale here by men
because they, too, were considering the ex- tioning that the ultimate testimony in fa
istence of weak revolvers. This is as it vor of my experimental efforts came
should be. However, the K-32, as well as during testing of the then-new .41 Mag
other quality revolvers still available, need num. Law enforcement agencies from
not be favored by punk loads intended for throughout southern California gathered
bureau-drawer specials. at the Pasadena Police Pistol Range to

I felt it would be possible to at least evaluate the hot-rodded.4l as a candidate
double the .32's sickly velocity, and, while for departmental adoption. I showed up to
I was about it, find a non-rounded bullet photograph and note the results, and to do
that would contribute shocking power a share of shooting with my factory-
worthy of the increase. sample .41.

A favorite to this day is 8.3 grains of Perhaps for a lark I packed the K-32
2400, same primer and bullet. This one and some choice handloads into the pistol
levels off at an average of just over 1100 box along with a.38 Special, a .357, and, of
with respectable energies. I top out at 8.7/ course, the new .41. That afternoon .32
2400 to push the 98 along at about 1190. bullets opened wider wound channels in a
Energy is well above 300 foot pounds. "suspect" hindquarter of horsemeat than

But the K-32 Masterpiece is as rare the heralded .41. The smaller round also
these days as gasoline giveaways. Its gave decidedly greater penetration. Fired
strength, tight chambering, minimum· 'at the door of an automobile, it traversed
flash gap, and six-inch barrel were ideally the door and the safety-glass window
suited to maximizing the .32. The majority rolled down inside, left a nickel-sized tun
of barrels on today's .32s run from two to nel through the meat behind the steering
four inches in length. One, the Liberty wheel, and came to a stop after severely
Arms/Kodiak offering, is said to be avail- bending the heavy metal window regu
able with a six-inch barrel. However, I lator inside the opposite door. The 41's
have not workt;d with any of these gunS, slug had bounced off the upholstery just
and, frankly, would be inclined to think (Continued on next page)
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UNI-VEST
BY GARTH

Designed for Law Enforcement &
Sporting Use

The most procticol
.comfortoble woy to
corry 0 gun. Uni-Vest
fits revolvers or outo
motics with 'l' to 6y,"
borrels in three spe
ciolly designed holster

• pockets. Uni-Vest olso
hos 0 two mogozine
pocket which opens to
occommodote loose

•• ommo. Heovyweight
~ ,blue denim. Sizes

S-M-L-Xl. Specify right or left honded. $5.00
deposit on COD's. Stompe'd envelope brings
literoture. $39.95

GARTH CO.
Depl.AH, P.O, Box 14354

Tampa, Florida 33690

NIckel
add $5.60

Miniature Machine CO.•. Dept. AH
210 E. Poplar

Demingr New Mexico 88030

GWMDAVIS
P.O. Box 446 * Arcadia * CA 91006

TYLER'S
BEITER SHOOTING r-r••"'.
with thl. Improved
cast Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt
and S" W MODERN
R.volvor.. DURABLE, PRAC·
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALl.
THREE AITRACTIYE FINISH COlORS.
POLISHED or BLACK 55.00, GOLD 55.25

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable light weight cast aluminum for Colt, S & w
P011~tfE~ ~~h••u:~.rS3.~~:ol.,Gijl-.; fl~IS~ot¥4:OO
ORDER DIRECT OR AT YOUR FAYORITE DEALER

~F~"~~~Qr~nt~~·' o~ ~~~':"p~po~t~?d'SO:III~~~:
Genul... Slag-Wood .. Synthetic Gull" Grip.. L..
Loode..-IuU.t Molda-Gun Acce.sorl... Hond.........
Hoi....... hili, Leothor .. Clorlno.

MiLV~'TY~~tlr~;Il~·l;DDIST.
1326 W. "I""" ad., Oklahoma City, Oklo. 73114
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DAN~ ESSON
~~ PROUD TRADITION IN FIREARMS"

Patented

Write for more information to Dept.l6W

DanWessonArms,Inc.
293 Main Street, Monson, MA 01057

(413) 267-4081 r

ent colored front sight blades plus
a patridge blade, and 4 different
grip styles. Each change takes less
than a minute and means you're
ready for any shooting situation
... on the range or in the field.
Talk about VERSATILITY! When
you own a Dan Wesson you really
are ready for anything!

And you know that when you're
talking Dan Wesson, you're talk
ing QtJALITY. There is no finer
handgun available on the market
today ... and that's a pledge we
stand behind, all the way.

To top it off, Dan Wesson
double action revolvers are also
THE MOST ACCURATE and
THE MOST DEPENDABLE on
the market ... bar none! And,
they're great looking, too!
" So, when you want a gun that's
more than just a gun, maybe
it's time you stepped up to a
Dan Wesson.

Q,When is a gun more than a gun?

A.When it's a DanWesson.
When you own a Dan Wesson

.38/.357 magnum or .22 double
action revolver with unique Quick
shift interchangeable parts, it's
just like having a rack full of
handguns.

Think of it! Once you get used
to the action of only the one re
ceiver, you can make different
guns just by switching barrel
assemblies-28 with our .357, 16
with our .22!

And you'll really like the choices:
Quickshift barrel assemblies in
4 styles in lengths from 2%" to 8"
(10",12" and IS" are also available
for our .357 target model), 3 differ-

Shown:
Pistol Pac (available in .357 or .22)

A tip for Dan Wesson
owners: drop by your
local gun shop to see

Dan's ChoiceM

Here's what makes
Dan Wesson revolvers
unique:
• Quickshift Interchangeable
Barrel Assemblies"" available in
2%'~ 4'~ 6'~ and 8" lengths. For our
.357 target models, 10'~12" and IS"
lengths are also available. There are
4 styles of barrel shrouds: regular,
regular with ventilated rib, heavy,
heavy with ventilate~rib.
• Quickshift Interchangeable
One-Piece Grips,"" walnut in four
styles: Target, Combat, Sacramento
and Traditional. Zebrawood in
Target only. A walnut blank, in
letted to fit the gun, is available
for those who wish to carve their
own grip.
• Quickshift Interchangeable
Front Sight Blades with red in
serts are standard on all target
models. Yellow and white inserts
as well as patridge blades are also
available."" A special sight is pro
vided for 10",12" and 15""barrels.
• Unique Placement of the Cyl
inder Latch close to the barrel
cylinder gap stabilizes the cylinder
in its alignment, aiding accuracy,
and eliminates fragile parts, mak
ing the gun unusually rugged.
• White Outline on the Rear Sight
is standard equipment on all
target models.

And now ... Dan Wesson's
MINI PAC

The revolver of
your choice and an

interchangeable
barrel assembly of

your choice in a
handsome carrying
case. The Mini Pac

... another proud
possession from Dan Wesson Arms.

Five Year Warranty on Every Revolver

'Available at additional cost
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over the armrest. As a point of further
comparison, I might mention that a 200
grain roundnose .38 Special bullet left just
a nipple-deep ding in that same door and
plunked harmlessly to the ground with
barely enough distortion to prevent its
re-use.

The .32 ran a dead heat with the .357 for
penetration, but received no consideration
beyond a few utterings of "Wow!" and
"Sheez!" As an informal run-in it had
nothing to do with the testsand I've never,
till this moment, thought of how the per
formance of those handloads may have in
fluenced decisions. But, for what it's worth
in terms of ponderability, not one of the
departments represented there that day
adopted the Al Magnum.

The load I used in my K-32 consisted of
a maximum 5.1 grains .of Unique ignited
by a Remington SP primer' behind a 98
grain Markell cast semi-wadcutter.
Chronographed velocity.average for a run
offive shots was 1277 with energy amount
ing to over 350 foot pounds. The charge,
which is far too stiff for lesser revolvers,
accomplishes the doubling of factory
velocities, and, I might add, the tripling of
factory energy.

Still potent, yet a shade on the lighter
side, is a charge of 404 graiil's of Unique,
pushing the same bullet at 1160 with an
energy of nearly 300 foot pounds. I have
been able to place five-shot, twenty-five
yard clusters inside a three-inch circle with
this load. A more accomplished shooter
could doubtless make the load look even
better.

Anyone starting out to handload a .32
Magnum ~ill be bugged by a lack ofbullet
selection,just as I have been. The Markell
98s in wadcutter and semi-wadcutter are
good. The same goes for bullets that can
be cast from Lyman molds. However,
looking for a swaged bullet with a copper
jacket, one that would be suited to loading
for top efficiency in a .32 handgun, is a
frustrating experience. Bullet makers have
skipped the .32.

Ignoring the cold facts that presently
mitigate against a practical homemade .32
Magnum won't help. The .32 Long can be;:
hot-loaded in a strong revolver so as to re-

(Continued on page 55)
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Mfg. Under Exclusive
Rights From Bill Jordan

CATALOG

$1.00

SHELL HOLDERS
pacific. 's interchangeable

shell holdersy" are hardened

~ ~OOI

?

JORDAN
HOLSTER®

OC
RINGS .
finish; steel lock rings provide exact

tment. The unique locking ring does not
amage die threads. (Standard Ye"-14 threads.)

Fe also available with carbide slze,dJe.·Paclfic's
th and better alignment. . "

i.t

PISTOL POWDER MEASURE
'/ Pacific's handy powder measure'

combines accuracy and convenience
with interchangeable bushings for
a wide selection of loads. .

NEW CASE LUBE PAD AND BLOCK
Our case lube pad has handy loading block
in the easy-open lid. Heavy-duty felt
pad provides just the right amount of
lubricant.

\

JORDAN RIVER HOLSTER AND RIVER BELT-this set is
not only accepted by police as regulation equipment but
is also popular with sportsmen. The features incorporated
in the holster assure the wearer that the gun will be in the
right position and readily available when needed. This
combination has been tested and proven for many years
as to its efficiency and comfort going through underbrush,
shooting in combat, sitting In an automobile, riding on
horseback, etc.

Like all our equipment, this set is produced by expert
craftsmen who give each item that personal touch.'

Han~accuracy
beginsata

Pacific loading bench.

Your Pistol handloads deserve Pacific/Hornady
Whatever your hand loading needs, you deserve to work with
Pacific reloading tools and load excellent Hornady bullets. For the
handgunner, Pacific has a complete line of reloading tools and
equipment that's strong, easy to use, arid proven efficient.
It's all in the Pacific Catalog at your dealer's, or write Pacific.
The most accurate shooting performance begins right at your
Pacific reloading bench.

Send 50¢ for complete

II!Dlv.of HDrS1ady Pacific Catalog (illustrated above).

~"'ifi... TOOL CO. Dept. AH-11 P.O. Box 2048
~...... Grand Island, NE 68801

DON HUME
LEATHER GOODS INC. BOX 351, DEPT. AH, MIAMI, OK 74354
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•RaVand Drckrankwith the best handgunners In the
oountry-taklng trophies consistently In Metallic Silhouette
,J)lstol matches. Theytold uswhat more pistol shooters are
:f!ndlng out evervday. TtlQta Redfield pl scope can
O!Veyou a tremendous edge on a~raov.

RedfIeld's new pistol scope aystems are totally new.
NotJust our rifle scopeswith longer eve relief. Both the
Y/2XMPand 2-1/2X MP are built to take a magnum=Short.VIcious klok.lnternallens assembliesare

upwith a special nonrotatlng baH pivot. And our
rotarydovetall design Is on both scope rings to proVIdean
exclusive "Double Dovetail" mounting system.

In tesls, competitive scopes have come "unglued"
after just50 magnum rounds. Redfield scopes have
shruggecloffthousands of magnum rounds with absolutely
nomalfunctions or changes In accuracy.

Boththe1-1/2X MP, 2-1/2>< MPand mounting systems
areavailable forall the popular handgunsand octagonal
barrel black powder rifles with a 7/8" flattop.

Rec:IfteId offersyou the right scope for eoIeryshooting
-nMd. They're available In fixed and variable powers,

, WIdefI-" Low Profile and Traditional models. And only
eId offers Accu-Trac!M the finest long-range shooting

tIN8r created.
~ the most complete and mostco~l~ mounts In

. world. QfIdyou can put together1!'Ie'Mestsc;:ope .
for the money. available today. Find outwith a

. through our1979catalog. Justmall25¢with your
nameand address to: Redfield, Dept. _.5800 East

, .JeweltAvenue, Denver. Colorado 80224. and we'll send
•.,aeopvpluaa fluorescent sight-In target.



BAG 1Wo!DBI!BOOKS WITH ONE SHOT...ANYWHERE!
. ' Buy OBI Books Locally - or Order by Mai.l!

Edited by Joseph J. Schroeder
and the Editors of Gun Digest ~\}

The first single source ~~~~
reference for g.un related . ~~. .
Items and services ever
published! Whatever facet
of guns you m.ay be inter
ested in, this book show
cases everything other than
the guns themselves that is
currently available and
where to find it. Products
made by all the well known
manufacturers are included,
but so are the products and
services of hundreds of
others who serve the fire
arms field-many of them
part-time producers of
unique accessories or tools 8895that are never advertised
and are unknown to the
great majority of gun buffs.

More than 1700 individual descriptions with almost
1500 illustrations are organized into 19 sections,
each covering a specific product or service area.
Prices are included when available, plus charts,
lists, and tables. Here are the subjects covered:

• Pistol Customizing Accessories
• Rifle & Shotgun Customizing Accessories
• Metallic Sights
• Telescopic Sights
• Gun Cleaning Accessories & Supplies
• Gun Parts: Replacement & Obsolete
• Custom Guns & Gunsmithing Services
• Gun Cases, Storage & Security
• Target & Bench Shooting Accessories
• Targets & Range Equipment
• Air Gun Accessories
• Gunsmithing Tools; Finishing & Refinishing Supplies
• Black Powder .Accessories
• Holsters, Scabbards & Slings
• Hunting Accessories
• Knives & Knife Accessories
• Handloading Equipment & Supplies
• Gun Book Publishers
• Ammunition & Components: Current, Obsolete '

& Surplus

With each item or service in the book, a company
or individual's name is provided. Every one of those
n~mes is listed, along with complete mailing address
and often telephone number, in the directory
at the end of the book. Packed with a great i:Ieal of
available and hard-to-find information, GUN
ACCESSORIES is a welcome and necessary adden
dum to your gun book library. 320 8Y2"x11" pages.

Gun Digest Book Of
GUN ACCESSORIES

#GD1006

8995

1980 GUN DIGEST
34th Edltlo~Edited by Ken Warner~\

Our new Editor-In-Ghief Ken ~~
Warner, former editor of .~ ,
American Rifleman, has
loaded the 34th edition with
great reading about firearms
written by the top echelon
of firearms experts. The
feature section, packed with
more articles than ever,
will appeal to those whose
interest lies in guns of
the recent past and to
those interested in the very
newest developments in the
firearms field. As an
added bonus, this edition
includes a full color section
devoted to the achieve
ments of Sturm, Ruger, in
recognition of their 30th
anniversary. Never before have so many Ruger
guns been so handsomely displayed in print!
Here's just a sampling of the outstanding
articles to pique your interest: H.V. Stent
describes the glamour of the Winchester
Model 94; Thomas Turpin tells where good
engravers come from; excerpts from 7~1' I
Was There!. the new autobiography 0 mer
Keith, dean of American gun writers and a
pioneer in the development of modern firearms
and cartridges; Philip Lichtman, an eminent
gun designer, discusses the availability,
properties .and treatment of special steels
useful to .gunsmiths and home craftsmen;
conclusion of Let the Gun Talk by Lucian Cary,
begun in last year's edition; John Amber
critiques Martin Hagn's unique single shot
rifle design; Henry Stebbins writes on the
early 22 Auto Rifle; Ken Warner reports on his
firing of Ruger's new 44; Bill Bennington
examines all the available Sharps rifle
replicas; Dennis Riordan contributes a landmark
article on the reliable Model 1911 Colt; Roy Dunlap
describes his muzzle-loading rifle/shotgun
with interchangeable barrels; J.D. Jones gives
us an insider's report on some highly collectible
guns customized by Mag-Na-Port; Alex Schimek
compares two big-bore rifle cartridges, the
458 and 416 Rigby; Colin Greenwood relates the

. fate'of the famous 303 British service Round;
plus much, much more to interest shooters, .
handgunne~, hunters, collectors, law enforcement
officers...anyone interested in guns and gun lore.
Plus our regular departments: Shooters Showcase
of new products for '79; Ammunition Tables;
Arms Library; Arms Associations; Periodical and
Shooting Publications and Directory of the Arms
Trade. As always, the famous 175-page catalog
section is the most up-to-date source for
specifications and current retail prices on
all U.S. and foreign firearms sold in the U.S. today!
Solid reading enjoyment in 464 8Y2"x11" pages.

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!--~
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Buy One IDBtlBook, Get ORe Free!
At Your Dealer Or From This Ad'!

Book'

Book'

$----

$

$

TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR
HANDGUN By J. B. Wood
87 pistols and revolvers are
studied.with descriptions and
illustra tions of common
problem areas. Offers do-it
yourself solutions, when and
where to go for help. 192
8lh" x 11" pages.
#TH5146 ... """.$5.95

TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR
RIFLE AND SHOTGUN

ByJ. B. Wood
How to correct minor prob
lems frequently encountered
in 87 popular shoulder arms.
When to turn to a gunsmith
or return it to the factory.
Heavily illustrated. 192 8\12"
x 11" pages.
#TR5136 $5.95

Book I

Book I

Book I Book I
Please send the DBI book(s) listed above.

Column 'B' Total $, _

PLUS postage, insurance, and handling charges
($2.00 for each FREE book). $, _

TOTAL ENCLOSED

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
EXPLODED FIREARMS
DRAWINGS 2nd EdItIon

EdIted by Harold A. Murtz
Be sure of$etting all working
parts back Into your antiques,
sporting guns, military arms.
Includes parts lists and draw
ings. 288 8\12" x 11" pages.
#EX9326 .•...••••. $7.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK
MODERN GUN VALUES
2nd Edition By Jack LewIs

Brand new edition of the
most comprehensive, up-to
date book on the subject.
Major revision of handgun
section. Latest prices. Don't
buy, sell or trade without it I
288 8\12" x 11" pages.
#MV5826 ••••••••••$7.95

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
8th Edition

Edited by John T. Amber
Historical and current devel
opments in science of reload
ing. Wildcat and popular
cartridges, shot-shells. Fea
tures for marksmen, experi
menters. Big catalog section.
288 8lh" x 11" pages.
#HA2086 ..••••.... $7.95

HOME GUNSMITHING
DIGEST 2nd Edition

By R. A. Stelndler
All'new articl.es span com
plete what, how-to and why
Info. Projects for the begin
ner as well as the seasoned
home gunsmith. Plus a di
rectory ofthe trade. 288 8\12"
x 11" pages.
#HM5156 .....•.... $7.95

HANDLOADING
FOR HANDGUNNERS

By George C. Nonte, Jr.
Covers selection of bullets,
powder, primers. How-to
articles on casting and pre
paring bullets; swaging; cor
rectin~ misfires and more.
BallistiCS and loading data
tables. 288 8\12" x 11" ·pages.
#HH8416 $7.95

LAW ENFORCEMENT
HANDGUN DIGEST

NEW REVISED EDITION
Guide to operation and
maintenance of law enforce
ment weapons. Includes
every type of handgun, plus
speCial sections on riot guns
anti-sniper .rifles, tear gas,and
other speCial weapons. 320
8\12" x 11" pages.
#LE5226.••.•••.•••$7.95

HOBBY GUNSMITHING
By Ralph Walker

Your kitchen table or work
bench, a few basic tools, and

. you're on the way to a reward
Ing pastime. Close-up photos
and detail drawings keep mis
takes minimal, and enjoy
ment maximal. 3208\12" x 11"
pages.
#HG5126 .•..•.....$6.95

BLACK 'POWDER GUN BLACK POWDER
DIGEST 2nd EDITION GUNSMITHING

Edited by Jack Lewis By Ralph T. Walker
A must for muzzle loaders. Replicas to restoration, Cov- OR
In-depth discourse on rifles, ers many specific projects, Enclosed is genuine proof-of-purchase (dealer
handguns, scatterguns and kits,plus original guns- sales slip only) for DBI book(s) bought locally.
accessories. Features update when to .upgrade and when Send FREE book(s) listed in Column 'c'
catalog ofarms; newalterna- to keep hands off. Complete above. I've included the $2.00 processing fee
tive to black powder; big d' f li
gun look at cannonry; where 8V::~?l"°pag:~P ers. 288 for each book.
to buy. 2888\12" x 11" ~ges. # $795 TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _
#BP9346 $;7 95 BG5626" " " " " •

t--------.-.-.'.-"-.-"-"-.-t-------------t MONEY BACK GUARANTEE •.•
FAST DELIVERY

g52lr~~~~~8m~N~O DBI BOOKS, INC.
By Clair F. Rees Dept. D188 , 540 Frontage Road

Covers the world offirearms. I Northfield, IL 60093
How to select your first gun,
how firearms operate, all the: Namc' _
basics. Indispensable book I
for the beginner or pro. 224 I AddRss _
8 \12" x 11" pages. I
#BE9536 ..•........$6.95: City State Zip, _

I ~~~~~~~:~~~:f:2~~~:~~_~~:~I_'-- ~_.L_ _
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Makes removing dents in shotgun barrels 5850easy. Use our one bronze expanding plug in-
stead 01 several expensive solid ones. Won't O.ebi Plus 51.
mar or jam bore. Cenler dia. is about .020" ~~~~~~.e

less lh~~~ta~~a~.~~ilaT:lcC:~:~~O~di~t~~re. (~;~1~~;OL.~25

FRANK MITTERMEIER,INC. (Est.1936)
De 11 AH1171 3577 East Tremont Avenue. New York. 10465
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BUY YOURSELF
AMEDAL ••• OR

SELL ONE!
AH CLASSIFIED
A rewarding marketplace.

Only .25¢ a word.
minimum 14 words.

PEllET
FIRING
22 CAl.
SNUB-NOSED

REVOLVER
FREE: Targetsand 50 reuseable pellets
This hard hitting target pistol looks and feels
like the famous snub nosed revolver in use
by most detectives. The cylinder swings out
to take eight 22 caliber pellets and each
revolver comes with its own FREE supply of
targets and 5 p rounds of reuseable pellets.
Only $3.95 plus 65d for postage and hand
ling. Your money promptly refunded if
you're not completely satisfied. Not sold in
New York Citv.
Elln Products Corp. Dept 527DR94
35 Wilbur St. L nbroook, N.Y. 11583

A new experience in fast-loading! Sturdy, light
weight, easy to use ... it's the fastest way to
reload your revolver with round nose or wad
cutter ammunition.
Check these NEW MODEL features:
.NO CARTRIDGE JIGGLE
.PERFECT ALIGNMENT OF CARTRIDGES
WITH REVOLVER CYLINDER-gives faster,
more positive loading.

.POPULAR SPILL-RESISTANT TWIST KNOB
simply turn knob to load revolver or to
recharge loader. .

LEARN
The New Pistolcraft

At JeH Cooper's
API Training Center.

The American Pistol Institute is now accepting
applications for training of police, military and
Civilian students (with proper credentials) at the
new 170-acre training center. Basic course
teaches you to shoot carefully and quickly; to hit
single, multiple and moving targets; to move cor
rectly; to maintain continuity of action; to re
spond properly to the unexpected; and much
more. Unique, proven teaching method quickly
imparts the decisive skills of modern defensive
pistolcralt.

FOR a·PAGE BROCHURE, SEND $1 to:

The American Pistol Institute
Box 401- E Paulden. AZ 86334

UKPSA CONCEALED CARRY RULES

I. A holster, weapon and related equip
ment for concealed carry must be suitable
for constant wear in casual, lightweight
street clothing of reasonable cut and fit,
and must, in the opinion of the com
petition director, be likely to evade casual
detection in an urban environment.
2. A belt holster must be so designed and
worn that the weapon is carried high and
pulled into the body. A finger passed be
tween the stock of the weapon and the
shooter's body should have to force the
butt of the weapon outward in order to
pass.
3. A shoulder holster which carries the
weapon muzzle-downward should be so
constructed as to pull the stock of the
weapon into the body.
4. It must be recognized that concealment
is largely a function of build and that a rig
which is approved as concealed for one
shooter is likely not to be for another.
5: If the jacket is worn unbuttoned, the
weapon must be unlikely to be noticed if
the jacket should swing open. Weap
ons worn forward of either hip bone are
unlikely to be approved for unbuttoned
jackets.
6. A competitor may present himself for
inspection with his jacket buttoned or un
buttoned at option, but must begin each
stage as he was when inseected.
7. It must be emphasized that the require
ment is for concealment under light street
clothing suitable for summer wear. If the
competitor appears in quilted or "loosely
hanging outer garments, the fact that his
equipment is concealed by them does not
mean that it will be approved.
8. It should also be emphasized that
shoulder holsters, cross-draws and appen
dix rigs are difficult to conceal on all but
the most heavily-built men, and will
not be approved unless'they are really
effective.
9. Belts, when worn, must pass through
the trousers' belt loops. In no case may the
gun be worn on a gunbelt separate from
the waist belt. If a belt holster is worn, the
trousers should allow. belting above the
level otthe hip bones so that the rig is car-
ried in the hollow of the waist. •
10. Ammunition carriers must be equally
as well concealed as the weapon.
II. The competition official may ask the
competitor to bend, squat, lean, turn or
pick things up in the course of inspection,
and may require the competitor to remove
his jacket so that the rig may~

132 FIFTH ST, DAYTON, KY.41074 be more closely examined. ~
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LIGHT LOADTM
Most Effective Handgun
Shooting Aid Ever Designed!
There are dozens of thoughts and theories on how to improve .one·s accuracy, but the common
denominator among them all is - practice. To become a better shooter you must shoot ... it's that
simple, or rather, that expensive. Why, with the high cost of ammunition, a few hours on the range can
set a man back $100 or mere and becoming a top notch marksman means a substantial investment- or
did, that is. until now.

Now there is a safe, economical and effective training device that will make you a better shooter and
won't break your bank in the process. It's called Light Load.

What is a Light Load?
Light Load is a precision engineered handgun conversion kit for dry firing that permits accurate

simulation of the handgun firing process. It will improve your sight alignment, grip, hand steadying,
trigger squeezing, follow-thru and hit recording. The Light Load kit contains an electronic cylinder
that replaces your gun's cylinder, a lens tube that slips into the barrel, a regulation scale target
and instruction brochure.

__________State Zip _

Barrell
2 1 2"

4"

6"
4 5 8"
6 1 2"

2"
4"

6"
7 1 2"

K
K
K

Light Load for
law enforcement.

Light Load will not
harm your handgun.

All Light Load components are coated.
They ca'n be installed and removed any
number of times with absolutely no effect
on the gun's performance or cosmetic
appeal.

o MASTER CHARGEOVISA

Light Load can be safely fired in
your living room.
The burst of light that the Light Load unit emits is safe

to both shooter and bystanders. This safety feature makes
Light Load the finest device available to teach the entire family

proper handgun .use, safety and etiquette. Plus, it permits
regulation scale target or combat shooting practice in the home with
the same handgun you are accustomed to firing on the range or in

the field.

Mgt.
S&W
S&W
S&W
Ruger
Ruger
S & W
S & W
S & W
Ruger.44

Cal.
.357

.38

o Yes, I want to improve my accuracy. Please send me Light
Load(s) at the limited time offer price of only $59.99 each plus $1.00 for
postage.

o Also include pairs of Duraceli"n" Batteries@$1.49pair. I have
enclosed my check or money order in the amount of $ . (Make
checks and money orders payable to: "Light Load")

Models Available (Circle model(s) desired)
Gun Models Frame
13. 19.65.66 K
13.19.65.66 K
13.19.65.66 K
New Model Black Hawk
New Model Black Hawk
10.14. 15.64.67
10.14. 15.64.67
10.14.15.64.67
New Model Super Black Hawk

Kit contains all conversion
components including
regulation scale target and

Any rangemaster or firearms instructor
will applaud the value of simulated handgun
firing. as a training aid for police or military
officers. Light Load gives recruits the oppor
tunity to learn the ins and outs of proper gun
handling without risk of accidental dis
charge and resultant injury. Assures com
plete safety anq adds a remarkable dimen
sion of authenticity to classroom firearms

instruction brochure. instruction.-------------------------- ..

Dramatically
Improves
Handgun
Accuracy!

Light Load is perfectly accurate.
The Light Load lens tube is spring loaded and self aligning so the image that you

see on the target appears at the exact spot that a bullet hole would if you were
firing a live round. Sight the gun exactly as you would normally do with a
loaded weapon. If you are on with Light Load, you will be on with
shells in the gun.



. "To'ride.shoot straight. and s~ak the tru,th- .

This was the ancient Law of Youth.
. /

Old times are past. old days aredGne;

But the Eaw'runs true. Q little son!"
- Charles T. Davis.

l"2)} STUBM,.,RIJGER & ~ompaoy, Ioe.
'. SouthPO~~(;OJi~eetleut0649~ U.S.A. ,

Manufacturers of Firearms for the Respo~sibleSportsman



_ @;)iJ By Jim Bianchi
~re you a professional who must carry a gun, one upon which
you may be required to stake your life? Many officers and agents are

faced with the problem of purchasing a suitable sidearm, one that will
be utterly reliable under any conditions, yet is totally concealable.

Back in 1964, Paris Theodore, founder of Seventrees Ltd., producers
of some of the finest combat leather extant, designed and produced

for the U.S. Government a handgun meant for top-level security and
protection of high-ranking government figures. This gun, later to

become the ASP, was based on the S&W M39.
The S&W M39, as it comes from the factory, is a fine, reliable gun for

most purposes. However, it has many features not compatible with
carrying in a totally concealed manner. It is t06 big and cannot be
brought into play with any real rapidity. Secondly, there are many
things inconsistent with a true combat arm, such as the checkering,
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the weight, and the magazine disconnector
(which prevents firing the chambered
round while reloading). Too, an unmodi
fied M39 will seldom, if ever, pass the
standard combat arm test of being able
to chamber an empty cartridge case, and
thus will not successfully feed the more
troublesome, albeit effective, hollowpoint
rounds.

Theodore's firm took the M39 and so
modified it so as to eliminate these objec
tions and more.

Shortly after delivering the first two
hundred-fifty units to the government,
lack of operating capital and poor man
agement scuttled the Seventrees, Ltd.
firm. Only a very few of the completed
conversions were produced for sale to the
civilian market and these quickly rose in
value until today, they command collec
tor-only prices in the $800-$1000 range.

In 1976, the firm of Armament Systems'
and Procedures was formed in East Lan
sing, Michigan to produce the ASP. The
ASP, as produced, is a totally de frilled
piece. It is meant to be carried concealed.
It retains the DA operating characteristics
of the M39 and thus can be carried with
the hammer down, safety off, in perfect
confidence. After the first DA shot, all oth
ers are SA in normal autoloader fashion.
The hammer has been bobbed, the barrel
shortened to two and one-half inches and
the magazine capacity reduced to seven

Here's the ASP broken down to its
basic parts. SilhoueHe of the Gut
tersnipe sight is apparent and the
transparent grips allow a quick
look at your ammo supply. Spe
cial grips will not yellow with
age.

The weapon is completely snag
free. No effort was spared to
keep it from hanging up on the
fast draw. Note solid grip that's
made possible by compact design
and curved trigger guard.

rounds. With one cartridge in the chamber
(total: eight shots) this still provides an ad
equate ammunition supply in the pistol.
The system includes a 'DeL,' an ingenious
magnetic magazine holder that holds two
additional magazines in such a way that
they are instantly available, yet cannot fall
out-no matter what the attitude of the

wearer. The total ammunition supply is
twenty-two rounds, certainly enough to
enable an agent to survive anything short
of a protracted fire fight.

The ASP' is completely smooth. Every
effort has been made to provide as com- .
pletely snag-free and easy to commit gun
as possible, even to the sights. They, have
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CORRECT AND INCORRECT GUTTERSNIPE SIGHTING PICTURES

--
.-

1\.... /1.IIiII
LEFT RIGHT RIGHT ON LOW HIGH

been modified for two reasons: the first is,
obviously, to reduce the chances of having
the 'combat sights' as found on other
weapons snag in the clothing of the user in
a panic draw situation and secondly, to
provide a sighting system that, for all its
uniqueness, will serve to align the weapon
correctly-now-and which allows for in
stinctive-both eyes open-shooting. The
use of both eyes makes for faster pickup
and ease of tracking the target.

The Guttersnipe sight is a simple longi
tudinal groove running along the top of
the slide that has high-visibility yellow in
terior sides. These yellow panels serve, us
ing the subconcious instinct to balance the
sides and bottom, to align the weapon cor
rectly. These are not target sights and will
not provide MOA accuracy but, when
push comes to shove, MOA accuracy is ir
relevant. What counts are hits in the kill
zone, hits made before the opponent can
respond.

In a recent test of the ASP, an army

intelligence officer drew from under his
suitcoat, fired seven shots, reloaded, fired
anotber seven shots, reloaded again and
fired the remaining eight. All in the in
credibly brief time of seven seconds. The
target, located the statuatory 6.4 meters
away, had a duster of holes that could be
covered by the palm ofone'hand. Not tack

The
ASP PAK

Armament Systems &Procedures, Inc.,
producers or the very fine ASP custom
combat conversion of the S&W M39, has

, announced a line of products aimed primarily
at the law enforcement agent but which is
of interest to all
shooters and
sportsmen.

Their latest
offering is the
PAK, a carrying
casl!'designed
for toting a
small frame
autoloader or
revolver; the
cleaning and maintenance
gear for same; or surveillance gear, such as a
small pair of binoculars, a microcassette
recorder or a miniature camera.

Kevin Parsons, president of ASP, Inc.,
states that the PAK is being supplied in three
colors: Black, tan and brown, in order thllt
clients may color code the contents with
the cases.

Measuring 7 x 5 X 2V2 inches, and
constructed entirely of glove leather with
brass furniture, the PAK has three external
compartments suitable for holding pens,
pencils, spare magazines and the paperwork
associated with the contents. Inside are
two more full·length side pockets for holding
additional do.cumentation. Supplied with
each PAK are five self·adhesive Velcro spots
that can be affixed to delicate equipment to
prevent it rattling and becoming damaged.

It can be supplied with gold·leaf
monogramming of up to three initials at no
extra charge.

Construction, materials and appearance
are all top·drawer and in view of the price
asked, a real bargain. The name is ASP... it"
might easily be Gucci!

The ASP PAK. $30.00 each in your choice
of brown, tan or black, with five Velcro
spots and gold monogramming of up to
three initials. Available from: ASP, Inc.,
P.O. Box 356, Appleton, Wisconsin 54911,
(414)731·8893.

driving accuracy, but certainly of a high
enough order to do the job. Results are
what count!

The ASP'looks and feels like a toy.
Weight is an incredibly slight twenty-four
ounces, fully loaded with seven rounds in
the magazine and one in the chamber. In
appearance, it is matte-black, due to the
Teflon-S finish that is applied to interior
and exterior surfaces of the gun and the
magazines, This finish serves to give a
smooth, reliable operating sequence and a
business-like aspect, as well as obviating
the need for lubricating oils that besides
being attractive to dust and grit, may coag
ulate and stick the action at the wrong
time.

Externally, the features that draw im
mediate attention are the Guttersnipe
sights, the transparent grips and the fore
finger pocket.

These grips are manufactured out of
Lexan, a polycarbonate plastic much
noted for impact resistance. They serve
not only to give a constant indication of
the remaining ammunition supply but are
of such a contour as to provide immediate
commitment to the weapon.

Commitment is a word often used by
those involved in manufacture and sales
of the ASP. They feel, and rightly so, that
the heaviest caliber weapon available is
useless unless it can be brought into action
when needed. There are no runners up in a
gunfight. The ASP, by virtue of its total ab
sence of grooving, checkering arid stip
pling is a very easy weapon to commit
oneself to. There is just no way that the
stocks can be grasped awkwardly or in a
manner that the weapon cannot be imme
diately fired. The design theory of the ASP
is that the weapon will shift in the (under
standably) sweaty hand of the agent who
is called upon to defend his life with it,
moving under the effects of recoil until it is
firmly in place. The point being that the
weapon has been designed in such a way
as to make it easy to grip the first time, yet
no matter how incorrect the grip may be, it
can still be fired.

(Continued on page 65)
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Pistols and varmints go together like
bourbon and water. A lot of this coun

try has a sizeable number of varmint type
animals available for hunting between the
size of. dump ~ats ~nd coyotes. 'Course.
there aren't as many dump rats as there
used to be now that most "dumps" are
sanitary landfills and at the current price
of coyotes hides most guys will rely on a
rifle rather than a handgun. Besides that,
sometimes coyotes are hard to get into de
cent handgun range. Ditto that for foxes.
Even though crows now have a season (m
them, I call them varmints-and have you
noticed how few cottontails there are in a
lot of places where haw~s have made a
comeback due to being protected?

Prairie dogs, gophers, groundhogs',
whistle pigs, rockchucks or whatever you

Thl. Iron-.I.hlod TIC In Smm
knock'" ovor thl••roundh.. at
liId ovor 100 yarcl8.



FOR

There .re • lot of v lnt
.........n.., ThoInp....
C.........rs 111y In that cede·
.ory, ••p.el.lly In .221, .22
Horn.', .218 S•••n" .256
M..n.....

stunt guns for most varminting but can be
used. My first handgun kill of a groundhog
was with an Ortgies 7.65 (.32 ACP) Auto
and it was a one shot down and dead num
ber. The old .32 didn't have much in the
way of sights, but it shot where it looked.
Ammo cost at that time was 4-64: per
round. By saving pennies a few rounds

want to call them, along with jackrabbits, were obtained now and then. It didn't take
are our most "popular" varmints. long to figure out that sitting down, hold-

Obviously, it is impractical to say. car- ing the gun with both hands, using my
tridge "X" is adequate for rats but not knees for a rest and shooting at about 5-8
jackrabbits and "Y" is fine for groundhogs feet was the only way I was going to kill
and too much for jackrabbits. First, and anything with the .32. It took a lot of sit
foremost the criterion is for a cartridge ting around groundhog holes, but one day
that will give a quick, humane kill. Al- I got lucky. The blast of the little .32 was
though I don't get too uptight over a gut pretty hard on my 7-8 year old ears but the
shot rat 77 grain EM.I. was even harder on the

The fact of the matter is that you can groundhog.
make do with whatever handgun or cali- Obviously, if you are real serious about
ber you have if you want to hunt badly getting started with whatever you have at
enough. Some of the guns and cartridges hand, even a .25 Auto will do the job un
that fall into the "bellygun" category are der some circumstances. That is if you
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want to sit on top of a groundhog hole for
a long time.

The .22 Long Rifle cartridge is available
and effective in a wide variety ofhandguns
ranging in price for a decent one of from
$75.00 to over a thousand for some of the.
specialized target guns. On the bottom end
of the price scale I find it hard to go wrong
with the inexpensive H & R revolvers.
They are available in several styles and
some offer .22 Magnum cylinders as an
option. The fixed sight M-922 is the bot
tom of the H & R line. Middle of the line is
the adjustable sight 940 "Side-Kick" at
$92.50 and top of the H & R line is the
$120.00 nine shot adjustable sight top
break "Sportsman" revolver. All are serv
iceable guns. Some have interchangeable
.22 Magnum cylinders that are usually
worthwile accessories. The same is not
true of extra 9MM cylinders for .357s and
.45 ACP cylinders for the .45 Colt. (Unless
you have a whole bunch ofcheap 9MM or
.45 ammo.) The .22 Magnum is a fairly
worthwhile step up in power that must be
equated against the higher ammo cost.
The "Stinger" and "Expediter" have more
punch than a long rifle H.P. at short range
and will give good service. The Hi-Stand
ard line of .22 revolvers offer several vari
eties and the .22 autos progress through
the Cadillac and into the Rolls Royce
class. The competition autos are virtually
unexcelled as field'guns due to their excel
lent accuracy, balance and sights un
less you are looking for something very
lightweight.

Once past .22 caliber, the .30 caliber car
bine Ruger Blackhawk is both effective,
particularly with handloads, and easy to
shoot although it does have a piercing re
port. Handloaded with the no grain Speer
Varminter H.P. bullet the "carbine-pistol"
reaches its greatest effectiveness as a var
mint round-and that is about all it is good
for-it's certainly too weak for hunting
anything bigger than varmints.

Interestingly, H & R is now chambeIjng
the adjustable sight M-999 in .32 S&W
Long. I confess to having a fondness for
the .32 Long cartridge for plinking pleas
ure and it is probably slightly more potent
than the .22 for short range varmints.

The most popular civilian cartridge and
the next real step up in power is the .38
Special. The .38 has seen a lot of years. A
lot ofold guns are still around in shootable
condition that were made way before heat
treating and modem metallurgy. For the
oldies, stick with lead bullets, preferably
wadcutter target loads. I've probably seen
close to a dozen old guns with the rear of
the barrel split from too heavy loads in the
last couple years. These old guns will give

. years of pleasure or peace of mind if they
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"Pythons lust can't be beat.
for the ability to be

worked over into a light,
smooth reliable D.A."

though the no grainers are flat shooting
and accurate for varmints the 158 are a
little slow and don't expand as well or
shoot as flat. All of them will work. The
.357 revolver or single shot is one of the
most versatile varmint guns around and is
quite pleasant to shoot. The .357's bark is
much worse than its bite and ear protec
tion is a definite necessity. A good shot is
quite effective at 100 yards with a good
.357 revolver and add another 50 yards or
so for a scoped TIe.

For shooting running jacks a good .357
revolver is hard to beat. It doesn't make
much difference if it's a Single Action or
Double Action as the gun should be

, thumb cocked if you want to hit!l running

In this Colt Trooper In .357 Mag
num, the author prefers bullet
weights of 125 to 140 although
he says the 1 10 Is very flat
shooting.

are fed mild loads. Many simply won't
stand jacketed bullet loads; particularly
those marked + P. Generally the rear end
of the barrel between the cylinder and
frame splits and bulges without harming
the shooter.

The modern fixed sight guns (.38s) are
usually best fed 158 grain lead bullet
loads. Usually no grain bullets will hit too
low to be of much use on small targets
with the fixed sight guns and the 200 grain
load is the worst .38 load I can think of.
Wadcutters aren't a bad choice for varmint
type animals and seem to kill at least as
well as 158 grain round nose bullets at
short range. The wadcutters will usually
impact pretty close to the 158 grain service
loads. Occasionally, I've run into fixed
sight .38s that ~eem to have the sights ad
justed for no grain loads. I'm not sure if
this is the case or the factory just screwed
up when the sights were put on. In any
event if a fixed sight gun shoots high with
158 grain loads, try nOs-they might 'York
out. '

In the adjustable sigh~ .38s the ammo
variety is astounding. There, are too many
varieties to discuss in an article of this
type. Bullet weight ranges from 95
through 200 grains. The no grain is l!-bout
as light as I like and 158 grain is heavy
enough. Inside that range, you can find a
load and bullet to fit whatever you want to
do. The Norma 110 grain seems to be
about the fastest no grain load and I don't
feel it should be used as a steady diet in a
lot of the light framed guns. The 110s
shoot flat and have a better chance of ex
panding than heavier bullets. It doesn't
seem to make much difference to a rabbit
or groundhog though. Hit them right and
they are dead. Hit 'em wrong and they run.
The 125s seem to be a decent compromise
for varmints. They aren't heavy enough
for medium game but perform well on
varmints. The Speer 140 grain bullet and
load is very decent. The S.V. 150 and mul
titudes of 158s all work. Expansion,
though, in a .38 is an "iffy" thing.
, The .357 Magnum is merely a stretched,
high powered .38 Special. The power
difference is appreciable but don't expect
miracles from the .357. With 125-140 grain
bullets it seems at its best (for varmints) al-
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(.41) and 180-200 (.44) grain loads. I espe
cially like three .44 Mag factory loads for
varmints and also medium game. The
Federal and Super Vel 180 grain and
Speer 200 grain loads have always worked
well for me. As is the case with the .357;
the .41 and .44 kick harder and don't shoot
as flat with heavy bullets as they do with
light. They work fine, but are very slightly
inferior to the lightweights for varmints.

The .45 Colt and .45 ACP are both
pleasant to shoot and decent killers out to
around 75 yards. Federals new 225 grain
H.P. .45 Colt load is a lot more effective
than the old 255 grain R.N. loads. (I re
cently put one completely through a hog
from a 2Ys" barrel.) The .45 ACP isn't
much with 230 grain R.N. bullets as they

rabbit at much over 25 yards. Some- tend to slip through small animals causing
damn few-guys are effective on running little damage. Any of the H.P. factory
rabbits double action at greater distances loads or semi-wadcutter handloads are
than that. They might as well be shooting considerably better killers. The.45 doesn't
S.A. as the style they use isn't any faster operate at high enough velocities to assure
than S.A. and they would probably benefit expansion on small animals, particularly if
by going to S.A. A good double action is much distance is involved. The Federal
only available as a custom job. Pythons H,P. is the biggest and bluntest H.P. avail
just can't be beat for the ability to be able and Sierra has now made this bullet
worked over into a light, smooth, reliable available to reloaders. Handloaders can
D.A. S&Ws, in my opinion, cannot be pepupthe.45ACPahundredfeetpersec
made to operate as smoothly and as lightly, ond or so faster than factory loads. The .45
as a Python without suffering badly in the ACPs accuracy in a Gold Cup, MK IV or
reliability department. any of the accuracy jobs is such that the

The .357 is about right for a typical var- guns run out of power before they run out
mint gun. It is easy to shoot, accurate and of accuracy.. I figure 75 yards absolute max
powerful enough. for the .45 on groundhogs.

The .41 and .44 Magnums do a great job You may have noticed so far no refer-
on varmints, particularly with fast 170 ence to the 9MM. Plenty of good accurate,
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The "Camp Gun" by Charter Arm.
I. very aptly named. A formidable
IIHle meat geHer I. thl. IIHle .22.
CCI "Stinger." extend. the ronge.

powerful ammo for it is available. Gener
ally, the Colt Govt. Model MK IV is the
only gun that is readily available that is ac
curate enough to take advantage of the
ammo. The 9MM can be anything from a
10 to 75 yard varmint gun, depending on
accuracy of the individual gun. I've owned
M-39s so inaccurate and shooting so far
from where the sights looked as to make
them almost worthless at 25 yards. I've
also had two that were fairly decent. The
HiPower has never been noted for its
accuracy.

The specialized varmint guns are single
shots with the Remington XP-lOO .221
Fireball at the top of the heap. No other
over the counter handgun will stay with
this one for accuracy. Factory ammo is ef
fective on groundhogs at 200 + yards.
Redfield has a new scope and mount for it
and scoped; if you can't get 250 yard
groundhog kills there is something wrong.
The XP can also be converted to a multi-

good TIC will group under an inch and a
half at a hundred yards, scoped, in these
calibers. The 14" guns develop more
power and are more suitable to larger var
mints at long range or medium game.

In varminting, particular conditions call
for particular equipment. No doubt about
it. If you, as I am, are an equipment freak
you can fill a couple of barns with it. I
think too much emphasis is placed on
equipment and success. Occasionally, I
have a lapse in my blood thirsty nature
and let one get away on purpose. Last
curate, effective, and particularly in the .22
Hornet, K Hornet, Bee, .221 and .256
Magnum; very light on recoil. They are in
expensive·compared to a Python or Smith
.44 and more effective than the revolvers.
In handloading them conventional load
ing data is used with excellent results. A

spring I laid in a shallow depression, in the
sun, on a windy day and watched a
groundhog stick his head out of an escape
hole in flat ground about 150 yards away.
Every ten minutes, just about on the dot,
he turned his head about one-fourth of a
turn-I suppose to get an even tan. After
two hours he was still at it. Maybe he still
is-but it was a good two hours ~
without a shot being fired. ~

Author watched a
groundhog stick his head

out of his hole at 1SO
yards apparently to get

an even tan

tude of center-fire calibers that are consid
erably more effective than the .221. The
.250-3000 and .308 Win. do a terrificjob on
varmints at long range. With these guns,
you run out of scope before you run out of
power and accuracy.

The single shot TICs are available in
some pretty wicked "varmint" cartridges
such as the .221, .22 Hornet, .218 Bee, .256
Magnum and .30-30. Properly set up and
scoped they operate very effectively in
some calibers at 200 yards. If you plan to
get serious about TICs it is worthwhile

. contacting someone who specializes in
them such as SSK Industries (Rt. 1, Della
Drive, Bloomingdale, OH 43910.614-264
0176) for advice, scopes, custom barrels, From left to rlghh .22 Hornet, .22K Homet, .218 Bee and .22 .let
etc. The 10" TICs are handy to carry, ac- Magnum.Wicked medicine out of a TIC. Author like. K Homet be.t.
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Top: A Colt's Custom Shop Python
sporting a pair of Herrett's fine
line checkered stock. Bottom:
Here's a S & W Combat Master
piece with Herrett's new smooth
grips. Author prefers the check
ered ones.

By J. D. Jones

Steve Herrett is' one fine guy personally
and has probably forgotten more

about making handgun stocks than most
people in the business will ever know. 1
can't say as I've ever really disagreed with
Steve on anything-much less handgun
stocks-until now. 1very strongly disagree
with him about the Shooting Master
stocks.

Quoting Steve's letter telling me about
the stocks, he said; "After'two busy years
of tooling up and ten thousand rounds
later 1have developed the ultimate design
in revolver stocks for the more popular
double action guns and that makes the big
bores manageable.

"They carry modest finger grooves, ser
rated front and back straps and are cleared
for modern speed loaders. Now add to this
a well rounded butt for two handed com
bat shooting and you have what we've
named 'HERRETT'S SHOOTING MAS
TER.'''

OK-that's his side of it. 1put a set of the
smooth ones on myoid Combat Master-
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Fine line checkering was selected for
the Python. To my way of thinking, the su
perior checkering not only looks better
than smooth wood but gives a much better
grasp of the wood. Both sets ofstocks were
fairly large; guys with small hands won't
be able to use them effectively. 1found the
Shooting Masters to perform adequately
with both guns. The .38 shifted less with

piece .38 that has been shot enough that it full charge loads than the .357 did. The
is slick as most super tune jobs and a Python tended to shift downward in my
Python fresh out of Colt's Custom Shop. hand unless 1curled my little finger under

Frankly, 1 can't stand either S & W or the bottom of the stocks during fast
Colt stocks; accordingly I've tried a lot of double action with full charge 158 grain
stocks in the last 25 years or so and devel- loads. 1 don't .consider stock slippage a
oped some very defiriite preferences. problem for single action firing. After

Steve explained he had been getting in- burning about 250 rounds of .38 and .357 1
creased demands for smooth stocks and think the Shooting Masters will find their
the Shooting Masters would be available way onto a lot of guns. I do however,
smooth (which 1 have practically no use strongly disagree with Herrett's statement
for on a working gun), fine line, and skip that I quote in part, "I have developed the
checkered. ultimate design" referring to the Shooting

1 did not think 1 would like the smooth Masters. Hell, he's flat had it for years-the
stocks on the .38 and 1 really didn't care Trooper with finger grooves, checkered
much for them. They slipped a bit in recoil and made to fit your hand!
and smooth side panels just don't feel I've never found a wood stock that in
good to me. They do look good though. (Continued on page 66)
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Bianchi wanted the match to
appeal to all types of shooters
and revolvers or autos

Here's the champ himself. Ron
Lerch with a clean score. His gun
is a 6" Hoag-Custom .45 Auto.

With suitably extended time limits, this
format runs through the mid ranges all the
way back to 50 yards, where you fire I on
each target in 7 seconds, 2 apiece in 10,
and 3 & 3 in.15 seconds. Winners went to
prone at this distance with autos, but it was
tougher for wheelgunners since a con
trolled DA pull at that distance takes more
time, and a sixgun man can ill afford to
lose 3 seconds just getting into position.

Match Two was barricade shooting,
with your feet trapped in a box to make
sure you didn't step outside your "cover."
There were equal runs from each side of
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two shooters fired virtually identical long
slide (6") Hoag Customs, and better
advertising a gunsmith cannot buy. Pach
mayr Custom Combat .45s were also pres
ent in abundance.

The course was divided into four seg
ments of 48 shots apiece. Match One re
sembled IPSC's advanced military course
in some respects. The shooter faced 2 tar
gets at 10 meters. As in all stages, the gun
was holstered with /lands shoulder-high.
Then you had 3 seconds to draw and plug
each target once. Next time, it was 2 hits
apiece in 4 seconds. Reload, and you
crank off 3 and 3 in 8 seconds, weak hand
only, a stage that cost almost everyone
points. (You can draw with the strong
hand and pass the gun over.)

F or the shooters, it began with en
graved invitations. For the sponsors,

it started over a year ago when John
Bianchi and Ray Chapman started talking
about putting on a pistol match. As our
readers 'know, John Bianchi is an ex-cop
who parlayed a leather shop in his garage
into the world's leading (up to $8 million
annual sales) producer of gunleather.
Chapman is perhaps the most charismatic
shooter the young sport of IPSC has ever
produced, the only American to hold the
world title, and still among the best.

The first thing Bianchi made clear was
that, while he has supported all manner of
handgun tournaments with prize dona
tions, the one that would bear his name
would be neither an IPSC shoot, nor any
other established format. Instead, he
wanted one that would appeal equally to
any of his handgun customers, wheelgun
ners and auto buffs alike. There was to be
no running or barricade vaulting; he
wanted a test of marksmanship, not ath
letic skill.

Moreover, it was to be an elite tourna
ment. Top shooters only, by invitation.
Bianchi contacts who are up on each of the
handgun sports were asked to submit lists
of each game's top guns. Originally, they
wanted to invite America's top 200 pistol
shooters. The list extended to half again
that many, and 103 competitors showed
up. And elite handgunners they were. Al
most all the PPC shooters there were
members of the 1480 or 1490 club. The
bullseye and Olympic gunners were all
champions whose scores run more toward
2650 than 2600. And the heavy turnout of
IPSC pistoleros was comprised almost en
tirely of men ranked high nationally, or in
their geographic areas.

I would guess that 80 shooters brought
targetized/combatized .45 autos, maybe
20 had revolvers, and I counted three 9
mm. autos. There were a couple of
"Cugers," Bill Davis' Ruger double action
fitted with a Colt Python barrel, but the re
volversmith most heavily represented was
Ron Power, with several of his bull-bar
relled,' BoMar-ribbed S&W .38s floating
around (including mine). In .45s, the
handiwork of fine smiths liked Armand
Swenson and Bill Wilson and Austin Behl
ert could be seen, but the dominant 1911s
were those built by Jim Hoag of Canoga
Park, Ca. Jim's superbly tight and func
tional guns practically own southwestern
IPSC competition, and those competitors
in turn owned the top flights of the Bianchi
shoot when all scores were tallied. The top
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the barricade, and most shot with the going 60 feet in 6 seconds. At 10 yards, you
strong hand controlling on the weak hand fire 6 on each pass. At 15 and 20 yards, it's
side because the time limit was too short to 3-shot bursts, and at 25 yards, two runs at a
switch hands for a more balanced posi- time. Despite the added time, most of us
tion. It was here, especially with the 6 shot, who shot it found the longest range the
6 second strongs at 10 yards, that most most difficult, because of the surprising
overtime whistles were blown during the amount of lead required. Most .45 men
Bianchi shoot. It was shot again at 15, 25, were holding ahead or the target at this
and 35 yards, with only one second added distance. Chapman had worked out a lead
with each increasing increment of range. formula in the shoot brochure, but many

Match Three, most felt, was the tough- of us thought his leads were too generous.
est. A moving target runs across your path After the first string, we all knew he was
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"What the hell, it's still a great
match." Mickey Fowler seems to
be saying after losing 50 points
due to an empty gun. A good
sport and fine shooter, Mickey
finished a strong second.

right. The "mover" used four targets, com
ing out at random, so a shooter couldn't
get a quick glimpse of his last 6 hits and re
plot his lead.

Match Four was the most treacherous:
the falling plates. Oh, they went down eas
ily enough-occasionally, a hit on the sup
port bar would drop two at a time-but
they were only 8" in diameter, and the
little critters didn't have any "8" or "5"
rings. Hit and get 10, miss and lose 10.

It was here that PPC gunner Dave Bates
of Connecticut almost won the match,
with a superb 47 out of 48 downed ... and
it was here that Mickey Fowler of South
west Pistol League blew it. Leading at the
time in at least half the events, Mickey left
a cha..mbered round in his Hoag .45 but
forg9t to shove in a fresh magazine. He
drew from his Gordon Davis speed rig and
got 0!1e round off. The whistle blew before
he COllld reload, and gone were 50 points
tha~ would have given him the shoot.
Mickey still took second place easily,
which shows how wide the point spreads
were. Falling plates were fired 6 at a time,
two runs at each of 10, 15,20 and 25 yards,
in 6,7,8, and 9-second strings respectively.

One of the precepts at Bianchi was that
revolvers would be the equal of automat
ics, and this was a topic of much con
jecture at the shoot. On which stages did
which gun have the advantage?

On Match One, it was a moot point.
Since the auto gives more time for con
trolled, prone shots at 50 yards, it may
have a slight edge. In Match Two, a heavy
barrel .38 sixgun has a definite edge. A .45
auto keeps hitting the ba.rricade on recoil,
while the light-kicking .38 (158-gr. service
loads are the minimum allowed) permit
you to lock on target. On the runner, it's a
toss-up. For me, a sixgun is better for
Match Three because I'm less likely to an
ticipate the shot and break my follow
through while cranking a DA trigger. Still,
the high scores on this "mover" were shot
with autos, so one has to assume that the
crisper trigger allows a smoother, less
mentally complex tracking of the target.
On the plates, I had thought the revolver
would be weak, but I was wrong: Bates

(Continued on page 70)
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Ever wonder what it's like to shoot a .416, .460, .475 or .500 cartridge
in a pistol? Well, you don't have to be a Rajah or hunt by elephant to

own this newest of the big boomers.
By Dick Eades

I n the heyday of Indian tiger hunting, it
was customary to seek the big cats from

a platform mounted on an elephant's
back. The railed or fenced platforms,
known as howdahs, were occupied by In
dian royalty and British officials fortunate
enough to be included on one of the
elaborate hunts.

Armament for tiger hunting was limited
only by the hunter's ability to absorb re
coil and the ingenuity of the gun manufac
turers. Tales of tiger hunts are filled with
'comments about "4 bore" and "8 bore"
double rifles. Shooting was usually at very
close range. Power, rather than long range
accuracy, was the primary consideration.
Most authorities frowned on the use of
hollow point or soft nosed bullets and pre
ferred instead a heavy, full jacketed slug.

Stalking tigers in jungle grass or heavy
cover could become quite hazardous, even
from the lofty howdah seat. Most ele-

phants had, ifnot a fear, at least a healthy
respect for the tiger. A tiger could, and of
ten did, attack the elephant, with splendid
disregard for the howdah occupants. Such
attacks were usually directed at the ele
phant's sensitive trunk, just above the jaw
line. An onslaught by a cat weighing sev
eral hundred pounds could bring the ele
phant to its knees with disastrous results
for the hunter.

To combat tiger attacks, directed at the
elephant or howdah passengers, an ultra
powerful, yet handy firearm was needed.
The commonly used rifles were simply too
cumbersome to be brought to bear at
ranges of a few feet. To fill the need for
close range weaponry, a distinctive hand-

. gun was developed. In time, this class of
heavy caliber, powerful guns became
known as howdah pistols. Many were de
signed as single shot pistols while others
were redesigned from basic double rifle

actions. All were designed and constructed
to fill a specialized need; disposition of a
large and aggressive animal at short range
with minimum risk to the user.

Your chances of being called upon to
hunt tiger from a howdah today are prob
ably pretty remote. If, however, the idea of
a handgun capable of reliably taking any
game in the world appeals to you, there's
one available that measures up to howdah
standards. The modern version of a how
dah pistol would probably bring tears of
desire to any Indian potentate and all of
his mahouts. It's a handgun hunter's hand
gun, conceived and built by Lee E. Jurras,
widely known ballistician and pistol spe-

Sp.akln. of Howelah pl.tol.,
h....'. tho on. L..Ju...... mael. up
for AI Un••r (3 tim. Inely 500
champ) In .460 Jurras. Thl. on.
boa.t•••rlal no. AU 500.
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cialist. Based on the Thompson/Center
Contender receiver, the new pistol is
called the Jurras Howdah.
. The handgunner who is satisfied with an

over-the-counter pistol won't be inter
ested in a Jurras Howdah. They aren't for
everyone; just for the true handgun hunt
ing specialist who wants and needs the ul
timate in handgun power. Sure, a few

other manufacturers have come out with
so-called handguns that are actually min
iaturized rifles but Lee's gun retains con
ventional, classic handgun appearance
and handling qualities while providing
stopping power unheard of by most of
today's handgunners.

Jurras Howdah's are offered in a variety
of calibers, all of which surpass the most

powerful commercial handgun cartridges
many times. All are loaded to moderate
pressure levels in the area of 40,000 c.u.p.
using bullets ranging from 235 to 600
grains in weight. At even moderate veloc
ities, bullets of this weight can deliver
striking power far greater than any hand
gun known to most shooters.

The buyer of a Jurras Howdah can se
lect from five calibers at present although
others are now being developed. Current
offerings include .375, .416, .460, .475 and
.500 calibers. All are based on the .500
Nitro Express case, shortened and formed
to fit Jurras' specifications. Each caliber
accepts readily available rifle bullets of

. standard diameter. New brass is available
from Brass Extrusion Labs, Ltd., 800 W.
Maple Lane, Bensenville, Ill. 60106.
Loaded ammunition, formed cases or vir
gin brass is available from J & G Sales, 442
Miller Valley Road, Prescott, Arizona
86301. Loading dies are offered by J & G
or direct from RCBS, Box 1919, Oroville,
Ca. 95965.

Since each gun is a custom creation, a
description of appearance can be made
only in general terms. The T/C Contender
frame is used but is first subjected to a spe
cial heat treatment, then finished in an

Left. In.ertlng a cartridge In the
Howdah chamber I. a 1I"le akin
to loading an artllle.., piece.
Oppo.lte. RCBS will· furnl.h die.
for the .460 .luna. and If you
choo.e the .500 Nitro Expre••,
Bra•• Extru.lon Laboratorle.
have the an.wer.
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All above loads offer easy extraction with NO primer flattening. Those listed as
. maximum working load will offer plenty of recoil. and about all the fun a shooter
wants when setting down to a chrono session.

1030
1115
1080

1605
1450
1325
1670
1745

28.0 SPEER 235 gr.
26.5 HORNADY 270 gr.
25.0 SIERRA 300 gr.
35.0 SPEER 235 gr.
36.5 SPEER 235 gr.

27.0 BARNES 500 gr.
. 28.0 BARNES 500 gr.

35.0 BARNES 500 gr.

4759 30.0 HORNADY 350 gr. 1290 Mild
4759 29.0 SPEER 400 gr. 1205 Mild
4759 27.0 HORNADY 500 gr. 1055 Consider. MAX working load.

this powder
H·4198 39.0 HORNADY 350 gr. 1270 Mild. consider 41.0 gr.

MAX working load.
H·4198 38.0 SPEER 400 gr. 1210 Good load. consider 39.0 gr.

MAX working load.
3031 40.0 SPEER 400 gr. 1090 Mild. consider 42.0 gr.

MAX working load.
H·4198 36.0 HORNADY 500 gr. 1195 Good working load.

plenty recoil. Consider
37.0 gr. MAX load.

Good load.
Consider MAX working load.
Good load. consider 37.0 gr.
MAX working load.

The penetration and blasting effect on concrete blocks has to be seen to be
appreciated.

29.0 BARNES 500 gr. 1120 Good working load. consider
30.0 gr. MAX.

37.0 BARNES 500 gr. 1025 Mild. consider 39.0 gr. MAX.

When using the term MILD in some of the above loads. I refer to chamber
pressure rather than recoil. SUGGEST all loads be started 1.0 gr. less than any
shown above. By mid March Jurras will be offering a wide range of bullet weights
in the 416.475. and 500 calibers.

Mild
Mild
Mild
Mild
Good working load. consider

, 37.0 gr. MAX working load
34.0 HORNADY 270 gr. 1640 Good. working load.
35.5 HORNADY 270 gr. 1670 Good working load. consider

36.0 gr. MAX working load.
37.0 SIERRA 300 gr. 1430 Mild.
37.0 SIERRA' 300 gr. 1525 Mild. some un·burned powder.

All loads were tested in previously fire·formed cases. CCI 200 primers. 4759 best
general use. H·4198 best for hunting loads. In all loads tested cases fell from
chamber with no extraction difficulties. or flattening of primers. The Speer 285
gr. G.S. bullet can be substituted with 270 gr. load data.

29.0 BARNES 300 gr. 1410 Mild. good working load.
39.0 BARNES 300 gr. 1425 Good working load. consider

fO.O gr. MAX working load.
3031 42.0 BARNES 300 gr. 1360 Some un·burned granules.

Mild.
43.0 BARNES 300 gr. 1345 Mild. powder. too slow.

The 300 gr. BARNES was the only bullet tested to date. By mid·MARCH Jurras
will offer his own bullets from 275 to 400 gr. weights.
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electroless nickel. Side panels are marked
with a stylized lion head applied by a pho
toengraving process. A ,heavy 12 inch bar
rel is, used, turned from match grade
Atkinson or Shilen blanks. Barrels have a
straight taper measuring .810 inch diame
ter at the muzzle. Stocks are a distinctive
Jurras design and are of select walnut.
They are especially designed to minimize
felt recoil and protect the shooter's hands.
Front sights are ramp mounted blades and
rear sights are fully adjustable, designed
.by Behlert.

The buyer may select a number of op
tions to make his gun more suitable to his
personal tastes. Colored sight inserts for
the front sight blade are offered in red,
yellow or ivory. A special three leaf fold
ing express sight may be substituted for
the standard rear. If desired, the barrel
may be Mag-Na-Ported and special QD
sling swivels installed. Beyond these op
tions, any reasonable modification re
quested by the buyer may be incorporated
into the gun.

Lee selected the satin nickel for dura
bility under extreme weather conditions.
It is applied over a glass beaded surface
which is more uniform and has a more
pleasing appearance than sandblasting.
For the connoisseur, an old English rust
blue may be used instead of the nickel. If
rust blue is preferred, it is applied over the
glass beaded surface.

Internally, the TIC design is main
tained but all parts are carefully hand fit
ted and exacting tolerances held between
mating parts. Jurras cautions against the
installation of one of his barrels on a
standard TIC frame. Even though it may
fit, the stresses from the big cartridges
would render the combination unsafe to
fire.

Lee invited me to try his new creation at
a local range, just to see how the big guns
handle and shoot. After examining the
various calibers and cartridges, there was
little doubt that it would be smart to start
at the small end and work up slowly to the
huge .500 caliber. Accordingly, we
dropped in a small supply of cartridges for
each caliber and headed to the range.

Jurras recommends using a glove to
protect the shooting hand from the heavy
recoil when firing repeatedly on a range.
For right handed shooters, the left glove is
more important than the right if a firm two
handed hold is used.

We used ordinary, lightweight, leather
gloves and found them quite satisfactory.
Recoil is substantial but not too hard to
deal with once the shooter becomes accus
tomed to handling the big pistols. Well
shaped stocks are essential to control of a
gun of this type and the Jurras Howdah
has well designed and generously propor
tioned grips that are a great aid to the
shooter. Although it's not practical for
maximum accuracy, it is possible to use a
single handed hold in firing any of the
guns, even the gigantic .500.

(Continued on page 58/
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We'd like to introduce our man in
South Africa, Born in London, David
Arnold served over 18years in the Brit~

ish South African police and became
Superintendent in 1975. He worked
with specialpolice units in urban terror
ism and was an instructor in pistol
shooting. David has represented both
thepolice and Rhodesia in practical and
target shooting. He is presently man
ager of a group security concern in
South Africa and is also Handgun Edi
tor for SA MAN magazine.

South Africa'. first handgun, the
PAF, I. now a coll.ctor'. It.m,
having ....n out of production
.Inc. a"out 1962. It was a .25
auto.

(Photos by Hugh Andrew)



South Africa is a country that is richly
endowed with virtually every impor

tant mineral and therefore well able to
manufacture most of her domestic re
quirements. This is indeed fortunate
because, over the past two decades, in
creasing international pressure as well as
the threat of sanctions have given the nec
essary impetus to make the Republic of
South Africa one of the industrial giants of
Africa and the country is now self-suf
ficient in most of her needs.

As far as arms were concerned, the need
to manufacture military equipment has
been even more urgent because of arms
embargoes that South Africa has been
subjected to since the mid '60s. As far as
the United States and Britain have been
concerned, the refusal to supply arms to
the Republic has not been confined just to
military equipment but embraces all fire
arms including those designed solely for
target and sporting use. In spite of these
restrictions, South Africa has, in a surpris-

ingly short time, built up an arms industry
that is now able to supply most of the
country's military requiremen.ts.

South Africa's arms industry started
during World War II. Before that, the
country's military strength was negligible
with an army consisting of mainly infantry
forces and a small air force equipped with
a few biplanes. When Britain declared war
on Germany, South Africa, then a re
spected member of thl? Commonwealth,
joined the allies in their struggle against
the Axis powers. By the war's end the
South African Army had expanded into a
large efficient fighting force that was
equipped with artillery and armour while
her air force had squadrons flying modern
aircraft such as Spitfires, Mosquitoes, B-24
Liberators, Sunderland flyingboats and
B-26 Marauders..

Apart from supplying fighting men,
South Africa harnessed her then relatively
small industry in the war effort and by the
end of the war armoured cars, munitions,
gun barrels as well as landing craft and
floating docks were being manufactured.

When hostilities ended in 1945, the
armed forces were reduced in size and
South Africa turned her newly found in
dustrial expertise towards peaceful devel
opment and expansion, except for the
manufacture of rifle barrels and ammuni
tion which was retained. However, as

world opinion soured towards South Af
rica in the late fifties (because of her inter
nal policies) the need to become self
sufficient in the manufacture of military
material became all too apparent. By 1965
both Britain and the United States refused
to supply South Africa with air and sea
weapons necessary to protect her borders
and the vital Cape sea route, but, by this
time, the country was producing her own
military assault rifle, chambered for the
7.62 NATO round and known as the R.I.
The local manufacture of military hard
ware has also been expanded so that,
today, South Africa manufactures a wide
range of military equipment ranging from
strike aircraft to armoured vehicles, muni
tions and naval craft.

In spite of her obvious ability to manu
facture rifles and handguns for civilian
use, this potential has only recently been
fully developed even though many foreign
countries have placed restrictions on the
export of sporting firearms to South Af
rica. A major inhibiting factor has been
South Africa's small population which has
made the local manufacture of civilian
firearms difficult to justify because of the
small potential market. Imported arms
were still obtainable which meant that lo
cal products would have to compete
against them and, with the low volume of
production, they just would not have been
able to hold their own price-wise.

Nevertheless, manufacture of civilian
firearms began in a small way some years

Thl. Lynx .357 Magnum com•• -In
thr.. dlff.r.nt "arr.1 I.ngth.
with two grip option•• Th.y have
....n avalla"l••Inc. F."ruary,
1978.

after the war. South Africa has always
been a country of riflemen so it is natural
that shoulder weapons were the first fire
arms to be made. The birth of South Af
rica's rifle industry began in the early
fifties when a small family business con
sisting,of Ben Musgrave and his son Tre
vor, started restocking rifles and shotguns,
doing general repairs to fire-arms and ac
curizing target rifles. Their business ex
panded somewhat in 1953 when another
son, Ben junior, joined them and they ac
quired the necessary equipment to make
rifle barrels. Before long they were pro
ducing custom rifles for hunting and target
use and it was in respect of the latter that
they became famous. In 1969 with Gov
ernment assistance, the Musgrave Com
pany expanded their facilities to the extent
that they are now able to supply almost all
of South Africa's domestic rifle and shot
gun needs as well as manufacturing am
munition and powders for reloading.

In the late fifties the first all South Afri
can handgun appeared on the market.
This was a small .25 semi-auto pistol that
resembled the Baby Browning. Manufac
tured by the Pretoria Arms Factory and
known simply as the PAF, the pistol was
manufactured from about 1958 to 1962
and a fair number were made. Although
the weapon was well made it disappeared
from the scene, presumably because of the
lack of demand.

Some nineteen years were to pass be
fore any further attempt was made to



manufacture handguns locally. Then, sud
denly, in 1977 and 1978, no less than four
different handgun designs, all developed
in South Africa, were announced.

The main reason for this sudden turn of
events was probably due to the internal
unrest of 1976 and the increasing terrorist
threat to South Africa's borders. The high
price of imported guns was probably an
other factor that prompted South African
manufacturers to consider making hand
guns locally.

The first of these handguns to hit the
news was the MAMBA, a large 15 shot.
9 mm semi-auto pistol. The design of this
weapon started in Rhodesia where the
need Cor locally produced handguns had

Th. Hawk ... a compact, larg.
magazln. slngl. action auto
mad. In a hom. workshop. No
plans to produc. as y.t, although
on. oth.r handgun mak.r has
.xpress.d Interest.

become urgent because of sanctions and
the four year old terrorist war. It was origi
nally intended to make the MAMBA a
joint South African/Rhodesian venture
and most of the initial design and devel
opment was done in the latter country.
However, as Rhodesia did not have the
necessary machinery to produce the
weapon in quantity, the MAMBA even
tually became a wholly South African
project.

The MAMBA, which derives its name
from the most deadly snake in Africa, is
made entirely from stainless steel and has
a number of interesting features. Its de
signer's made every effort to make the
MAMBA the ultimate in defense hand-

guns, providing it with an ambidextrous
safety, 14 round magazine (15 with loaded
chamber), micro-grooved barrel, .and can
be carried 'cocked and locked' or fired
double action. Unlike most double action
autos, which usually allow the hammer to
be dropped safely when the safety catch is
applied, this is not possible with the
MAMBA. Ifit is desired to carry the pistol
with the hammer down, it must be low
ered carefully under control after the trig
ger has been pulled. The design of the grip
was a departure from the traditional in
that the front strap has a squarish profile
which the designers maintain ensures that
a correct grip is always taken when the gun
is picked up or drawn from a holster.

Early in 1978 rumours were rife that two
other handguns were being developed in
South Africa and in August the existence
of the Republic and Lynx revolvers was
officially announced. These revolvers are
being made by different companies, the
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This stalnl.ss st••1 mod.1 "R.
public" has a 3" barrel and larg.
grips for la.... hands. Oth.r mod
.Is Includ. a hamm.r shroud, a
hamm.rl... and a IIghtw.lght
v.nlon. This mod.1 com.s In blu.
also. (Photo court.sy Man
Magazln.)
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Republic being a small 38 revolver while
the Lynx is a Medium Frame .357 calibre
weapon.

The Republic is a five shot revolver that
closely follows the design of the Smith and
Wesson J Frame models. Like the Smith
guns, there are three different models, one
resembling the 'Chiefs Special,' another
like the 'Bodyguard' and a hammerless
version similar to the 'Centennial.' The re
volvers will be available in a variety of
barrel lengths ranging from two inches to
a maximum of four and will be made in
stainless steel, blued steel and lightweight
models with alloy frames. For men with
big hands, a large oversize grip option will
be available.

The manufacturers of the Republic did
a lot of careful market research before de
ciding to go for a small frame revolver. A
tried and tested design was chosen rather
than developing anything new because it

manufacturing know-how, the Hawk was
a product of the efforts of three individ
uals. In 1976 three pistol shooters, Mervyn
Ullman, a gun dealer, Des Horn, a dentist,
and Brian Geyer, an expert machinist and
engineer, teamed up to build a handgun
suited for South African conditions. Be
tween them they designed and built a high
quality working prototype of a compact
semi-auto pistol in 9 mm with a magazine
capacity of 13 rounds. The Hawk is built
around the best feature of the Browning
and Star 9 mm automatics. The slide, trig
ger and magazine closely follow the de
sign of the Browning High Power but the
safety and hammer is basically Star. With
the exception of the barrel, the entire gun
was machined from high quality steel in
the home workshop of Des Horn.

The result of their efforts was a well
made functional auto with a large maga
zine capacity yet still compact, being no

production as well as qualified gunsmiths.
Of the few gunsmiths in South Africa,
most have flourishing businesses of their
own which has meant that handgun com
panies here have had to train up their pro
duction team virtually from scratch. In
addition, they have developed their own
methods of mass production. All of the
three weapons make extensive use of 'in
vestment castings' while the makers of the
Republic have apparently discovered a
quick and efficient method of rifling their
revolver barrels.

Being the first pistol to be announced
the MAMBA appeared to have a head
start over all the others so it was natural to

'expect this automatic would be the first to
reach the gunshops.

This was not to be, however, as metal
lurgy problems with stainless steel delayed
putting this product on the market and
current rumours are that the MAMBA will

He,.'s the 15.shot, 9mm MAMBA.
This large auto was announced In
April, 1977 but has yetta appear
In the gun shops. It's pos.lble that
Americans will be able to get one
sooner than South Africans as Itls
licensed under Navy Arms.

was felt that very little else could be added
to improve what is already on the market.
By choosing a small revolver and provid
ing a choice in barrel lengths, metals and
grips, the manufacturers believe they can
cater for the needs of most average men
and women who simply want a handgun
for protection. Although their approach
has been conservative, this could be the
right decision, bearing in mind the poten
tial market they are catering for.

The approach of the manufacturers of
the Lynx was somewhat different. They
too decided that there was little else that
they could add to revolver development so
they designed their gun around the Astra
and Dan Wesson designs. Instead of a
small revolver, they decided to produce a larger than the Star PD. The pistol fea
.357 revolver with an option in barrel tures an ambidextrous safety and big well
lengths. The frame and action of the Lynx defined sights. The pistol is nicely finished
closely follows that of the Astra, which is and it is hard to believe that the entire
basically Smith and Wesson, while the weapon, with the exception of the barrel,
barrel is removable just like that of the was constructed in a home workshop. At
Dan Wesson. The Lynx is now available the present time there are no immediate
for sale and can be had in barrel lengths of plans to manufacture this .impressive little
6 inches, 4 inches and 2Vz inches. There are weapon although one of the other hand
two grip options, small wooden stocks that gun manufacturers has shown interest.
follow the contours of the metal or over- Much will depend on how well their pres
size rubber ones, similar to those made by ent product is accepted by South African
Pachmayr. The front sight blade is remov- handgunners.
able while the rear is fully adjustable for Making a working prototype is one
elevation and windage. Allen screws, thing-tooling up and producing it in any
rather than the slotted type, are used to se- quantity is quite another, and this prob
cure the side plate to the frame, as well as ably accounts for why it has taken so long
providing sight adjustment. for the first handgun to reach the gun-

Unlike the MAMBA, Republic and shops. One problem that seems to have
Lynx, all ofwhich have been developed by faced all of the manufacturers has been
companies with the necessary finance and the lack of labour experienced in handgun
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be ready for sale later this year. Ironically,
American shooters might have the
MAMBA in their hands before it appears
here, as the pistol is to be made under li
cense in the United States by Navy Arms:
The pistol has already been previewed in
two well known American gun pub
lications (Guns and Ammo and Gun
Digest).

One gun, the Lynx, is available having
first appeared in the gunshops towards the
end of February this year and it is ex
pected that the Republic will also soon be

(Continued on page 70)
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AND
G DGETRy'6
I na previous article, (So You Want To

Shoot the ppc. Sep/Oct 78) I dis
cussed the bare essentials necessary to get
you started in this terrific shooting sport.
Hopefully, some ofyou decided to give it a
try and caught PPC mania in the process.
If so, I figure the time is right to take you a
little further down the road to higher
scores and the awards circle. Let's see now
... you have the basic pistol and acces
sories, you're probably burning a ton' of
powder and lead, but it's possible
your. scores may have stalled. It might
seem like you're shooting as good as
you're evergoing to. Fear not!!
You're never so good that you
can't do better, and your ability
probably has nothing to do with
it.· If you read the previous article,
you'll remember that I said that
you can go just so far with the basic
and barest necessities before you will have
to start adding something here and there
to put a few more points on the board.
Not only are there accessories to help
add points, there are also a couple of
items you can pick up to help make your
lot a little easier both while transporting
your gear to and from the match as well as
while you're on the line.



Author'. PPC baHery con.l.ts of a
bull barreled Colt Trooper by TNT
Arm. and modified Colt Python.

I said before that good sights were a small aluminum cigarette lighter and is
highly desirable. Let me change that to one of the neatest little gadgets you can
ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY! If you have in your pistol box. All you do is re
don't have a good post front sight to go move the top and drop in a few lumps of
with that adjustable rear, then don't walk, carbide. Add a few drops ofwater, replace
but RUN to your favorite gunsmith and the top, hit the striker, and PRESTO !-in
have one installed. For aU but a very few stant carbide flame for your sights. The
shooters, a ramp front sight, with or with- black that this little gem produces far out
out a colored insert,just can't cut the mus- does any of the commerical sprays. The
tard in the ppc. Nothing can match the only drawback is that the smoke is rather
crisp sight picture that comes from a flat- greasy and sooty, and if you should acci
back rear, and square post front sight that dentally brush your sights against your
has been well blackened. One of my guns hand or holster you may lose some of the
is a Colt Python equipped with the Ellia- black, although a little care on the part of
son rear and undercut post front sights, the shooter can virtually eliminate this
and these two items would have been fault. Those smoked-up sights stand right
worth it at twice the price. (Both of these out like the proverbial sore thumb, regard
are options available from Colt on special less of target color. The smoke will also
order, and are legal for the NRA Distin- help eliminate the effect of sunlight on
guished Match.) your sights. Without it, you may be faced

In order for your sights to reach their with the problem of light glaring on the
full potential, they should be blackened to sight bl.ades, causing you to shoot to one
reduce glare. There are several sight black side or the other, depending on which side
sprays on the market, but nothing, and I of you the light is coming from. The price
do mean NOTHING, does the job as well is a couple of cents shy of seven bucks and
as carbide smoke. Carbide lamps are still well worth it.
available, b).lt they're rather clumsy and Another item that might save you some
bulky to lug around to matches. However, lost shots can be found around any home,
there is an excellent little device called the and that is the common toothbrush. If you
"Gunsmoke" that is made especially for use one on your cylinder ratchet and ex
this purpose. It looks for all the world like tractor rod before each stage of fire, you
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might save yourself a lot of grief. Some
powders, such as WW-231, may deposit
unburned powder flakes in the chambers.
Sometimes, when the cases. are ejected,
these flakes find their way under the extrac
tor, thereby decreasing headspace and
causing the gun to jam, especially in
double-action fire. It makes it even worse
if you are shooting reloads and you get
one with a high primer. The combination
of the two is guaranteed to booger up the
whole works and probably costs you sixty
points in the process. Those sixty points,
my friends, you won't ever retrieve, even if
you crossed the X with every shot you
have left.

Next, let's take a look at some of the
custom holsters for the PPC. There are
basically two types of competition hol
sters, the "Bucket," and the open front.
The "Bucket" is aptly named, as it is just a
large, oversized holster of standard con
figuration, usually metal lined and used
exclusively for the heavy-barrelled match
guns. Both Tex Shoemaker and Don
Hume can furnish holsters of this type if
you prefer them.

The second, and my personal favorite, is
the open front made by Lou Reno Enter
prises. It's nothing more than a large

(Continued on page 60)
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JEROME RAKUSAN

arms prizes in major shoots."
Our criteria for professional class shoot

ers were what they took in cash prizes, and
retail value of merchandise awards they
received. Estimated cost of trophies and
medals were not included, nor were fees
received from product endorsements,
books or articles written, jobs offered, or
salaries from teaching the handgun arts.
Had these been permitted, they would
have changed the results considerably.
One person on this list, on the strength of

IS THE MONEY AT THE COMBAT COURSES?

The winner for 1978 Is Ad Clark
of Kalispell, Montana. His victory
at the NSL shoot alone put him
above the others. (Photo courtesy
National Shooter's League)

Chance. For the top winners in PPC
shooting, we talked to legendary Jim Col
lins and Bill Davis, who have a better
'round-the-country perspective on such
things than anyone else. We didn't count
bullseye, because the cash rewards there
are few and meager, and because most of
the top shooters only take award points or
trophies to stay clean for "amateur status"
in International competiti.on. To get a
handle on IPSC winners, we debriefed
former World Titlest Ray Chapman.

We talked to Elgin Gates, head honcho
in metallic silhouette, only to learn that no
big winners are coming out of that game:
"We in the sport want to discourage pro
fessionals who will bend rules to win mon
etary awards," says Elgin, "so we're going
with mostly trophies" with occasional fire

~--==:---:===~=-=~:---

The article on Ad Clark, 1978's top
money winner in handgun competi

tion, brought up an interesting point: who
else was in contention for that distinction,
and what and where did they win?

There is no national clearing house for
scores and award values. The top money
matches are clearly Laramie and Second
Chance, both with purses amounting to
around $15,000, and the NRA Police Re
volver Regional in Pompano Beach, ·Fla.,
where a new Fiat 128 automobile valued
at $4,000 is claimed by the winner each
year. The Bianchi Invitational of '79, if it
becomes a regular event, will make a 4th
"big shoot."

To find out who ranked where in 1978,
we contacted Dr. Robert Burgess at
Laramie, and Richard Davis at Second

ACTUAL SIZE, TOP VIEW

At your firearms dealer. Or send for our catalog.
Please enclose 25 cents.
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211 Grand Street, Lockport, N. Y. 14094

5rEIII'"81

sterling
mark II .380 0/A

If you've been looking at the world's most respected names in
.380 double action autoloaders, look again. Sterling has joined the
list of the elite with the new Mark II. Comparable in performance,
reliability and comfortable handling, our Mark II is priced considerably
lower. The slim new design of slide, frame and grip, adjustable

target-type sights and rolling block safety make this the best
<::::) value in .380 D/As. Blue, stainless or nickel.
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Shown with RCBS die set and
powder measure

I\tt~ntb lieinte
Custom Pistolsmith

Specializing in 45 Autos for;
Competition-Duty-Sport

Design, materials and finish are typical of P/W's high standards. The
P-200's special features are: tel) hole die head tapped 7/8 x 14 to accept
standard dies - can be set up for two calibers, with powder measure for
each. Cases stay in standard shell holder, which indexes positively at each
station. Large and small priming tools supplied with every loader. Primer
catcher keeps spent primers and grit off the bench. Production rate is
normally 200 rounds per hour' or more. Moving parts are all rigidly aligned
and indexed. Die heads interchangeable to permit quick caliber change by
that method. Primer pocket swaging tools may be added to function as an
integral loading operation. '

P-200 Metal-Matic, complete with priming tools is $225.00. (You must
supply your choice of dies, measure and shell holder). Accessories: extra
die heads, $27.50 each; primer pocket swage tools, large-$15.00, small
$15.00.

Send large S.A.S.E. for complete list of modifications available.

821 E. Adams Havana, D. 62644

Ponsness/ Warren, Inc.
P.O. Box 8 Rathdrum, Idaho 83858

Ponsness/Warren's

lIetll-lIltie P-200

From the foremost
maker of shotshell
loaders, comes a new
straight-wall metallic
cartridge loader
with unusual features:

his combat shooting prowess as proved on
the tournament circuit! got a $30,000+
training job. Others are paid full-time fire
arms instructors, and their salaries were
not included on their winnings. One per
son listed, who both writes and teaches,
counted neither income source toward his
winnings tally.

We may have missed a few people; it is
possible for a local shooter to dominate a
small area and win a gun a month, putting
him over $1,000 a year in prize winnings.
Some of those listed here may have won
more than the stated figure; we weren't
able to contact all personally for con
firmation of the amounts given us by the
match sponsors who had paid them..

Prize winnings fluctuate wildly from
year to year. Jim Collins, several times Na
tional PPC champ, shot in very few
matches in '78, and won only $1,400 worth
of guns and gear, down from $6,000 in
1977. Ray Chapman, who raked in $4,500
in cash and merchandise during calendar
'77, was very selective about matches he
entered in '78, and grossed under $1,000 iri
tangible winnings. On the other hand,
Mass Ayoob didn't count some money
and goodies that he won and dropped
back into the pot for other shooters, but
also admitted that he was "shooting about
$1,000 worth over my head this year."
Both ~PC and IPSC grew tremendously in
1978, introducing many more good shoot
ers to divvy up first places, reducing each
superstar's share of the collective p·ots.

According to the best information we
can gather from the match sponsors and
the top shooters in each discipline, 'here's
the way the top pro handgunners stacked
up for 1978.

There you have it, folks: the top pro
handgunners for 1978. Note that all of
them owe their position to big wins at one
of the three Money Matches. Note also
that even the best of them grossed what
would be a poverty level income for a
family of four. When you figure travel,
equiprrient, and especially practice ex
pense, nobody netted much of a bundle.
In fact, nearly all spent more than they won,
counting practice and travel.

The day may come, as Laramie pioneer
Bob Burgess predicts, when there will be
$100,000 Opens for pistol shooting like for
tennis and golf and such. We aren't hold
ing our breath ... but a dollar figure like
our list would have been unthinkable even
five years ago.

There is no question that the sport is
moving forward. The time isn't ripe to
give up your job and go pro as a tourna
ment pistolero by any means; unless the
Armed Forces or the Secret Service assign
you to full time firearms duty. Even then,
precedents indicate that any really big
prizes you win may be glommed by Uncle
Sam, and all you get will be your regular
paycheck for showing up at the assigned
pistol range. This syndrome is beginning
to tick off a few of the better, subsidized

(Continued on page 57)
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Commemorative Commander

LimitedEdition In Remembrance of George C. Nonte by Irapper Guns

The public got its first glimpse of this ac
curized .45 ACP, based on the Colt Com
bat Commander at the American
Handgunner/Guns magazine booth at the
NRA show in San Antonio in May. One
was given away as an attendance prize to
winner John Achilles of San Antonio.

There will be 200 and will go on a first
come, first serve basis at $1,000 each. If
that seems a little steep, consider what
you'll be getting.

George c. Nonte was no stranger or
Johnny-corne-lately to readers of shooting
magazines and books. He wrote some
2,000 articles and 20 books and his many
fans knew him as a very knowledgeable
pistolsmith as well. Before his untimely
death, he and his close friend Lin Alexiou
were hard at work on a custom handgun.
Lin's son Jim thought why not go ahead
with the project anyway and make it a
George C. Nontc:: commemorative?

A8

1. Barrel will be refitted with micro
bushing and throated for semi-wad
cutter ammo.

2. Complete tightening of slide to frame
and lapping-in for smooth, consistent
operation.

3. Action is professionally tuned with
4-4h lb. trigger pull and a trigger stop
is installed.

4. Slide is topped off with Trapper's fa
mous low-profile rib and S&W sight;
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AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER

At NRA Show In San Antonio

The traffic was steady in and around the
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER display
at the NRA show in May at San Antonio,
Texas. Not surprising when you consider
that the celebrities were in abundance and
a large glass display case held some. really
interesting shooting treasures.

There were a dozen unusual items in
cluding an engraved .45 auto by Ray Vira
montez, the new Devel 9mm Auto and
custom guns by Jack Dever and Mag-na
port. A real traffic stopper was the George
C. Nonte Commemorative Commander.
One was giv~n to Mary Nonte, mother of
the prolific writer and one was given away
by drawing and won by Mr. John Achilles

white outline rear and orange-insert 9. Each gun will be engraved with the in-
front on speed ramp. scription: George C. Nonte 200 and

5. Ejection port is relieved. special serial number ranging from
6. Frame is revamped with hooded trig- G.C.N. 001 to G.C.N. 200 with letters

ger guard and memory grooves on to be filled in with silver.
grip. Magazine well is bevelled for fast 10. They will be finished in special Trap-
insertion. per Blue called Ebony. Following

7. There will be a special-scalloped grip parts in 24k gold plate: hammer, trig-
safety. ger, safety, slide release, and all screws

8. Models will feature extended thumb and pins. They'll be fitted with hand-
safety and slide release. made Indian stag horn stocks. Each
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of San Antonio. This highly customized
handgun was a creation of Len Trapper of
Trapper Guns. Other Commemoratives
will be for sale on a first come, first served
basis.

This year's winner of the Outstanding
American Handgunner award was Lee
Jurras who spent a lot of time answering
questions and his award was prominently
displayed at the booth.

All in all it was a very productive show
and top personalities like John Bianchi,
Ray Chapman, Peter Capstick and fast
draw specialist, Joe Bowman. Great time
.... see you at the next one at Kansas City
in 1980.

one will come in a specially-designed
presentation case and fitted with a
24K gold-plated barrel bushing
wrench that is serial numbered to
match the gun.

11. Each gun will be tested for rapid-fire
reliability and accuracy. There will be
a one-year written guarantee. If you
are interested you ca~ write: Trapper
Sales Co., 28019 Harper St., Dep't.
AH, St. Clair Shores, Mich., 48081
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LUCY CHAMBLISS

ALL ABOUT THE NRA ANNUAL MEETING

I f you missed the NRA Annual Meetings
in San Antonio in May, I wish you

hadn't. The spirited, impressive ineeting
for the members, held in the afternoon
this year instead of the usual marathon
night meeting, was a big scheduling im
provement. If you didn't get to the meet
ings of the new board of directors, you
missed a display of sincere unity among its
members. Every organization need's a
watchdog, but I think now, one of our
watchdogs, Federation for NRA, will
"watch" a while and not nip at the heels
quite so much. This seemed to be the atti
tude after the new President John Layton,
1st Vice Pres. Keith Gaffaney and 2nd

.Vice Pres. Howard Pollock were elected. I
believe with this new spirit and the new of
ficers, the members will see progress we
did not believe was possible in the NRA. I.

am very encouraged.
The geographical selection of directors

came in for much discussion by members
this year. The question was referred to the
By-Laws committee for study because it
was an item the membership showed an
interest in. Be assured your present direc
tors and officers keep a keen ear out for
what the membership wants, and are very
responsive to the whole membership. We
know who "puteth us there and who
taketh us away." However, there has to be
an element of trust among members for its
officers and directors if anything is going
to ~e accomplished. The long, tedious, ex
hausting battles with by-laws are neces
sary, but when all the loopholes are
"closed," the commas added, and T's
crossed, by-laws will almost tie the hands
of the evil doers, but not quite. Someone's

still got to trust someone. Your present
NRA leadership deserves and is getting
that trust.

Ifwe talk about fair geographical repre
sentation, as to how many directors come
from each state-iiI' Rhode Island hasn't
got enough and California's got too many
... as one director appropriately pointed
out to the board, this fair representation
"can cut both ways." Maybe California,
population and NRA membershipwise, to
have FAIR representation has a right to
more directors than a state with fewer
people and members. Start dividing it up
by geography; you may have to do it by
numbers, too. Specific designations could
be detrimental, rather than letting mem
bers pick their choice from wherever the
director or voter lives. For example, the
outstanding work NRA Director Joe Nava
does for junior shooters gives him my vote
and he comes from Alaska. The things he·
is knowledgeable in and can get accom
plished, help junior handgunners every
where, including Florida. I'd hate to be
unable to vote for Joe just because he
doesn't live in my "geographical zone."

Should you be one of the many who
own handguns. but would never shoot at a
paper target, even the thought bores you

. to tears, please still read on. The Inter
national Shooter Development Fund, of
the NRA, is as important to you as it is to
the most dedicated target shooter. If the
initials ISDF become as well known in

MONOGRlp® NOWRlrGER
SECURITY·

SIX

Unique, one-piece'
MONOGRI~ construction
provides the nearest thing to a .
machine rest handhold; it points dead on. No other ,grip offers
so many shootinglaids, exclusive features, and outright quality
at such a competitive price. We invite comparison.

MONOGRIP@ features include: Hogue's famed orthopedic
hand fit. Fully relieved for all speedloaders with positive case
ejection. Compound ambidextrous palm swells. Proportional
finger grooves • Strength and durability of reinforced Nylon 
No cheap plastics.

MONOGRIP@ - There's nothing else like it!

HOGU1'TM $1495
COMBAT GRIPS . Check or Money Order

Add $2.00 postage and handling
P.O. Box 460 Dept. HG1 California residents add 6% sales tax

Morro Bay, CA
93442 Models available for Smith & Wesson square butt K frame and Ruger

Secunty-Slx (post·1976 senal numbers 151 and above).
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,
Minx M2-Cal. 22 short. Overall Length 4W',
Length of barrel 2W' .•• Weight 10 018 ••• 6 shots ...
Thumb safety ...Halfpx:k safety

Jetfire-:-Cal.25..•Overall Length 4W' LeJlath of
barrel 2W' ... Weight 8 0Z8 ... 8 shots Tliumb
safety ...Hal(cock.safety

Distributed exclusively by!

J.L.GALEF&SOI.IC.
85 Chambers Street, New York, N.V. 10007

At your favorite sporting firearms dealer.

The Magnificent Beretta
MINX .22 SHORT AND JETFIRE .25 CAL.

.No extractor
blow back action-
only pistol with
instant breech cleaning
double safety features.

(Harry Reeves, always the handgunner's
advocate, requested this soon include pis
tols also.) The International Shooter Fund
Match has been reestablished in NRA
matches. Since I started shooting, I must
have sent 100 people around the world
at least once by entering these ISFM
matches. It's a painless, interesting way to
regularly contribute to the Fund. Any
NRA match sponsor can designate any
particular match or aggregate as the
ISFM, charge c\ dollar entry fee, which
goes to the Fund, and the NRA furnishes
the sponsor with nice awards to be given.
A 50 meter indoor range will be built at
the USOC Training Center in Colorado
Springs; Colt will issue a commemorative
pistol honoring the 1980 Olympic Shoot
ing Team. This limited edition firearms
and royalties will bring an estimated
$50,000 to the Fund. The Fund's com
mittee members deserve much credit for
bringing training money and recognition

America as PGA or lox shoes, think how
much safer all handguns will be from.con
fiscation. We could see guns disappear
through lack of interest as well as by law.
If future and present young generations
know or care nothing about handguns, if
the incentives stay as one-sided as they
were up to even 2 years ago in favor of
track, tennis, golf, or swimming, guns
could join spinning wheels and butter
churns as antiques. Pistol Shooting is in
danger of dying of old age!

To name a few things this NRA func
tion, the ISDF, has accomplished are:
riflery now recognized as a collegiate sport
with an NCAA championship established.

There will be
pistol sectionals

in 1980

NRA now at
1,138,122 members

I

to International shooting-the shooting
spor.t most likely to attract the young.

These junior shooters we'll be attracting
soon may need a lighter .22 than is readily
available now. The 47 ounce Hi-Standard
Military Victor or the S & W 41, at 44
ounces, are too heavy for the average
young beginner. The Ruger Standard is
only 36 ounces, the old Colt Woodsman
Sport and Target model at 32 ounces, or
the Match Target at 40 ounces are an
armful. Perhaps the lighter and less ex
pensive models could compete, with a
little custom work done on them. Two
hands can be used by a beginner until
muscles develop, just so the new shooter is
not discouraged with a pistol built for a
250-pound Marine.
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SILHOUETTE
Fljen'a TIC Contender Grlpa Ind Forelrma
QUIUlles IMHSA Production CII..

MAGNUM GRIP-
Magnum swell distributes recoil comfortably

BANANA FOREARM -
conforms to body for positive support

REINHART FAJEN INC. Box 338 AH, Warsaw, Mo. 65355

LEE E. JURRAS
CUSTOM HUNTING HANDGUNS·

.375· .416· .460· .475 . .500 Calibres

EXCLUSIVE AGENT J & G Sales
442 Miller Valley Road
Prescott, Arizona 86301
(602) 445·9650

The NRA will establish pistol sectionals
in 1980; these tournaments, ranking in im
portance equal to Regionals and just un
der the Nationals, have been held for
years in rifle. Pistol sectionals should reach
many young shooters. I think help is fi
nally on the way in getting some young
blood in our sport. Junior awards should
be added in all pistol matches ifwe wish to
keep the juniors after we attract them. I
'have seen a great improvement in the last
30 years, shooting is much morerecog-
nized and understood than when I started
making ammunition companies richer.
There's much more to do, but let's set our
sights high ... speaking of sights, I have
always had to run my pistol rear sights
high as they'll go and, in addition, cut off
some of the front sight. I notice the Behlert
sight advertises an extra length elevation
stud. Glad someone thought of this, I have
released a few springs, sight pieces, etc.,
into space, hayen't you, by turning it that
last bit too far?

"There's much more
to do ..."

~--- --- -

The NRA Board recommended in San
Antonio that a grant of $50,000 be made
to Washoe County, Nevada, to help com-

NEW BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT
•

plete a 1,000 yard range there. I can't think
of anything better to do with our money
than spend it on regional ranges around
the country. Maybe someone can eke out a
handgun range there too??

More items next time on new devel
opments in the NRA, that, as one of its
1,138,122 (and growing) members, you
may not know. Or, ifyou're not a member,
will make you join. You can't get around
the fact that we're the biggest clout going
to safeguard'your right to own firearms.

Lucy
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A new improved Thompson
Contender pistol base locates the
front locking ring over the hammer where the
greatest recoil stress is produced. Windage
adjustment is forward. A good idea that adds
strength and durability to the best mount available.
Over 15 pistol mounts in stock. Mount complete, $41.00.
Send for free Catalog 34H

• • a
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M~OO CHRONOGRAPH
VELOCITY TEST YOUR RELOADS

for Colt Go...·t Model. COl'T'llT\Jnder.
and other lilrge·FrOiome Autos

Thick Durable Leather

\ \ ~.~~~~.!t~::~::~STPAID

Handgun &gun parts
REFERENCE CATALOG
A must for ellery gun 'enthusiast and collector! De·
tailed line drawings of over 600 guns and parts as
well as a wealth of valuable information. And. of
course, it's also a catalog of the world's largest
selection of obsolete and current magazines and

gun parts. SEND $2 FOR CATALOG
Allow 30 days for deliverye·Triple KMfg. Co.

568 6th Ave: Dept. HP
San Diego. Ca. 92101

S"EYE HE.IGSO.
2049 Kerwood Ave. # 3, Los Angeles, CA 90025

~
WALLE'r-HOLSt'EIi
for Hi-Standard Derringer
looks Like a WOIlitt on the Outside:

~ Packs a 2-Shot Punch Inside!
ONLY $IS.SO POSTPAID
"d

~.ELt' SLIDE HOLSt'EIi

fjiiB~Hiii'I IPSC AUTOMATICS I
I I~~~~~u~r~~~ ~~~o~~I~~~u~eE~I~s~~Y I

Class. Class A and Class B. available
In Hard Chrome or Blue finish with Smith

I & Wesson or Bo-Mar sights Also a full I
line of Smith &cEiiiolt handguns

IPHONE (704)274-4572 (24 hr Ans )Chapple Genne" I
\.

1270 Hendersonville Rd. Plaza SoutJh
POBox 5704. AsheVille. NC 28803----

SILUETAS
(Continued from page 8)

noed my shooting partners 301223 favor
ite 150 grain load at about 2300 fps; I
expect this is a bit hot, but the XP doesn't
complain.

Just to put things on common grou,nd I
slipped out 150 grain loads on my Powley
computer for the 301223 Ingram, 308xP4,
30 IHMSA and the 308. Indicated veloc
ities, at- modest working pressures, were
2080 fps, 2310 fps, 2380 fps, and 2440 fps
respectively. Doing the same thing for the
139 grain 7mm bullet in the 71223 Ingram,
7mm Talbot, 7mm IHMSA, and 7x57mm
I got 2110 fps, 2350 fps, 2400 fps and 2560
fps respectively. If you're willing to run
the risk, all of these velocities can be beat.
Still the difference is only about 20% from
top to bottom and I doubt most people
will use the added potential of the big
cases.

There are those that will tell you that the
little cartridges, especially the 223 based
wildcats, are inherently more accurate
than any of the boomers. To be sure, the
full density loadings of the smaller cases
will provide the related benefits of con
sistency of ignition and improved accu
racy, but as far as the rest of the case
shape, capacity, etc., arguments go I'll
have to beg off. These things might be im
portant to the benchrester (witness the
short fat cases now in vogue) but when you
lay down on the ground to shoot the thing,
I'd say the benefits are more imagined
than real.

Those that favor the little fellers have
some additional points to make. Although
all of the favorites are wildcats, the small
est ones of the lot, those based on the 223
case, are simple to form, and the brass,
whether new or GI, is cheaper than that
for the big cases. Availability of brass,
given that you have to neck it up, is no
different than any other popular cartridge.

•
complete systems

from

$79.95
WRITE FOR FREE .•",-

TEST REPORT: _"';;;=';';;;=_U
CUSTOM CHRONOGRAPH CO.-A

RI. 1 Box 193-A Ton.lke!, WA 98855

THE SNICK STAGE 5HOLSTER
The Original Holster featured in .

"Cooper on Handguns" and "Survival Guns"

-:'I' • Developed and
'. Tested in

Combat
Competition

Fast and Secure
Break Front

Holster of Space
Age Plastic

For Gov't, Commander,
Browning P-35 and the
K-Frame S&W Revolver

$28.00 plus $1.50 Postage and Handling; Maga
zine Carriers $10.00 each (Calif. res. add 6% tax)

SNICK PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 480009, Los Angeles, CA 90048

HI-COMPRESSION
22 CAL· PELLET FIRING

AIR PISTOL only S995

"At thl. level, the hyper
killer cartridge. are loafing

and the power I. held in
re.erve."

.. No Permit Required
Granted, you won't be able to buy ammo • Purchaser must be over 21
in a store, but what silhouetter does? Dies • FREE: 50 rounds of Reusable 22 Cal
for wildcats cost more, and are harder to Ammo and a Supply of Targets
come by. However, this situation is about This high compression air pistol slams eight
equally compensated for by the lack ,of al- hard-hitting 22 cal. pellets into its target without
terations needed to the XP's bolt face. The reloading. Just snap back the bolt, turn the

cylinder and you're ready for ·the next round. A
small cases cut from the 308 have the worst molded hand grip, long barrel, and ring sight

f b h Id h . d' (1 provide unusual accuracy and comfort. Onlyo ot wor s ere-expenslve les p us $9.95 plus $1 for postage and handling _ il COD
forming/reaming dies) and bolt face alter- send $2.00 ~ood will deposit and pay postman the

. L d' d <' h 1° l' . balance plus COD charges. FREE ammo andatlOnS. oa mg ata lor t e ltt e cats lS targets included. State age when ordering. Not
harder to come by, but that's not an im- sold in N.Y.C.

d o h d d h dl d EI.n Products Corp. DlIpt 527-AP94
pe lment to tea vance an oa er. 35 Wilbur si., Lynbrook, N.Y. 11583

(Continued on page 56) N.Y. Res. add appropriate sales lax ...
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During this offer, you can purchase
the Lewis Lead Remover, normally
a $7.95 value, for only $7.25. Order
extra brass cloth patches for the
Lewis Lead Remover at only $1.50
for a pack of 10 patches.

Specify if ordering Also on sale, set 01 three 6 '
for .38/.357, .41, .44 Second speed loaders, plus

or .45 caliber. competition holders, $24.00'

Send orders to: Village Gunsmith
310 Sheperd, Port Byron, IL 61275

Include $3 for complete discount catal

STOP SPENDING HOURS
CLEANING LEADING

OUT OF BARRELS
Save With

Introductory Offer On
THE LEWIS LEAD

REMOVER

---~.
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J( NEW! OOJ(==\
"WINNER 44"

Front Break for the
S&W Model 29 - 8·3/8"
Ruger Super Blackhawk

M"NTI'i·-4-t 7%"•For complete info,
send self-addressed,
stamped envelope to:
LOU RENO
ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 253
Okeechobee,
Florida 33472

Now!
T-Shirts for Men, T-Flirts for Ladies
• Men's high quality 100% cotton

T·Shirt $7.95 ea.
• Lady's T·Flirt Shirt in 50% cotton

50% Polyester $9.55 ea.
• Bumper Sticker $2.00 ea.

(Prices Include Postage &Handling.)

• Black imprint on either Yellow or
Powder Blue Shirt.

• Sizes in S, M, L and XL.
• Indicate size, quantity, color and full

mailing address.
• To order, send check or M.O. to:

Shooters T-Shirts
30097 Via Velez PI. Dept. AM11-7

Temecula, CA 92390
(eA residents add 6% sales tax.)

alize an immense improvement in per
formance. But the real gain won't be
possible until some manufacturer sees the
possibility of a sales bonanza through the
introduction of a .32 Magnum.

Among the majors Ruger is perhaps
closest with their .30 Carbine Blackhawk.
It would seem that this revolver, already
has the necessary strength, and, with a
slightly different cylinder and a small in
crease in bore size, has the capability of
becoming the' first factory .32 Magnum
handgun. Assuming the Ruger people
made the prescribed alterations to their
Blackhawk, it would only be necessary for
the standardization and manufacture of
.32 Magnum ammo, with, as I mentioned
earlier, a suitably lengthened case and
perhaps some strengthening in the web
area.

But, speaking of a magnumized .32 re
volver round, why not take a serious look'
at what we already have in the .30 Black
hawk. The .30 Carbine cartridge itself, ex
cept for being rimless, is similar in
dimensions to visions of the unrealized.32
Magnum. Its length, at 1.290, is identical
to that of the .357 Magnum, a bit more
than I projected for the .32 Magnum, but
that isn't important. Significantly, how
ever, it is a little thicker in the wall of the
web than the .32 Long.

How does the performance of the .30
Carbine bullet, handloaded and fired
from the Blackhawk's 71h-inch barrel,
compare with my early estimate of .32
Magnum performance? The idea, based
on pure deduction, held that it would be
possible to propel a lOO-grain bullet at
1500; a yield of 500 foot pounds of energy
added to the appeal of round numbers.

The feasibility of my conjecture about
.32 Magnum velocity potential is rein
forced by .30 Carbine handgun ballistics:
a charge of 14.0 grains of Hodgdon's H
no will result in a velocity of 1500, not
with a lOO-grain bullet, but using Speer's
excellent jacketed hollow-point nO-grain
Varminter.

Of course, it is not unreasonable to pre
dict similar ballistics for a .32 Magnum. Its
dict similar,ballistics for a.32 Magnum. Its
case, although slightly shorter, would ac
commodate charges capable of launching
a nO-grain bullet at commendable hand
gun velocities. That is, assuming we had
such a bullet in .3n diameter.

Withstanding the presence of Ruger's
.30 Carbine Blackhawk, I, for one, am not
about to forsake the hope ofone day drop
ping my first experimental'charge into a
new .32 Magnum revolver case. In fact, I'll
bet my last scruple of ball powder some
one in the shooting industry will eventually
regard the introduction of a .32 ~
Magnum as a bankable idea. ~

HANDLOADING
(Continued from page 16)
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CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035

Columbia, MO 65205

".fSlllIIo ComIHtt ClIStOm

..C"slom R,vo/v,,,

.. .4SII"to TII,,,t C"slom

.. /listol R,bll,,,,in9

))',ownin9 Hi·"..",ComIHtt C"slom

..Colt WtI,,,,1Ity "flllir Sftltion

..Colt fill'" distributor

))Browning WtI,,,,1Ity ftI/ItIi, stlltion

LET RAY CHAPMAN SHAR
THE TECHNIQUES THAT HAVE MADE
HIM THE FOREMOST COMPETITOR

IN THE WORLD.
Ray Chapman, former INorl~ Practical Pis·
tol Champion, is providing courses of in
struction in pistol craft at his modern 33
acre facility in Columbia, Missouri. The f,a
cilities include indoor, outdoor, moving tar
get. and night shooting ranges. Available
courses include basic. intermediate and ad
vanced training in the use of the practical
pistol.
The courses have bfJen praised by shooters from
novices to World Class competilors, They include
the Safe andEffective Use ofHandguns using the
CHAPMAN METHODS. for information write,

SMtI 111'1' S.II.U. lor inlOl'llltltion & flric's

aCYI.IHIJER & SUDE SINJ/I.IHC.
",;,.,; /I.,.,U 131 ~.AH
'.._, FREMtJHT. HE'R. 6ItJ2S
•• /lit. 412 121·4211

SHOO
WITH
RAY
CHAPMA
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ARMS, INC.

NAZI·Coliectors M·43 Style
Black s-s Caps. Only $14:00
Postpaid. Order your size
NOW. Our 224-page fully il
lustrated catalog only $2.00
(free with order).

W.W. #1 UcL (G) Box #1063
St. Louis, MO. 63158

OVER 40,000 Items in Stock

We thank all of our customers for Mag.na
port's success in the Firearms Industry.

PaNnt No. # 3808943
®

The original Mag.na.port* a Patent Precision
muzzle venting process· Has become famous
because of the thousands of shooters that in
sist on having greater control of their firearm.

Will not change Ballistics or Accuracy.

For further information on Mag·na.port* or
the Mag.na.port Custom Ruger Handguns
write for free literature.

STATE PISTOL LAWS
Booklet describing latest pistol regulations pertaining
to possessing, carrying, and purchasing of hand guns
for all states $2.00.

FEDERAL GUN LAWS
Booklet outlining latest federal laws concerninlLfire
arms $1.00. CRIME DETECTION EQUIPMENT,
CATALOG, $1.00. Henry Schlesinger, 415 E. 52 St.,
New York Dept. 17 N.Y. 10022.

Means: Reduced Recoil - Reduced Muzzle Jump, ~r

p··-·······IIII• •• •• •• •• •
• ~III,.~~,.LAConvert••tandard •
• fa...,,~........... belthol.terto •.. SINCE 1857 .houlchr hol.ter.

• #9 HANOI-STRAP •
• Sturdy IightwE"ight leather shoulder strap converts •

•
must bE-h holsterlJ into shoulder holstt"fS or rna,,' bf' •
used with matching spring loadf'd holstf'f 8!\ iiius-

•
tralpd. II'l Strap only - $14.40 •
II'l Hol.ter only- $28.70 pili' postagp 5/.:;O

• FREE CATALOG-holsters, scabbards. •
cartridge belts', c..es, .'lides and slings.

• THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO. •__e. ii"iI••n.Oir.9.Oil
Mag-na-porl<lP

three, and switching to a 220 at about 2000
fps for the rams. I've not shot that first 80
yet, so maybe those loads do wear me
down (I doubt I can blame that though),
but it sure is fun to see those turkeys go
twinkling off the stands.

But nothing's certain in this game. Last
match I stopped to talk to Flagstaff gun-
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He,. are some of the .308 based
wildcats. For Instance the 7mm
WHAM, 7mm Talbot, .308x1 !12",
.308x1 ~" and Papa the
.308 full length.

(Continued from page 54)
So where does that leave us? Well, un

fortunately, it's not a simple choice. De
. pends a lot on you, and where you shoot.

For the reloader, considering cost of
dies, brass and gunsmithing, I'd go with
the 223 based wildcats-either the 270,
7mm, or 30. The reduced recoil means you
can shoot an 80 round match, and not get
punchy. And your lady can shoot it too.
But be prepared to lose a target once in a
while-they don't have that kill'um-dead
no-matter what reserve.

For those of you that have a 308x I%or a
7mm Talbot, I'd stick with it. These car
tridges are probably about as close to just
right as you can get. In fact, the 7mm Tal
bot has the same expansion ratio as the
full length 308. If you're shopping for a
cartridge I wouldn't recommend any of
the sawed-off 308's-just too much
trouble/expense and they won't do any
thing that can't be done cheaper. The
308x1Y2 for example, has the same c~pac

ity as the 301223.
For the seasoned AAA shooter that's

out for fours every match, by all means go
for the big guys. Especially if you're not
that fond of reloading and plan to take it
big game hunting once in a while.

As for me, I went the Goldie Locks
route. (Not too hot, etc.), and settled with
an 8mm IHMSA. It wiWdo anything the
308 will, and the slightly smaller case al
lows use of high density loadings while
leaving some of your arm intact. The 270,
7mm and 30 IHMSA are better choices for
most as recoil goes down with caliber (for
bullets of the same sectional density).
Brass and dies are readily available from
IHMSA, for all of their cartridges, as is re
loading data.

Although I shoot a compromise car
tridge, I lean towards the crusher camp,
using a 150 grain at 2400 fps for the front

SWMS manufacture. standard or custom scaled
silhouette. for your ran"•. 'or more Information.
lend 25' and a ••If·addr....d envelope to:

Southw.1t M.t.lllc IlIhou.tt••
P.O. 10. 476 Uvold•• ' •••• 71101

Or Coil: (512) 271·5454 or (512) 27..3217

Full.col. long lo.tlng Jolloy 360 long rong. pl.tol ond
high pow.r.d rlfl••lIhou."••............... '24."

"low .r. mod. of mild .t_l.
On. let con.l.t. ot 4 onlmol••

liS .col. N.R.A. Smoll Lor. rill••lIhou."••.........
I ••t .

3/8.col.IHMSA .22 pillol.llhou."••. 1 ••t '17"
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11M Revolutionary New Comped
Optical SIPt o..iIMd for llandaunol

Just 2Vt" long x 1114" high; S oz. in weight; smaller than any
KOpe availilble and simplier to use than any iron .ight.

Bases for Contender. S&: W, Colt, Ruger and Dan Wesson
plus specials for any firearm dnired. Sight 573.00, Base $7.SO.
Dealer Discounts available. Send 15c stamp for fl"ft brochure.

Precision Reflex, Inc.
P.O. Box 95, New Bremen, Ohio 45869

(4111) 8211·2803

You HAVE To BE

TOUGH To

SURVIVE

PELLET
FIRING
22 CAL.

'TARIIT MAGNUM
REVD·IIER"L ONLY $4.95
FREE: Targets and 50 reuseable pellets

This hard hitting target pistol looks and .teels
like the"magnum revolver"in use by most high
way patrols. Extra long target barrel and he
man grips combine to give unusual accuracy.
The easy-load cylinder reloads quickly with
10 pellets. Only $4.95 plus 65¢ postage and
handling. Your purchase price promptly refun
ded if not satisfied. State age when ordering.

Elan Products Corp. Dept. 527mm84
35 Wilbur St., Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563



• Ideal for accuracy testing.
• Adiustable for all handguns.
• All steel construction.

(sandbags not included)

Competition Prov.n D••lgn. by Jame. W. Hoall
Blue 519.50 each Herd Chromed 521.50 each

Browning High Pow.r Speed Sa'.ty.
Blue 523.00 Hard Chromed 525.00

(California Residents add 6%)
D.al.r Inqulrl•• Invited

H & D PRODUCTS CA 91304
8523 Canoga Ave. Dept. AH Unit C, Canoga Park,

To order send $19.95 + $2.00 shipping to:

THE PISTOL REST

'1220 SOUTH GRANO AVENUE. lOS ANGElES, CALIF. 9DDlS

We use new books, cut an
opening 8 3/4"H, 5 1/2"W by

and line the opening
with red velvet-like material.
With the cover closed, it looks
like an' ordinary book.
$11,99 postpaid in 48.
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.PRESENTATION/
COMPAC. GRIPS
for Small Frame Revolvers.
Improves accuracy. : . Fills your'
hand ... Absorbs recoil ... Pro·
vides "Grip Security" in any kind
of weather or combat situaton.
Models for S&W "J" frame. Colt
"0" frame and all Charter Arms
revolvers. Shaped for Speed Load·
ers. At your dealers or write us

COLT .45 A.C.P. EXTENDED
SLIDE STOPS AND SPEED SAFETYS

NOW AVAILA;,;;.;BL;.;;E;.....,._~

SUGAR CREEK GUN CO.
Dept. AH Hwy. 34 E.
Ottumwa, Iowa 52501

Dealers and distributers write for quantity prices.

The benefits of the .223
are more Imagine" than

real."

I centered that pig iron porker-the bul
let had turned into a ball of grey dust by
the time the pistol had cleared my line of
vision. But you know-maybe ~
it was bolted down. ~ .

smith Dave Ingram. He was shaking his
head.

"See that first pig on the first bank? Hit
it twice with my 270. The damn thing must
be bolted to the stand!"

"Hey, that's what you get for shooting
those pipsqueaks" I observed. "Stick
around, I'll 'knock it down for you with
the 8."

COMBAT COURSE
(Continued from page 47)

22 CAL. PELLET
FIRING

6" Python Barrels $52.95 prepaid

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER I
SATISFACTION ~
GUARANTEED '" ~$7.95 A , I?

Revolver Cle..nlng Kit. Removes le..dlng from
Forcing Cone, Cylinder, ..nd B..rrel. Avllil ..ble
In either 38-41-44-4a c ..1. Br.... cloth p ..che.
(Pk. 10) 51.50. Order direct or from your
de..ler. Check or Money Order.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Park, Georgia P.O. Box 31

HANDGUNNER II
By HUTSON
Tiny But Tough!
Only 5Y," 10ngl /1.7X/lnternal
click adjustments/Patented unlimited
eye relief/Fits T/C rail mounts for
S&W, Ruger, Contender.
Send for FREE BROCHURE.

JPM SALES ::~:I:~:AT" 71013

NU-LlNE GUNS
"UNDER RIB"

PPC GUNS BUILT 1 .. BULL BARRELS
HANDGUN BARRELS RELINED
HANDGUN CYLINDERS RECHAMBERED 
JAY SCOTT GRIPS & COLT PARTS - $1 0 MIN. ORDER
SAW SIGHTS INSTALLED ON COLT SLIDES
SAW MOD. 28 TO 44 SPECIAL" 45 L.C,

shooters, who are known to enter big
money matches at their own expense' on
their vacation time. There·are good argu
ments on both sides. Let the pro shooters
and their employers sort it out by them
selves.

Most of the civilian competitors would
just as soon have rules that discourage
people who are paid by the government to
practice all week with free ammo, and en
ter matches on Sunday; others feel that ex
ce Ilence i:n com pe ti tio n should be
rewarded with prizes to the individual
with top score, period.

The face of Professional Pistol Marks
manship is changing. At Laramie, they
used to give $6,000 in cash.and hardware
for first place, $2,000 or more for second,
and so on. Burgess has changed the format
to distribute the purse more broadly, so
while future winners will still take home
five grand plus, second place may only be
worth $600. Second Chance, too, is re
distributing; while '78 saw $1,000 going to
first-place aggregate score and $3,000 dis
tributed among the first four places, top
agg. award in '79 will be $500, though
nearly $17,000 in prizes will be spread
over the first fifty places. The trend is
toward lower amounts given out to more

SEM I- shooters ... good news for the beginner in
AUTOMATIC money matches, but a bummer for the

MACHINE PISTOL ~:r~~:'UI who get off on big-dollar vic-
10 ROUND· SIDE MOUNTED CLIP
FREE: Target" 50 Reuseable Pellets Ready to turn pro wi th your handgun
Not Sold In~ew York City· No Permit Required this year? The Pornpano Beach Regional

This rapid fire 22 cal "Commando" type machine will be history by the time you read this,
pistol looks like the famous, hard-hitting weapon so but a letter to that city's police departmentpopular with combat attack groups. The side
mounted, detachable! ten round clip sprays pellets c/o Firearms IJ;lstructor should get you on
Into the target as fast as you can pull the trigger.
OnlY $3.95 plus 650 for pgstage and hancHing the list for a 1980 program ... if you're a
INClUDING FREE TARGET & PELLETS. Com- Th S d Ch Sh ($17000plete satisfaction guaranteed or your money cop. e econ ance oot , +
P~I~~t~6~~~t~egorp. Dept. 527AU94 purse) is slated for June 6-10, and you'll

35 Wilbur St., Lynbrook, N.Y. 11583 have to send an $80 entry fee to Second
NY State Res. add Sales Tax Chance, Box 578, Central Lake, Michigan.
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NU-L1NE GUNS
1053 Caulks Hili Rd, Dept. AH

Harvester, MO 63301
SEND LARGE SASE (314)441-4500
FOR eROCHURE (314) 447-4501

~ILiGHTWEiGHT "R;t;il- - - -'1
45 FRAMES $50

1~~H.m.JI~· 1I STAINLESS STEEl CLEANING BRUSHES $1.00 ea 1
1 Dealers [> OAKS WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 1

send large 9~4 F10llda Ave. Rockledge. Fl 3295~

L SSAE 10 }·305636·3376 J-----------



(¢:lEVEL) 3441W.BRAINARD RD. CLEVELAND, OHIO 44122
CORPORATION Phone:(21SJ292-7723

As planned, the first shots with a Jurras
Howdah were from the "little" .375, No
target was used, we just dropped a car-

Tournament prizes can come in
many forms. Gun Writer Massad
Ayoob won a luxury vacation for
two in Las Vegas for a fourth
place finish in a Second Chance
shoot. (Photo courtesy California
Casino, Las Vegas)

Any of these matches can blow your
amateur standing, but really, did you want
to be an amateur? Umberger had to get
talked into going to Second Chance,
where he won over $1600 in cash and guns,
You might be that same kind of reluctant
super-shooter.

JURRAS HOWDAH
(Continued from page 39)

The NSL "shoot for loot" is slated for Sep
tember I, 1979, and you must have your
$110 entry fee in to Doc Burgess at 1071
Duma Drive, Laramie, Wyoming 82070,
by the end of July,

J. P. Nelson's fine score in
Laramie put him among the top
winners. (NSL photo)

You may clear a small profit, or win
enough to pay for your shooting hobby, or
at least make a dent in your bill at the gun-

.shop. , , and you might just ~
make a name for yourself. ~

Model 12
For Lg Frame Autos

Black or Brown
Pin $11.95 Basket $13.95

postpaid

The
Grip-Lock
Locks down the
Grip safety on all
1911 style autos.

Quick, Easy Installation
.Does not permanently alter gun.

In Blue or Nickle
$2.50 P.P.D. PAT. PEND.

Hamrick's Gunsmithing, Inc.
P. O. BOX 1412

GREENWOOD, S. C. 29646
DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED

HOLSTERS OF QUALITY by belt slide, inc.
Dept. AH Box 15303 Austin, TX 78761

(Send 25 ¢ for Brochure)
Specify color,
pistol model.

and bbllength
Check or M.a.

No COD's

Model 10 For
Most OA Revolvers

Black or Brown
Pin $11.95 Basket $13.95

postpaid

REPLICA PRODUCTS, Dept. AH-119
610· 57th St.. Vienna, W.Va. 26105

Dealers Inquire 1-304-295·7239

COLT, LUGER PRESENTATION CASES

American Made Quality Walnut Presenta··
tion cases for Colts, Lugers, Mausers,
Rugers, Muzzleloading Revolvers and
Pistols, Also available in kits for the
do·it·yourselfer. Literature $.50
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Limited Quantities

Lee
Echols

~45 Nat'l Trophy Winner 1941
Send $6.00 to Lee Echols, 1640

Maple Dr., Unit 68, Chula Vista, CA
, 92011. CA buyers add 6% sales tax.

A BOMBINATION OF
MIRTH! The Funny,
Funny Book Abou
The Pistol
Shooters.

Jackass Leather Co.
7383 N. Rogers Ave..
Chicago, ILL 60626

Dept. HG, P.O. Box 1452 BRYG'S INC. Lilburn, Ga. 30247

Complete assembly including mainspring housing. These
stocks were manufactured under contract to the Lebanese Christian
Phalange Armed Forces for issue to their TIGRE commando unit. $50 .
These items have been determined by ATF to BE "CLASSIFIED AS ~;;ald
PARTS WHICH ARE NOT SUBJECT TO ANY CONTROLS UNDER

THE PROVISIONS OF THE GUN CONTROL ACT OF 1968." NO FURTHER DISCOUNTS!

Detachable Shoulder Stock
Assemblies for the Colt Gov't Series

Automatio Pistols

Custom combat modifications & Ace.
Specializing in tuning COLT MK IV Series 70

.45 ACP's for PRACTICAL PISTOL
SHOOTING.

Modifications on your handgun or complete
combat modified handguns available.

For complete picture brochure of custom
work & ace .• send 2-15¢ stamps to:

WILSON'S GUN SHOP, 101-103 Public
Square. Berryville, Ark. 72616

PH 501-423-2982

"COMBAT SHOOTERS"

• Combat
• Competition
• PPC

or just plain
shooting fun.

Send $ 2 for color catalog
to

tridge in, aimed generally down range and
touched it off. I'm sure that I had talked
myself into a tremendous flinch by the
time that first round was fired and prob
ably would have missed the paper had I
been firing at a target. As soon as I worked
up the nerve to open my eyes and decide
that I wasn't hurt, I felt a little foolish for
letting it worry me. After all, it's just a
pistol!

Several additional shots with the .375
convinced me that it wouldn't cause my
ears to fall off or my teeth to loosen so Lee
decided it was time to skip all the small
stuff and get right on to the big time. He
next handed me the .500 with a full jack
eted 500 grain bullet loaded in front of a
healthy powder charge. This time, we de-
cided to try a target. At 25 yards, the big
slug hit just below the black of a standard
target, well centered in the scoring rings.
Recoil? Little, if any, more noticeable
than the .375! Jurras says that this is not
true but I have difficulty telling which cali
ber is which from behind the gun.

To get some idea of the knock down ca
pability of the .500, we decided to try it on
a concrete block at about 15 yards. Watch
ing from a position beside the shooter, the
impact isn't particularly spectacular. The
block falls over and lays there in several
fist-size pieces. Photographs taken upon
impact tell a different story; the block is
lifted from its base and shattered. Small
pieces of concrete and clouds of cement
dust envelope the block before it comes to
rest. The impact of the 500 grain bullet
must be seen in a photo to be appreciated.

Curious about penetration, we decided
to fire the .500 at a railroad tie. Not an old
and rotten tie but a relatively new one,
well soaked with creosote. After shooting
the tie, we· could measure the depth of
penetration and compare it to that of other
cartridges. It was an excellent idea with
only one small drawback. The 500 grain
bullet went completley through the tie and
buried itself in an earth embankment sev
eral feet behind it! We dug for the spent
slug until it looked as though we were con
structing a new underground shelter, then
gave up the search. The bullet had pene
trated at least two feet of packed earth af
ter passing through the railroad tie!

The Jurras Howdah isn't for everyone.
Production is limited since they are prima
rily hand crafted. They are for the hand
gun hunter who wants or needs maximum
penetration in the largest game, and who
is willing to spend upward of$800 to get it.

Exclusive agent for the Howdah is J &
G Sales, Inc., 442 Miller Valley, Prescott,
AZ 86301. Write them for a descriptive
brochure and availability information.
For those who won't be satisfied with a
puny .500, 1 heard Lee talking to another
manufacturer some weeks ago. The con
versation wasn't directed to me but I heard
enough to indicate that there's a possi-
bility of a .577 caliber being added to the
line in a few months. Anyone .....
for dinosaur hunting? ~
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PPC
(Continued from page 45)

trough in which. the pistol just lays there,
held in place by light holster friction and
little else. The principle advantage to this
holster, my friends, is SPEED! You don't
have to drag 50 + ounces and six inches of
barrel straight up to clear the holster and
then swing it into position to fire, Instead,
just grab the stock and push straight out
and forward and the gun will pop right out
and into position to fire. This is worth a
couple of seconds over the standard type
of holster, and this is translated into extra
time on the target. The Reno can be used
with the standard barrelled revolver if de
sired, with models available for most ma
jor brands. They come in both leather and
plastic, with the prices $44 and $24 respec
tively. These holsters don't grip the re
volver very tightly, so I wouldn't try
vaulting any fences while wearing one if I
were you, Of course, there are no such
moves in PPC shooting anyway. All the
PPC holsters come with two or three swi
vel snaps so you can position the butt to

.the rear, straight up, or forward. They are
relatively expensive, but well worth it.

Maybe by now you've decided to make
the big leap and layout some long green
for your first match gun, so a few words on
the subject may be appropriate. Let's con
sider the cost factor first. By far the least
expensive, initial cost wise, is the S&W
Model 10. They can be had for a song in
some cases with the average price for a
used one running around $85 or so, I
talked with one shooter recently who
shelled out a whopping $15 for one, (Sort
of gets you right there, doesn't i.t?) A rela
tively inexpensive set up can be put to
gether by using the Model 10 frame,
adding a barrel from a K-38 (Mod 14),
and putting a Bo-Mar rib on top of the
works, Total cost for this conversion would
run around $180, give or take a few bucks,
plus another $25 or so for the action work,
This is one of the most commonly seen rigs
on the line at most matches these days. It
might not have the heavy barrel of a full
house PPC gun, but I know a few shooters
who can pound out high S80-low 590
scores with disgusting regularity using a
rig like this.

If Colt is your game, there is only one
action to consider, and that is the Python
type with the V-mainspring and floating
firing pin. These actions can be lightened
until you'll think they won't fire, but they

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . NOVEMBER/DECEMBER

Pistol
Belt CliP.

$595.00

BROWNE & PHARR MAKERS

• Made of Black Synthetic Com·
position with stainless steel
retainer.

• One Piece Combat Grip for duty
and target use. The Positive Grip
that is almost indestructible.

• Proven Grip Design Finger
Groves, Palm Swells. Used right
or left handed. Designed for all
speed loaders. Copied, not
duplicated.

for your holster.
Spring steel clip holds gun securely inside waistband.
Easy to install. Fits Colt 45, Smith & Wesson 39 and
59, Smith & Wesson J frame revolvers. Blue finish,
$4.95 ea., ppd. Send cash, check or money order.
Specify gun model. Dealers please inquire.
B·P Manufacturing, Inc.• Dept. AH • Box 1103

Norcross, Ga, 30091 • Phone: 404/447·9285

Check or Money Order
$14.95

(For S&W K Frames Only)

• Reno Holsters
• Hume PPC Holsters
• PPC Revolvers

• Metalic Silhouette Revolvers
• XP 1OO's Silhouette Pistols W/Bi-Grip

Benchrest Accuracy in a Competition Handgun
The Wichita Silhouette Pistol was shooter

designed for IHMSA Unlimited Class
competition, No refinement has been over

looked in our effort to provide an extra
ordinarily reliable and accurate

pistol - one that will consis
tently do its part in

attaining those
elusive 40's,

Quantity Discounts To Dealers and Law Enforcement Agencies

Another FIRST Brought To You
By

POWER CUSTOM INC.
Box 1604

Independence, Missouri 64055

• Mag-na-port
• Metalife
• Combat Revolver Alternations

• H09ue Grips

HOGUE MONOGRIP

CHOOSE A WINNER

WICHITA ENGINEERING & SUPPLY, INC.
P.O. BOX 11371 DEPT.H-11, WICHITA, KANSAS 67211·(316)265-0661

There is also a Rear Grip Pistol,
(with light pull trigger), Suggested Price s661.oo

The chrome-moly Wichita
barrel is fitted to the proven
Wichita action, which is glass
bedded into either a fiberglass or
walnut stock, Overall length is 21%";

.weight 4V2 pounds, The Wichita Silhouette
is available in 7mm PPC, .308 Win., .308 x
1V2 and all IHSMA calibers,
Other calibers avail. upon request. For complete
specifications, and brochures on all Wichita
Products, send $1,00.

Hand crafted, fully
lined, leg' & hammer
tledowns, 24 loops.
Prompt Shipment.

.ss'PZeeCGlfyunWmalastke, $49.80 p.p. Cashier's
Iz check or money or-

bbl. length & der. Pleese add $2.00
caliber. extra for 7V2" bbl.
Send $1.00 for complete catalog.
Dealers, please inquire.

AMERICAN SALES & MFG.
BOX 677 AH LAREDO, TX 78040
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Genuine Bark Tan Shearling
Holster & Gun Cover

The only holster that can be used safely for storage
as well as carrying in the field.

61

Fine leather
lor peace
oIIlee..
Iinee 1898

COMBINATION
SHEARLING &
VINYL TRIM with
Leather Belt Loops

'1500

Add 52.00 lor
POltlgl • hlndllng

Now offering a new service Bo-Mar
Custom accurizing ,45's and ,22's ETC,
Write for details.

TOP YOUR WEAPON WITH APATENTED
WINGED ADJUSTABLE WINDAGE &
ELEVATION SIGHT RIB

ALLOW 8 TO 12 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

New slain less sleel ~arrel & accuracy
bushing 10 match. National Match quality.
Guaranteed.,.,.,.,."""" • .oo PP.
New Stainless Steel Browning Hi·Power
barrel Match quality .. , , , ... , , . $9'.00 PP.

" ACCURIZE
YOUR OWN .45 AUTO, COMMANDER

OR BROWNING HI-POWER

'" BAR-STO PRECISION MACHINE
. 633 S VictOry Blvd • Burbank Calli 91502

SEMI-FLAP STYLE
Holsters for the Modified S&W Pistols.
Covers Sight and Hammer, Plain or
Basket Weave for 2Y," Belts. Black
only. Price $35.00,

Bo-Mar rear sights now available for XP1 OO's and contenders $42.00

Fits over S & moael 13 front sight without altering

BO-MAR(!)SIGHTING SYSTEMS
Department AH, Carthage, Texas 75633

GENUINE
LEATHER COVER
OVER SHEARLING

'2000

Add 52.00 lor
poltage • hlndllng

BOTH FULL SHEARLING LINED!

• Send check or money order for full amount due with order.
• When ordering holsters please state exact barrel length of

gun, gun manufacturer and model number.
• Get Brauer mini-catalog & price list. $1.00
• Missouri residents add 5% sales tax.
• Available through dealers or direct from manufacturer.

B~"UE~ B~OS. MFG.@.
2012 Washington • St. Louis, Missouri 63103

TOP
TROOPER

ON PATROL
A New Concept in
Service Weaponry

By ®.

BO-MAR

will,. time and again. PPC guns are made
from the old model Official Police model
also, but the action can't be lightened to
the extent that the models with the float
ing firing pin can. Try and locate one of the
now discontinued Trooper models in .357
magnum with the Python action. This will
save you tearing up an abominably expen-

sive Python for a match gun. I've seen pri
vate owners let these jewels go for as little
as $85, but a knowledgeable dealer will try
to ice you for around $180 for a really
choice one. You don't really need one in
that good shape, since the Python work
ings are interchangeable with it.

You could always have your current
shooting iron converted without buying
another one. However, if the one you're
now shooting has standard factory sights
and a slick action job, you might want to
keep it for use as a "leg" gun for the NRA
Distinguished Match. This match requires
factory stock everything with the excep
tion of grips and action work.

At any rate, you now have to decide
where to have your work done. Most of
the custom shops are within a couple of
dollars of one another in their prices, al
though a couple of them are much higher
than the rest. Many offer package deals in
cluding a new pistol, usually a S&W
Model 10. They all offer package deals for
the complete conversion of the shooter
supplied gun, with the average price being
around $200 as of this writing. Keep in
mind that this is for the basic conversion
only. Any extra goodies, such as con
version to coil mainspring from leaf-type,
slab sided barrels, chamfering of cylin
ders, et ai, can hike the price in some cases.
Your best bet is to travel to a few matches
and take a look at the custom pistols that
you will find there. Don't be afraid to ask
questions of the shooters and get their
opinions. Ask if you can handle their ordi
nance and check the workmanship done

by the various 'smiths. Any of the known
custom shops can build you a good PPC
outfit from an S&W, ·and many of them are
starting to offer conversions of the Ruger
Security-Six as well. I've seen and tried the

. actions on guns by Barksdale, Eversull,
Davis, Powers, and Clark, to name a few,
but the one that impressed me the most
was put together by John Towle of T-N-T
Arms Co. In New Hampshire. He is prob-
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.45 AUTOMATIC PISTOL PARTS

DEALER SPECIAL
Hammer Strut $ 1.25
Hammer Strut Pin. .20
Barrel Links. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75
No. 13 Barrel Links

(For Match Guns). . . . . . . . . . . . .85
Barrel Link Pins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35
Firing Pins. . . . . . . . .. 1.25
Firing Pin Stop . . 1.00
Plunger Thbe . 1.95
Ejector. . . . . . . . . . 1.95
Grip Screws. .30
Recoil Spring , . .45
Magazine Catch Spring. .30
Firing Pin Spring . . . . . . . . . . .30
Main Spring. . . . . . . . . . . .30
Plunger Thbe Spring . . .30
Recoil Spring Plug. . . . . . . . . 1.25
Grip Screw Bushing. . . . . . . . . . . . .55
Main Spring Cap. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30
Main Spring Cap Pin. .30
Main Spring Retainer . . . . . . . . . .30
Slide Stop Plunger. . . . . . . . . .30
Grip Safety (Long) . . . . 5.95
Hammer Pin . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30
Sear Pin. . . . . .30
Ejector Pin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20
Main Spring Housing

Retainer Pin . . . . . . . . . .30
Main Spring Housing (Arched) .. 7.95
Main Spring Housing (Flat). . 5.95
Recoil Spring Guide. 1.50
Disconnector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.95
Barrel Bushing Wrench. . . . . . . . . .60
Trigger (Long) . . . . .. 6.95
Trigger (Short) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.95
Trigger Adjustable Match. . . . 8.95
Sear Spring. . . . . . .95
Hammers (191lAl). 5.95
Barrel Bushing 3.95
Sears. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.95
Magazine Catch Lock. 1.00
Magazine Catch. . . . . . . . . . . . 4.95
Grips (G.!.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.95
Magazine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.95
Slides 47.50
Rear Sight. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25
Extractor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.50
Front Sight. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25
Thumb Safety. . . . . . . . . . . . 4.95
Slide Stop. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.95
Safety Plunger. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30
Barrel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22.50
Plunger Thbe Staking Tool. 8.95
Grip Screw Bushing

Staking Tool . . . . . . . . 9.95
Main Spring Housing

Assembly Tool. . . . . . . . . . . 12.95
Government Model Recoil

Buffer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.95
Commander Recoil Buffer 6.95
Extended Combat Thumb

Safety. .. . .. .. . 17.50
Main Spring Housing

(Gold Cup Style). . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.95
Wide Spur Hammer. . . . . . . . . . .. 8.95
Stainless Steel Adj.

Match Trigger. . . . 12.50
Stainless Steel Magazine

w/Rounded Follower. 6.95
. Stainless Steel Grip Safety. 8.95

Dealers and Quantity Buyers-write
or call to get our monthly mailing
of bargain priced gun parts and
accessories.

TEXAS ARMAMENT CO.
P.O. Box 135 Brownwood, TX 76801

(915) 646-5827

ably better known for his XP-lOO Metallic
Silhouette Pistols, but he puts together one
whale of a PPC gun as well.' A friend of
mine has one of these complete with coil
mainspring conversion and the works, and
it's as good as or better than any I've ever
seen. John's current price is a tad over
$200 for complete conversion of the cus
tomer supplied gun. This includes action
work, cylinder chamfering, BoMar rib,
complete re-blue, and the biggest damn
barrel you'll see on a PPC gun (1.25"). My
Colt match gun was built by John, with the
exception of the action work, and weighs
in at 64 oz. on a postal scale. Is it accurate?
... You gotta see it to believe it! Towle of
fers conversions in stainless steel also, as
well as the coiled mainspring ($25), and
slab-sided barrels. His present workload is
somewhat backlogged, but I highly rec
ommended him. You can reach him at
Box 387, Conway, N.H. 03818, for further
information.

Even though the S&W is the least ex
pensive of the two, (Colt & S&W), I have
always leaned toward the "big C." This
will immediately label me as a crackpot to
many shooters, since S&W outnumbers
Colt on most firing lines a dozen or more
to one, and the arguments heard between
the shooters favoring one or the other is
slightly reminiscent of the battles between
Ford and Chevy owners of the bygone hot
rod era. Be, that as it may, there are only
two drawbacks to using the Python con
version that I can come up with. The first is
the initial cost which is $422.50 as of this
writing. Even a good used one will shrink
yOl,lr wallet by three big ones or better if

it's anywhere near in good shape. The sec
ond is the cost of having the action work
performed. The Colt action is by far the
more complex of the two, although you
wouldn't think so to see both of them lying
there with their sideplates off. Men who
specialize in the Colt action command
sky-high prices for their work, with most
g~tting around $125.00 PLUS PARTS if
needed. There is definitely more to that
old "V" mainspring than meets the eye. At
any rate, when you take the initial cost of
the gun, add the action work, then another
$165 for barrel and rib, you can find your
self about $700 poorer in a hell of a hurry.
Thus, the big Colt's popularity isn't nearly
what it could or should be, and this is a
shame ... but that's exactly why I recom
mended the old model TroopeI: instead.

Previously, I mentioned that you should
have three speedloaders. Three will get
you started, but when you start getting into
the more formal 1500 aggregate matches,'
you won't be hurting if you have a half
dozen or so. It's not unusual to see some

CHARLES CTHOMAS • PUBLISHER
THE SPORTING USE
OF THE HANDGUN

By Mason Williams, Firearms and
Ballistic Consultant, Libby, Montana.
This in-depth examination of the
sporting use of the handgun for recrea
tion, competition, and hunting will
interest and enlighten handgun enthu
siasts, law enforcement personnel, and
involved lay readers.

Information necessary for competition
in handgun shooting is emphasiied.
Courses of fire, targets, accuracy re
quirements, mental and physical con
ditioning - all are discussed. The.
more difficult courses of fire are full y
pictured so that any match newcomer
can readily see what he or she will
encounter, and the variou~ shooting
leagues, associations, and confedera
tions are identified.

The text also discusses the art of
handgun plinking; the handgun hunt
ing of varmints, small game, b.ig
game, and exotics; handgun hunting
laws; the American Big Game Hand
gunners Association, cartridge/hand
gun accuracy for hunting; handgun
schools; custom gunsmiths; the auto
mags; scopes and mounts; and the fu
ture of handgunning in America. '79,
288 pp., 119 il., $14. 75

BALLISTIC SCIENCE FOR THE
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER by
Charles G. Wilber, Colorado State
Univ., Fort Collins. The basic laws of
physics and the principles that govern
the functioning of firearms are pre
sented. Topics include interior, exte
rior and terminal ballistics; dum-dum
bullets; shotguns; and practical con
siderations. Appendices discuss bullet
velocities, technical terms for describ
ing bullets, propellent powder tech
nology, and the standardization of
police weapons. '77, 324 pp. (63/4 x 9
3/4), 86 il., 26 tables, $27.25

COMBAT HANDGUN SHOOTING
by James D. Mason, Consultant, San
Diego County Sheriff's Dept., San
Diego, California. Foreword by Bill
McMillan. A broad scope of hand
gunning interests is covered in this
book, including handloading ammu
nition, conditioning and maintenance
of handguns, handgun selections, and
the basic mental and bodily processes
that result in effective combat marks
manship. '76,272 pp. (63/4 x 93/4),
594 il. (26 in color), 8 tables, $24.75

Prepaid orders sent postpaid, on approval

301-327 EAST LAWRENCE
SPRINGFIELD ·ILLINOIS· 62717
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Send check or M.O. to:

. SAME SIZE
• WEIGHT AS

ORtGlNAl GUNS.
DEUVERED

FULLY
ASSEMBLED

·REPi.icAMoiiEi:s7iiic~"-------·_-
800 SUTERS LANE
P.O. 80X 1061. ~pt. AH
ALEXANDRIA. VIRGINIA 22313

PlelS. send following: OSEND FREE CATALOG
o R300 0 R400 0 R401 0 Rloo 0 Rloe DR200
DMONEY ORDER DCHECK ENCLOSED $ .
CHARGE TO: DBAC DMC DAE ODe DCB DVISA

.357 POLICE

:~g:~:101$44.95
CREDIT CARD ORDERS:
CALL TOLL FREE (ORDERS ONLY)

1-800-336-4572
[70~54~n2 ]"r;;;=

COUNTERFEIT GUNS
FUll SIZE PRECI~ON·TOOlED METAL MODELS
DISASSEMBLE

LIKE
ORIGINALS

These precision tooled melal replicas 01 famous.
classic firearms CAN BE DISASSEMBLED like \._ ..
OAIGINALS-TQTALLY SAFE! CANNOT CHAMBER OR FIRE
REAL AMMUNITION. They look, leel and weigh as originals.
OVER 30 blued. hand·finished pariS - DELIVERED FULLY
ASSEMBLED - Ideal lor display - SATISFACTION GUAR·
ANTEED. $end lor FREE CATALOG.

~~~~ FOR :~'f,~~••~::~ :~~. $44.95
CATALOG
SHOWING
100'. OF
ITEMS

Approximately 10% of our customers would
prefer grease lubed bullets or grease lubed
bullets dusted with white powder, if we would
supply them.

We at ZERO are well aware of the free enter·
prise system. We know if ZERO does not
supply you with what you want, some sharp
competitor will.

Our survey made us ask ourselves if maybe
100% of our competitor's customers are
buying their bullets because they like com·
petitor's lube. Ten percent of ZERO custom·
ers and 100% of our competitor's customers
is a pretty fair hunk of business. Customers
that ZERO wants to please.

ZERO grew tall by bending a little, so if you
prefer a grease lubed bullet or a grease lubed
bullet dusted with white powder, let ZERO
know. We can supply. ZERO will, of course,
continue to supply our dry lube to the 90%
of ZERO customers who prefer it.

This new added service is simply a continua·
tion of ZERO's basic policy of giving
Quality, Delivery & Price.

ZERO BULLET CO., INC.
205-739·1606

Cullman, Alabama 35055

ZERO BULLET
DID A SURVEY

We did not like what we found.

ZERO BULLET
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:
i
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:
l

NO: •... ·(U',,';,;~u",,;~ ~ ~'~Ii~~ i~i';';~EXPMAnoH 'DA'TEj ••••••••• !
I

PRINT NAME !
:

ADDRESS .•....••.••••.••••••••.•••.••.•.•••.••.•••..••.••.•• i
I

CITY/STATE/ZIP .••.•••••••••..•...••.••.•.•••••••.•••.....•.• i
............... MONEY BACK IF NOT SATlSfJED .. ..~

THE

BUNTII
COMPANY'.

~ HUf>,'

MAGNIACENT
BRASS

PAPERWEIGHT

For novelty paperweight use only.
Not intended for any other use.

Full size replica of the Knuckle Duster

$7.00 ea.
Postpaid

Aluminum paperweight $3.50 ea.
Postpaid

When a Westerner straps on a
HUNTER holster he lives with
pride and confidence. It's the
hallmark of superiority. Selected
oak·tanned leather. Deep rich
Cordovan finish. Hand polished.
Superior construction. Full grain natural
leathers and hi-gloss blacks. Right or
left handed.

SUPERIOR
CRAFTSMANSHIP
IN LEATHER

See your dealer. Or write for
free catalog showing complete
line of leather shooting supplies.

SIX CLOSED·END MODELS
with snap button safety straps and snap-on
belt loop for easy removal from belt.
No. 1100 (Illustrated) Plain leather. Oiled Russet $11.45
No. 1100B Plain leather. Dye-fast Black $11.95
No. 3100 Hand flower carved. Oiled Russet $14.65
No. 3100B Hand flower carved. Dye-fast Black·. $15.15
No. 2100 Basketweave pattern. Oiled Russet ... $14.65
No. 2100B Basketweave pattern. Dye-fast Black $15.15

SHOULDER HARNESS
For all models above.
Elastic straps. Adjustable. Right
or left handed.
No.67-99 $13.50

STOP FOULING
Proven For 20 Years

Send large, stamped, self-addressed,
envelope for information. Cost about $30.

RICE GUN COATINGS
152143 St.• West Palm Beach, FL 33407

305-848-2228

BEST
SPORTS SUPPLIER

P.O. Box 492, Dept. 25
Hazelwood, Mo. 63042

THE HUNTER COMPANY
·3300 W. 71 st Avenue' Westminster. Colorado 80030

shooters with a dozen or more in their
shooting tray, although this many cer
tainly isn't necessary. Along with the
loaders, a wise investment is one of the
loading plates made by Dade, Aristocrat,
or HKS. These are made of wood or plas
tic, and hold anywhere from 72 rounds up.
The rounds are held case head up in cylin
der shaped groups of six, and all you have
to do to refill your loaders is place them
over the rounds, lock them in and lift up.
The first 1500 I attended, I only had three
loaders, and my ammo was just dumped in
my shooting tray. Picture yourself trying
to stuff rounds into the loaders one at a
time and getting back on the line without
holding up the procession. It's slow work
at best, even if you're not fumble-fin
gered. It's so much easier to just set the
loader over six rounds, lock and lift, not to
mention a hell of a lot faster and more
professional looking. Cost of these trays is
not prohibitive, running around eleven
bucks or so.

You've heard me mention a shooter's
tray. This is nothing more than a device to
hold rounds, brass, screwdrivers, or what
ever while you're on the line. Joe K's in
Perth Amboy, NJ, makes one for $21 that
has all kinds of compartments as well as a
96 round loading tray built right in. Lift up
the top tray, and underneath is space for
spent brass or what-have-you. The plastic
tool caddies that discount stores sell for a
couple of dollars work quite well also, al
though you'll still have to purchase the
loading trays separately.

The last accessory I'll mention here that
you will probably want to add is a good
quality pistol box. They're great for car
rying the majority ofyour gear both to and
from the matches. Both Pachmyer and
Gun-ho make very nice ones with prices
ranging from 50 bucks and up. I've seen
some nice ones that were homemade, and
quite nice, too. If you're handy with ham
mer and saw, don't be afraid to have at it.
Plans can be obtained from the NRA in .
articl~ reprint form for one dollar.

A "good piece of advice to follow if
you're able, is never go to a match without
a few extra dollars locked in your Levis. If
you can and don't, you'll probably end up
being one sorry dude. How about a Pach
myer 4-gun pistol box for $35, or a 5-gun
box with spotting scope for $55? When
was the last time you saw a Star Sizer with
dies for $65? For that matter, when was
the last time you saw a Star Sizer, period,
let alone for that price? You can even pick
up match guns, sometimes ata real sav
ings. There's nothing wrong with the
majority of these guns, it's just that occa
sionaJly a shooter will just tire of what he
has and wants something else. Either that,
or he's already bought something else and
has to sell the old one to pay it off before
his better half finds out. (The above men
tioned situations are a strange affiiction
that strikes all shooters at one time or an
other whether they shoot a handgun or a
bazooka!)
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RANG~IFDIEILO

GRDPS
We are proud to announce our newest

line of Handgun Grips. Made of Neoprene and
containing no metal inserts, these Rangefield
Grips offer the ultimate in recoil absorption,
non slip handling and durability. The "Squeeze
abi Iity Factor" of these grips give them the feel of
being custom molded to your hand.

During the months of October, November
and December, 1979, we will send a pair of
Rangefield RF45 grips to every'one who pur
chases a traditional Mustang Grip from their
local dealer. Simply send us the end panel
containing the mode.! description and the
store sales receipt with the date on it. Enclose
$3.00 to cover postage and handling and your
new Rangefiled Grip will be on its way.

A SIGHT TO SEE!

INSIDER
(Continued from page 12)

the handloading market. It isn't certain yet
whether special tools will be needed for
bullet seating, but since the cases are pre
sized and disposable, sizing and deprim
ing ~on't be a problem. Cheap, and easy
to load too ... such a deal.

Not too many startling revelations from
COLT these days. Tom Thornber has been
placed in charge of marketing, welcome
news because Tom is a serious shooter
who keeps his finger on the pulse of
people like those who read this magazine.
He can be expected to encourage products
and policies that will favor the handgun
purchaser. The only newies scheduled
about now are in the single action com
memorative area. Oh, did we tell you that
Colt's long talked about stainless double
action automatic has been produced in
sufficient quantities for the gun to take
part in a new, hush-hush tri-service Gov
ernment testing program, which is seeking
a 9 mm. Parabellum to become the new,
standard US Military service handgun?
Early reports from the secret labs indicate
that the double action Colt is holding its
own. It was tests like this that got the
popular Commander (and the S&W model
39) into production. Thus, the updated Colt
automatic's chances of reaching the public
domain look better than ever, no matter
how much Colt management ~
pooh-poohs the concept. ~

PPC
(Continued from page 63)

One thing tha t no serious shooter
should be without is a catalog from Gil
Hebard, 125-129 Public Square, Knox
ville, HI. 61448. He handles handgunning
supplies almost exclusively, and most of
the items I've mentioned here can be pur-

MAILING LIST FOR
GUNSMITHSANDACCESSORIES
Aristocrat Gun Sight Company, Box 253,
San Gabriel, CA
Lou Ciamillo, 26200 Frederick Road,
Hyattstown, MD
Gun Ho, 110 E. 10th St.,
St. Paul, MN 5510 I
Don Hume, Box 351, Miami, OK 74354
Joe K's Inc., 500 High St., Perth Amboy,
NJ 08861
Pachmayr, 1220 S. Grand Ave.,
Los Angeles, CA 90015
Lou Reno Enterprises, Box 253,
Okeechobee, FL 33472 (SASE PLEASE)
Tex Shoemaker & Sons, 714 W. Cienaga
Ave., San Dimas, CA 91773
John Towle, Box 387, Conway, NH 03818

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . NOVEMBER/DECEMBER

BULLSHOOTERS'SUPPLY
Dept. AH '9625 E. 3rd Street/P.O. Box 13446

Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924
Bullshooters' Supply is a division 01 the B.E. W.B. Corporation

Bullshooters' Front Sight Insert Kit puts you right on target!
The kit comes complete with four colors: red, yellow, orange, and white.
Goes in as a liquid, no fitting of plastic required. Hardens in ten minutes,

without heat. The inserts won't fall out but afe easily removable for
color changes. Withstands hot-dip bluing.

Used by professional gunsmiths around the country. Complete instructions
included. Large stock. Your order shipped same day as received.

Satisfaction guaranteed.
12 insert 4~color kit $11.95 Ppd.
300 insert 5-color kit $48.95 Ppd.
Arizona residents add 6% sales tax.
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Giant in-depth features with
almost 100% color· ,

throughout.

INTRODUCING

THE G' uns
BOOK OF 'HUNTING

LOOK AT ALL THESE FEATURES

• u.s. BIG GAME
• HANDGUN HUNTING
• OFF-ROAD VEHICLES
• CHOOSING B~LLETS

• GAME LAWS, '
• BLACK POWDER

• MULE DEER
• EQUIPMENT
• CATALOG SEOION
• MUCHMORE

"Let·'sGo
• I"Hunting.

SPECIAL
,PRE-PUBLICATION"

, .
OFFERr---·---------,

I DYes ... RESERVE my copy I
I of the Hunting Annual be- I
I fore they are gone $3.95

1I enclosed. I
I NAME I

ADDRESS '
: CITY :
I STATE ZIP I
I PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY I
I MAIL TO: Am. Handgunner Dept. 77 .AH-1I1
I SUITE 200, 591 CAMINO REINA I
L!~~~,~A.::~ ....;..J
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imately 25% of the stock handgun goes this
route. The barrel is then cut down to two
and one-half inches and the slide given a
series of computer calculated lightening
cuts to improve the weight distribution
and overall balance of the weapon. The
internal parts are honed, finished and
carefully handfitted, the Guttersnipe sight
is installed and aligned (being non-adjust
able by the consumer) to 25 yards using
standard factory 9 mm ammunition, new
springs are installed all around and the
whole works carefully Teflon finished.

The stock magazines are cut down, the
sides are cut away, the custom followers
are installed along with the magazine ex
tentions, then they too, are Teflon coated.

After completion of the above processes
and final assembly of the gun, it undergoes
a rigorous checkout involving firing as
many as 35 rounds of 9 mm ammunition
from each of the three magazines that are
supplied. When an ASP is shipped to an
end user, it is combat ready. The client
may, with confidence, stake his life on the
weapon.

The firearm comes as shown. That is: a
modifieq S&W M39, in 9 mm Parabellum
caliber, with three magazines and a mag
netic magazine holder to hold two of
them.

Steve Hoesel, the technical representa
tive of the firm, absolutely refuses to dis
cuss a lower price. He has what he (and
many others) consider to be the best com
bat arm in the world and knows that if the
prospect of the moment balks he can get
what he asks for it elsewhere. "These guns
are built to a standard and not to a price. If
you purchase a weapon and there is a rea
sonable certainty that you'll need to
stake your life on it, how much is~
your life worth?" ~

stalling a new barrel bushing turned from
ordnance-quality steel.

The barrel is throated and the feed
ramp polished until the standard test of a .
combat weapon: chambering an empty
cartridge, is a cinch. Try that on your un
modified M39/59 or PPK.

The cost of a conversion at this time is
$350 plus your M39. The reason for this
high price and the long waiting period (six
months) is that the operations that must be
performed to each weapon require many
hours of careful, laborious hand work.
,Plus a rather extensive checkout before
shipping the weapon back to the client.

As clients M39's are received, they are
disassembled and inspected, identifying
numbers are stamped on the parts to be
kept and the rest discarded. Approx-

chased from him. He also discounts to law
enforcement personnel. The catalog is
free, just drop him a line giving your
name, address, department, and badge
number.

Well, there it is. The only thing le,ft now
is for you to shoot, shoot and shoot some
more. I can't emphasize that point
strongly enough. The ability is there in ev
eryone, but it requires long hours of prac
tice to bring it out of most people. Ifyou're
going to practice, take another shooter
along. Try and beat him! Shoot against
him in practice as if you were going head
to head with Jim Collins at the Nationals.
Shoot in as many matches as you can find
or afford. Nothing will make a tough com
petitor out ofyou any quicker than partici
pating in the real thing. Oh sure, the first
couple of times you compete you'll be like
a long-tailed cat in a room full of rocking
chairs. You'll shake, sweat, and your
hands will feel like you dipped them in a
bucket of grease, but this will go away for
the most part after the first time or two.
Just remember ... the best equipment you
can buy won't win you a single match if
you don't do your part. There is no substi
tute for practice, concentration, and above
all, an 'intense desire to win.
Good luck and good shooting.

THE ASP
(Continued from page 27)

The forefinger pocket is a patented
modification that has seen much imitation
among gunsmiths who modify guns for
combat use. On the ASP, the stock trigger
guard is machined away and the new item
fitted. It has, in addition, reliefs ground
away to facilitate easy finger access to the
trigger. These reliefs can be ordered to suit
a right or left handed person at the time
the initial order is placed. The front of this
forefinger pocket has been left smooth,
per the philosophy of ease of com
mitment. The recommended shooting
stance is using the off-side hand to support
and steady the weapon and with both eyes
open. This use of the forefinger pocket,
combined with the little finger wrapped
around the magazine extention (itself a
highly sophisticated piece of engineering),
serves to reduce felt recoil by an estimated
50 percent.

Inside, the gun has been extensively
modified. The first thing one notices upon
dry firing the piece is the v~lvety smooth
ness of the action, both in DA and SA.
This is the result of many hours of hand
fitting, honing and, of course, the Teflon-S
finish. The slide has been lightened and
shortened extensively. Instead of just cut
ting and rewelding, the company has cho
sen to go the more reliable (but expensive)
route of cutting back the slide, then in-



CANNON'S GUNS
Specialists in Police
Combat Handguns.

We oller years of experience
and proven reliability in tun
ing both competition and
duty-use handguns.

OFFERING
• Super pollee .peelal action. on all

popular revolven.
• Specialty work on Dan We_n'••
• Custom PPC lun. and action lob••
• IPSC tuned .45'••
• Special cu.tom action. on Colt,

Trooper, and Lawman revolven.
• Maln.prln, ,uide, flrlnl Itln, and

qlriDl JNICkaIe for do-It·youne1f PPC
action lob on Dan We..on'•• SZ5. In·
.tructloa. Included.

We oller four weeks maximum
delivery on all work. Write or
Call for free brochure.

CANNON'S GUNS
Bo", 'l%

Center Harbor, NH Ol%%'
('Ol) 47'-88l7

New...
SHOOTERS STOPWATCH

CAKE
TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

ORVIS and J¥?\INCORPORATED

COMPANY ~

T.i. Digital Stopwatch offers
the competitive shooter in P.P.c..
Metallic Silhouette, i.P.S.c., and
National Shooters League the
time edge he needs ... split
seconds visually displayed from
one second to several minutes.

LCD Quartz works not only
provide accurate timing but also
give date and time ... high
impact waterproof plastic insures
the owner many years of
satisfaction.

For a limited time only
Cake Davis will offer·

this T.i. LCD
Quartz Digital Stopwatch for ...
$19.95.
Price includes shipping.
Send Check or Money Order to:

CAKED
~o~~1~

1200 5th Street
Berkeley, CA 94710

(415) 526-9124

HERRETT
(Continued from page 32)

my opinion looks and performs as well as
that combination for me. Herrett's is also
the only company that I'm aware of now
that offer any essentially custom made to
fit your hand stocks. Herrett's catalog costs
a buck from Box 741, Twin Falls, Idaho
83301.

Handgun stocks are very individualistic
but I frequently see some real mismatches
of hand to stock. No doubt about it-most
factory stocks aren't good enough to get
into the "poor" classification. A hell of a
lot of high priced customs are just as bad if
not worse. Most are way too big-if you
can't get your hand around it, you can't
hold on to it. If you can't get your hand di
rectly behind it, it's not right for you. If it
isn't shaped right it may cause the gun to

He....... Shootln. M....n
will lie out In .lftooth, fine
line, and .klp checkerln.

roll in recoil actually intensifying felt re
coil. Some stocks will slide down in your
hand so far you can only get off four
rounds D.A. before the hammer digs into
the web between forefinger and thumb
stopping any firing until the gun is shifted.
I can shoot with any grip-maybe not as

"10 Ifty way 01 thlnkln.,
the .uperlor checkering.not

onlY I_ks ......r th.n
.lftooth w_d, but .Ive••
Iftuch ......r gra.p of the

. w_d."

well or as comfortably or accurately as
with a stock properly designed and fitted
to my hand, but I can make noise while
using them.

Experience is the only way to find out
which stock is best for you-just because
one works for me or your local hotshot it

" ••• Ifto.t factory .tocks
......'t.ood enou.h to get

Into the 'poor'
c....lflc.tlon."

does not mean it will work for you-but it
doesn't mean it won't work for you either.
If you like rubber grips, try Pachmayr
for performance; if you want wood
I suggest Herrett's custom fitted to your
hand stocks, accomplished with a simple
drawing of the outline of ~
your hand. ~

A TEXTBOOK BY E. R. FENJOHN
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME

AND ITS OCCUPANTS

HARDCOVER
ILLUSTRATED

SEND

$4.95 PLUS 48¢ POSTAGE
TO:

GOLD STAR PUB. CO.
DEPT. AH·11 • 90 CRICKET AVE.

ARDMORE, PA. 19003

LEFT BANDERSf
Now-the Swenson
Ambidextrous
Safety.
Patent No.
3492748.

&

For use on all .45 caliber Colt, Mk IV, Gold Cup,
Lightweight and Combat Commanders, 1911 and

1911 Al gov!. models, and Vega, AMT Hard
bailer. Detonics and Crown City Arms. $40.00
plus $1.50 postage &: handling. California resi

dents add 6% State Sales Tax. Overseas postage
slightly higher. Installation instructions included.

RIGHT BANDERSf
Swenson Extended Speed

Safety for all above
models:
$2.5.00 plus $1.50
postage &: handling.
6% Calif. Sales Tax
for Calif. Residents.
Overseas slightly
higher postage.
Complete installation
instructions included.

SWENSON'S .45 SHOP
Post Office Box 606
Fallbrook, Ca. 92.02.8
Phone: (714) 728-5319
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SPORTS, INC., P.O. Box 683-AH, Park Ridge, IL 60068

NATIONAL MATCH .45 AUTO BARRELS

HANDGUN HUNTING
(Continued from page 6)

ternationally known exhibition hand
gunner, handgun hunter and veteran of
numerous African handgun safaris, will
share some of his more exciting moments.
Steve Wynn makes sure you know what to
use and how to use the right photo equip
ment to record your hunt. 'Muddy
Wheels' column might save you some
wasted bucks on off-road equipment. The

" .... .lurra., thl. y_r'.
wl.ner of the Outsta...I••
A...rlc•• H.....u. Aw.rd

will "0•lIu••tlo.....
•••w.r colu... for Th.

SI••u•••r."

BUY RIGHT WITH
FRANZITE

Most durable grips made, precision-fitted for
foreign and domestic handguns. Conven
tional, Conversion, and Target styles. Four
lustrous colors, plus Staghorn.
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512-663-5105

Write
today for our New
Full Color Catalog!
SEND $1.00 TO:

• Pistol Pocket (Model #3) . a totally New
Concealment Holster! ·Engineered by
Bianchi to ride high! -Designed to hug
closer to your body! - Fast draw· yet
absence of bulk! -Handmade & hand
molded to fit exact gun odels!

~,: ) . ,
. '. '. '\ \

..~ \
- .\ \,

l. H. GUN CO.
Devine, TX 78016Rt. I Box 210

The Wave 01 the Future
Available Now FroID Bianchi

These hi-quality National Match .45 auto barrels
with fitted bushings. drawing # 7790414. are
manufactured to the most exacting specs. by a __....,..~.,;,;
well known manufacturer 6n a military
contract. We have been fortunate to obtain
a few hundred of these and they are priced
at only 544.95 each. P.P. dealers 20% dis
count plus 51.00 shipping. On 25 barrels or
more. 33% discount plus 53.00 shipping.

Double
stitched
seam

Open
muzzle

H.....u.Hu....r'.
.....matlo_I •••

.....thl•••ood to 101••

The Sixgunner and all the other mem
bership goodieswill make you $12.50 bro
ker, a hundred dollars happier and give
you the opportunity to get your .....
hunting stories published. ~
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organization's members, whose expe
riences are actively solicited for pub
lication in the "Sixgunner," will entertain
and possibly pass on some info on hand
gun hunting that you didn't know about.
Guns and cartridges are fully discussed.
Ever hear of the .375 JDJ? How about a
220 grain at 2100 FPS? 300 grainer at 1900
FPS? Nope, it's not a bolt gun. It is a cus
tom Tie designed for handgun hunting.



HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads 25¢ per word insertion including name and address. Payable in advance. Min
imum ad 14 words. Closing date Jan.lFeb. issue (on sale Nov.) is Sept. 14. Print carefUlly and
mail to THE AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino Reina, Suite 200, San Diego,
Californ ia 92108./>

BOOKS

"SPORTING AIR WEAPONRY. MODESTLY PRICED.
LITERATURE, $1.00. FANTA AIR RIFLES, BOX S122H,
LA CRESCENTA, CA 91214."

PERSONAL DEFENSE by McLoughlin & Collins. Com·
mon Sense Do's & Don'ts on Home Safety, Personal Safety,
+ more! $S.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOK CLUB,
591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 921OS'

TRACKING: A Blueprint for Learning How by Jack
Kearney. The tracking book by an unchallenged authority. A
unique combination of tracking and searching in one book!
$8.95 HANDGUNNER BOOK CLUB, 591 Camino Reina
# 200, San Diego, CA 9210S'

PISTOLS OF THE WORLD b'l Hogg & Weeks. Complete
Single-Volume Encyclopedia 0 Pistols. lS70·present day.
$24.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOK CLUB, 591
Camino Reina, San Diego. CA·· '

HISTORY OF S&W by Jinks. BRAND NEW PRINTING!
Facts, Production Info, data on variations & modifications.
lS52-1977. $15.95+$1.00 post. HANDGUNNER BOOK
CLUB, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 9210S'

ART OF ENGRAVING by Meek. Design & Layout, Mate
rials, Lettering, etc. Beginning & Advanced Engraving.
$19.95+$1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOK CLUB, 591
Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 921OS'

U.S. CARTRIDGES & THEIR HANDGUNS by C. R. Suy·
dam. NEW PRINTING! Many rare, unusual & not often
seen carts. Softbound only. $9.95 + $1.00 post. HAND·
GUNNER BOOK CLUB, 591 Camino Reina, #200, San
Diego, CA 921OS"

GREAT SPORTING POSTERS. Complete set of24 posters,
11x16, easily removed from bound volume for hanging. Rem
ington, Winchester, Abercrombie & Fitch, L.L. Bean, etc.
$S.95+$1.25 post. HANDGUNNER BOOK CLUB, 591
Camino Reina, #200, San Diego, CA 921OS'

BLUE STEEL & GUN LEATHER by Bianchi. Choosing
the correct holster can save your life! Only Bianchi can tell
you how! $9.95+$1.00 post. HANDGUNNER BOOK
CLUB,. 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 921OS' ,

DEATH IN THE LONG GRASS by Capstick. A Big Game
Hunter's adventures in the African Bush! $10.00 + $1.00 post.
HANDGUNNER BOOK CLUB, 591 Camino Reina, San
Diego, CA 9210S'

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER by Jordan. Gun fighting,
how to do it, and what equipment to use! Informative read
ing! $6.50+$1.00 post. HANDGUNNER BOOK CLUB, 591
Camino Reina, # 200, San Diego, CA 9210S'

LAW ENFORCEMENT BIBLE Edited by Det. R. A. Scan
lon. (NEW) The authentic real life inside story of law eA
farcement, police science and criminal justice! $7.95 +$1.00
post. HANDGUNNER BOOK CLUB, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego, CA 9210S"

SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD by Ezell. New com
pletely revised 11th edition of the most comprehensive fire
arms reference ever published. $19.95 +$1.50 post.
HANDGUNNER BOOK CLUB, 591 Camino Reina, San
Diego, CA 921OS'

"HIDE ALMOST ANYTHING, almost anywhere" 157
pages, illustrations, $4.35. "THE STASH BOOK," 119 pages,
photos and illustrations, $5.45. Catalog $1.00 MONEY OR
DER. SURVIVAL BOOKS, Dept. AH, 1110S Magnolia
Blvd., North Hollywood, California 91501 (213) 763-0804.

GARROTI'E!-Wooden handles prepared for sure·grip and
night concealment: $16. YAWARA STICK!-Concealable,
lethal! Illustrated instructions included: $S. Cash, check,
money order payable to Bradley J. Steiner, SURVIVAL·
DEFENSE, P.O. Box 7532, Phoenix, Arizona 85011.

THE TACTICS OF COMBAT HANDGUN SHOOTING.
You must read this Special Report if you own a handgun for
self-defense! Easy·reading, no frills; just FACTS to keep you
and yours ALIVE! $10 cash, check, money order Eayable to
Bradley J. Steiner, SURVIVAL.DEFENSE, P.O. Box 77532,
Phoenix, Arizona 85011.

SURVIVE ANY HAND·TO·HAND FIGHT! "The Tactical
Skills of Hand·to·Hand Combat (Self-Defense) teaches the
life-saving tactics of self·defense that the popular "judo and
karate courses" don't mention! $7 cash, check, money order
Eayable to Bradley J. Steiner, SURVIVAL.DEFENSE, P.O.
Box 7532, Phoenix, Arizona 85011.

CHANGE IDENTITY, obtain authentic alternate I.D., dis·
appear, create new past with the book: "THE NEW PAPER
TRIP" $16.50. Catalog $1.00. SURVIVAL BOOKS, Dept.
AH, 1110S Magnolia Blvd., North Hollywood, California
91801 (213) 763-0804.

NEW PALADIN CATALOG. Comprehensive list of U.S.
and foreign books: guns, unusual weapons, knife fighting,
guerrilla warfare, explosives, demolition, ordnance, self·de·
fense, technical manuals, field manuals, field craft, survival.
Many unusual, hard·to-find books. Send $1.00 for fascinating
catalog. PALADIN PRESS, Box 1307-AHC, Boulder, Colo
rado 80306.

BOOKS IN SPANISH
Refrigeration, Aire·Conditioning, automatic transmisiones.
Automobile rerair, Electrical Installation. Horticulture. Ma·.
rine and Diese motors. Navegation, Radio and Television re
pair. Over 5,000 books. FREE lists. LIBROS en ESPANOL,
P.O. Box 248, Manchester, Mass. 01944

"THE ANARCHIST COOKBOOK" $9.S5, "STREET
FIGHTING, America's martial art" $14.25, "SNIPING"
U.S.M.C. Manual $6.55, "CHEMISTRY OF POWDER
AND EXPLOSIVES" $11.00. Catalog $1.00. MONEY OR
DER, SURVIVAL BOOKS, Dept. AH, 1110S Magnolia
Blvd., North Hollywood, California 91801 (213) 763-0804.

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $3.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00 Schlesinger, 415 East 52nd St., New York NY 10022,
Department E.

New 1979 book Catalog just out! Profusely illustrated, BIG
176 pages. Over 1,400 titles. Everything on guns, gun
smithing, shooting, collecting, ammunition, hunting, edged
weapons, militaria. Generous book bonus plan. Send $2 (re
fundable on first purchase). Fairfield Book Co., Dept. AH,
Box 289, Brookfield Center, CT 06805.

CRIMEFIGHTERS SEND $1.00 FOR FULLY ILLUS·
TRATED POLICE CATALOG B-PEC, DEPT. AH 12S,
9889 ALONDRA. BELLFLOWER. CALIFORNIA 90706.

RARE, SCARCE, OUT·OF PRINT BOOKS ON FIRE·
ARMS, EDGED WEAPONS, HUNTING, FISHING,
CATALOG $1.00 REFUNDED. MELVIN MARCHER,
6204 N. VERMONT, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73112.

SURVIVAL/DEADLY COMBAT /SELF·DEFENSE/
WILDERNESS LIVING/GUERRILLA WARFARE" ...
TRAINING BOOKS/MANUALS BEST CATALOG OF
ITS KIND ANYWHERE $1.00 KEN HALE (AH.100),
McDONALD, OHIO 44437.

COLLECTORS

COLLECTOR'S LEATHER PISTOL CASE-Protect your
pistol with a real leather case fully lined and including zipper.
The finest craftsmanship at affordable prices-Small $16.50,
Medium $lS.50, Large $19.50. This is easily a $37.00 value.
Master Charge and VISA are accepted, please state number
and expiration date. Add $1.00 for Shipping. CA residents add
6% sales tax. Order from Loehr Enterprises, P.O. Box 531 A,
Pico .Rivera, CA 90660. Phone: 213 949-3270. If you are not
satisfied that this is the finest in leathercraft, return.

EMBLEMS

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED"EMBLEMS, your design, low
minimum. Identify, promote, reward with emblems. Free
booklet. Emblems, Dept. 122, Littleton, NH 03561.

FOR SALE

Royal Bengal Tiger Rug 10 ft. Original owner. Perfect condi
tion. Complete documentation available. Available for show
ing end of Jan. $12,000.00. Call: (213) S22-5566.

BULLET CASTERS. Try Reliance bullet flux, used com
mercially by newspapers and printing plants. Non toxic, con
tains no corrosive ammonium salts, no smoke, odors or
heartburn. $2.95 per pound 2 pounds for $5.50 post-paid. Re
liance Bullets, Box 2128H, Peabody, Mass. 01980.

Buy Guns, Tear Gas by mail: Send $2.00 (Refundable) for
catalog to: Law Enforcement Products, 5200 S. Sayre, Chi·
cago, Ill. 8063S.

GENUINE DEERSKIN-Jackets, Moccasins, Purses.-Au
thentic Indian Jewelry-Natice Alaskan Handcrafts-Belt
Buckles, hundreds. Color catalog $2.00, refundable. Mari·
Sene Trading, Box WAG, Belle Plaine, IA 5220S.

ATI'ENTION CONTENDER OWNERS! We have the case
you've been looking for. Tapered case measures 23u xBlh" and
will hold a scoped Contender with up to 15" barrel. Features
naugahyde outer shell, full length zipper, and deep pile lining.
An unusual case at an unusual price. Protect your in
vestment for only $11.95 ppd. (Pa. residents add 6% tax). Sat·
isfaction Guaranteed. Send check or money·order to: Central
Distributors, Dept. H, 2610·C Clyde Ave., State College,
PA 16801

MAUSER MILITARY PISTOL LEATHER HARNESS.
Carries pistol and holster stock over shoulder, VG, $10. Ex
cellent, $12. Unused, $14. Postpaid. Lane (AHG), 8832 Sulz·
Rothis, Austria.

C.I.A. AGENT, RETIRED, REVEALS ALL! Surreptitious
Entry, Safe Manipulation, Alarm Systems Compromise, Car
Rep088ession, Computer Theft, Phone Phreaking-and Tech·
nical Manuals. $1.00 (refundable) to: NEP, P.O. Box S741-H,
Atlanta 30306. NOW WHILE YOU STILL CAN.

GUN EQUIPMENT

AMAZING PROFESSIONAL compound cleans, polishes
casings to brilliant luster. Use with vibrator or rubber lined
tumbler. Clean thousands of casings for only $6.95 package.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Custom Reloading, 46 Fern Avenue,
East Islip, NY 11730.

HANDGUN CASES-Lugga~e Qualitr. Exteriors, Full
Length Zipper, and Deep Pile Lming. Aval1able for 2", 4", 6",
7-9" revolgrs and .25, .32/.380, .45 autos. Order next larger
size for revolvers with oversize grips. Affordable protection at
only $5.50 ppd. each or any two for $10.00 ppd. (Pa. residents
add 6% tax). Satisfaction Guaranteed. Check or money order
only to: Central Distributors, Dept. H, 2610-C Clyde Ave.,
State College, PA 16801.

BULLET MOULD FOR MUZZLE LOADING GUNS
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR BARGAIN LIST. CHESA·
PEAKE GUN WORKS, 4406 INDIAN RIVER RD.,
CHESAPEAKE, VA 23325.

GI 45 automatic parts kit. All new parts except the bare
frame and slide. $89.00 postpaid. Dare Gun Room, 201-B Par
adise Point Road, Grafton, VA 23692.

Accurizing, customizing and repair of Colt, Ruger and Smith
& Wesson Handguns. W. R. Moore,· P.O. Box 17252, Pitts
burgh, Pa. 15235.

LIBERTY ANTIQUE SIXGUN PARTS, P.O. BOX 385,
COS COB, CT 06807; HAS PARTS for PREWAR SMITH &
WESSON FIREARMS; 1979 CATALOG $2.00.

BULLET LUBE, Alox or Lithium base, hollow or solid,

t~~~~~ ~a~~fuc~~~~lh~n~:~c~r"fi~~~~;;~";;:ri~lf~~
many different weapons. Send $1.00 for catalog. Choate Tool
Co., Box 21S, Baldknob, ARK 72010.

GUNSMITHING

Your S&W 2S converted to 45 Colt 44 Mag. David Woodruff,
Box 5, Bear, Delaware 19701.

COMBAT PYTHONS. 6' barrels, Elliason rear sight, famous
'Sadowski' action and contoured trigger. Reblued with total
matt finish. $450.00. Reserve yours with $250.00 deposit. De
livery 6 weeks. '300' Gunsmith Service, 4655 Washington St.,
Denver, CO 80216.

MAUSER MILITARY PISTOL LEATHER HARNESS.
Carries pistol and holster stock over shoulder, VG, $10. Ex
cellent, $12. Unused, $14. Postpaid. Lane (AHG), 6832 Sulz
Rtithis, Austria.

GUNS & AMMUNITION

CROSSBOWS-MAGNUM POWER, British made, up to
1751bs. draw. Catalog $1.00. B&P Barnett (Canada), 66 Tum
bleweed, London, Ontario N6E 2NS.

"GUNS AVAILABLE AT WHOLESALE AND MANU
FACTURES PRICES." Confidential Suppliers List $3.00.
Horton, Box OS332, Milwaukee, Wis. 5320S.

GUN BUSINESS 2S Year Operation, Small North Florida
Town. Hand Guns Our Specialty. State Trading Keeps Good
Trade·ins. No Dead Stock. About $100,000. P.O. Box 65,
Perry, Fla. 32347.

Bullet Boxes-Setup style for cast bullets, paper boxes for
rifle, pistol, shotgun ammo, 26 sizes, special print and labels
available, write for free list or enclose $2.00 for samples;
Shooters Supplies, 1120 Van Buren St., N.E., Minneapolis,
MN 55413.

CAST BULLETS .30 CAL. RN 115 GR. .32 RN, 95 GR.,
9MM RN, 122 GR. $10.75, .3S WC BB DE 145 GR. $11.45 41
MAG SWC, 200 GR., .44 SWC 215 GR. $14.45 .44 SWC, 250
GR. $14.S5, .45 ACP 185 GR., .45 SWC, 200 GR. $14.45, .45
RN, 230 GR. $14.S5. PIECES ARE FOR 500 BULK PACK
MINIMUM ORDER. THREE PACKS PREPAID, USA
DRY LUBED AND SIZED INCLUDE F.F.L. SIGNED IN
INK. COD'S PAY FREIGHT AND 50% DOWN. BEEJAY,
261 E. LINCOLN AVE., ANAHEIM, CALIF. 92805.

INSTRUCTION

THOMPSON SUB MACHINE GUN, now you can convert
your 27A-1 or 27A-5Thompson to full auto. No parts to buy,
no machining only minor changes done in minutes. Cyclic
rate 650 or 1200. Send $24.95 for instructions to H. & H., P.O.
Box 296, Pendleton, In. 46064.
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KNIVES & SWORDS

Knives, Damascus by Bagwell, Hastings. Crawford, Pardue,
Ruana, 112 Randall variations. List prices, convenient lay
away. Catalog $1.00. Kenefick, 19 Leander, Danielson, Conn.
06239.

MISCELLANEOUS

BEER CAN MORTAR. Complete information and detailed
instructions, no complicated machinin~. range to 1000 yards.
Information on bursting projectiles mc1uded. Send $4.00.
Pioneer Industries, Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua,
NH03061.

PYROTECHNICAL: NOW AT LAST, detailed construe·
tion procedures and formulas on many pyrotechnical devices
from Blockbusters to Roman Candles. Parts and chemical
service. For catalog send $1.00 to Pioneer Ind., Box 36, 14A
Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

REMEMBER THE OLD ASH CAN, MBO, etc.? Complete
detailed instructions on above and many others. Send $3.00
to: Pioneer Ind., Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

CANNON FUSE 3/32" diameter, waterproof, 10 feet $1.00,
34 feet $3.00, 58 feet $5.00 Postpaid. Catalog 25¢. Zeller En·
terprises, Drawer W·27, Wickenburg, AZ 85358.

SPORTSMANS' TREASURES-Genuine Deerskin, Coats,
Purses, Moccasins-Authentic Alaskan Handcarved Ivory
Buckles, hundreds-Belts-Authentic Indian Jewelry-Huge
color catalog $2.00, refundable. Dealers invited. Mari·Sene
Trading, Box IOAH, Belle Plaine, IA 52208.

Protect Our Hunting Heritage Fight Gun Control! Speak up!
With fact· filled answers to stop anti-hunters in their tracks!
Send $10.00 for each copy to: I. J ., 27 Selkirk Blvd., Red
Deer, Alberta, Canada, T4N 003.

FIREWORKS! Send for catalog chock full of great items
from abroad and USA, FREE! Also, Cannon Fuse (3/32),
100'-$5.00, Apogee, Box 5618H, Chicago, IL 60680.

FIREWORKS. New 1979 Catalog, $2.00. Buckeye Fireworks
Mfg. Co., Inc., P.O. Box 22, Deerfield, OH 44411.

FIREWORKS MAKE YOUR OWN ROCKETS, MBO's,
FOUNTAINS, MANY MORE. EASY INSTRUCTIONS
$3.00. MICHAELS, 323A S. FRANKLIN #804, CHICAGO,
IL60606.

ATTENTION GUN CLUBS, 'SHORTRUN CUSTOM
BUCKLES WITH YOUR LOGO MY SPECIALTY. SOLID
SANDCAST SILICON BRONZE BUCKLES ALL HAND·
FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE, 1225 MANZANITA,
DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

"AMAZING!" Secret Compartments, low cost, defy detec·
tion, hide your valuables, many types. Catalog $1.00 (refund·
able). Marietta Company, Dept. "HG," Box 485, Norwalk,
Ohio 44857.

HANDCUFFS-Smith & Wesson $22.50 pair, two $38.00, Leg
Irons $28.50 set, G. Noramaco, Box 30243·AH, St. Paul,
Minn. 55175.

REAL ESTATE

WESTERN Arkansas Farms, Ranches, Acreage. Homes,
Businesses. In the beautiful OU8chitas ... Clean au, pure wa
ter. Free List: American Farms Realtors, 71 North, Mena,
Ark. 71953.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SEX-How To Become a Gun Dealer At Home! Instructions,
Application Forms; $2.00or FREE with ATF New Gun Deal·
ers Instruction Course, 23 Chapters covering all aspects of
dealing in Firearms; $4.95, Federal Firearm Laws; $2.00, Your
State Gun Laws; $2.00, Dealers Directory 500 Wholesalers;
$3.50, Dealers Firearms or Ammunition Record Books, Hold
1000 Entries; $4.95, Class III License Manuals, Application
Forms; $3.00, How to Obtain Concealed Gun Permits; $2.00,
How To Make Legal Explosive Bullets; $2.00, Catalog $1.00
refundable, FREE Brochure, Add 10% for 1st. Class Postage,
VISA/BankAmericard, Master Charge accepted. W. R. Red·
dick, 1923G Abbott, San Diego, CA 92107.

CUSTOM HANDGUN STOCKS
Presentation grade stocks of fancy American
& exotic woods for discriminating shooters.

SUPERIOR CRAFfSMANSHIP
Illustrated brochure $1.00

ROBERT H. NEWELL
55 Coyote 51. Los Alamos, N.M. 67544

THE Shooters' Equipment Box
At last, an equipment box designed to hold all of the gear you
normally take to the range: gun cleaning accessories, reloading
equipment, tools, ammo and components, spotting scope, hearing
protectors, shooting glasses ... and just about anything else you
may need.
There's even a cavity for a spotting scope mounting-rod
(not included).
MTM's Equipment Box measures a full 21" x9" x91/.1". Construction
is of rugged polypropylene, with metal hinge and latches.

Add $ .75 to any order sent the company, to cover ha'ndling and postage.
For complete data on THE Shooters' Equipment Box, see your local
MTM Dealer, or send for Free catalog.

REVOLVER SHOOTERS
REVOLUTIONARY NEW SIGHTS

Behlert's revolutionary new patented sight
replaces existing K or N frame sight with no
alteration to the frame!
* 20 clicks per revolution adjustment in

elevation, and 16 clicks windage per turn!
On D.W. and Ruger clicks are 16 and 16!

* By far the finest adjustable sight on the
market for S&W handguns!

* Elevation stud is twice as long as the
standard factory, thus removing the
problem of popping the stud when adjusting
for long range shots!

* A flat rear blade makes for the clearest
definition and pickup of your sight!
A must for the serious shooter, in all fields!

Price $32.00 std. or $35.00 white outlines
Please add $1.00 postage, dealer inquiries invited!

IMPORTANT * ORDER FOR MODEL AND DASH NUMBER
SUCH AS 19-3, 29-2 etc.

Send $1.00 for our catalog on custom pistol work

BEHlERT CUSTOM SIGHTS, INC.
725 LEHIGH AVE, DEPT. AH-ll

UNION N.J. 07083
2016873350
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When you
only: get

one cHance

BIANCHI
(Continued from page 35)

shot the high score with a Junkind-tuned
heavy-barrel, ribbed Python. Easier re
covery time makes up for the long trigger
stroke the 6-shooter demands.

I'm not sorry I shot a sixgun, and a lot of
people think PPC-style wheelguns might
make up 50% of the guns at next year's
Bianchi shoot. Like the '79 event, it will be
held at the Ray Chapman Academy range
in Columbia, Missouri, and the course of
fire will be the same.

Dick Thomas, who helped coordinate
the shoot, feels that the invitation list may
have missed several worthy competitors.
The IHMS fraternity wasn't consulted for
suggestions, nor were the National Shoot
ers' League in Laramie or the Second
Chance folks in Michigan. Still, many who
compete in the latter two "shoot for loot"
sports were present. Chapman says that
next year, Bianchi advertising will include
info on the shoot, and will solicit inquiries
from good shooters. They'll look over
your resume of wins and places in hand
gun competition, and then send you an en
try blank. This year, entry fee was $50, and
a $23 ditty bag with $18 belt plus a $10

"Match Three, most
felt was the toughest."

copy of Bianchi's book "Blue Steel and
Gunleather," and assorted goodies like
hearing protectors and gun spray, com
bined with the prime rib banquet to give
everyone back $50-plus in value. Entry fees
themselves went to the range, and John
picked up the rest of the tab. Bianchi, re
member, is the guy who blew a million
bucks on the Western Heritage museum in
Temecula, Ca.; shooting has been good to
him, and he considers this decidedly non
profit venture another of his many contri
butions to the firearms fraternity.

A critique? Let's go with darts
and laurels, as they do in journalistic cir
cles. Laurels to Chapman, who turned
around a 2V2-hour starting delay due to
heavy rains so quickly that everyone was
back on schedule an hour-and-a-half
later. A dart to whoever put the hard
working scorers in a dimly-lit area without
briefing them on the subtleties of finding
double hits, and a laurel to those ladies,
who did a superb job nonetheless. A dart
to the gun company that promised two
autoloading rifles as prizes and never de
livered, and laurels to the many other
firms that generously supported this mile
stone event in American sportshooting, so
much so that the total prize purse ran in
excess of $20,000, making it the richest
handgun shoot in U.S. history.

A laurel to Chapman, who 1 felt arbi

trated the few scoring disputes with admir
able fairness. 103 laurels to the fine sports
men who proved to all present, including
the general media, that shooting is an
easy-going sport that prizes open friend
ship above pure competition.

And laurels to the winners, listed here.
They got more tangible laurels from the
overflowing Bianchi prize pot, especially
winner Ron Lerch of the Southwest Pistol
League. An outstanding IPSC shooter,
and an intense competitor, Ron put 4,600
practice rounds of 5 gr. Unique/200 gr.
H&G 68s through his 6" Hoag .45, and it
showed in the steadiness with which he
won or placed high in all four events. He
received $1,500 cash (it'll be 3 grand next
year, John hopes), plus a $400 belt buckle,
and the Bianchi Cup itself, handcrafted
for some $600 by one of the Southwest's
most prestigious jewelry firms. Ron, in
cidentally, had his choice of some 23 guns,
including a $945 Behlert custom model 29,
and humbly chose a $260 Colk Mk. IV in
stead ... a noble gesture by a deserving
winner.

There isn't room here to congratulate all
the other winners to the extent owed them.
Published herewith is Bianchi's list of the
top placers (more than 80 awards were
given out). Give 'em a tip of your shooting
hat, because that was one tough, fair
course they shot on. And think about
shooting along with them .....
next year! ~

SOUTH AFRICA
(Continued from page 43)

available. The initial test firing of the Lynx
revealed a few minor teething problems
but was otherwise very impressive. It is a
very accurate and potent revolver that
handles very well and, at present, is avail
able with the different grip options and
barrel lengths. At a later stage it is in
tended to market a 'Pistol Pack' like Dan
Wesson guns.

The success of all these guns is going to
depend on how well they compare with
the imported pistols, which are still ob
tainable. As regards price, the Lynx at
present sells for half the price of an
equivalent top grade imported revolver
and it is believed that the Republic will
also be cheaper. The MAMBA, on the
other hand, will probably be more expen
sive, costing about the same as foreign
autos, presumably because of its stainless
steel construction. South Africa is fortu
nate in that her locally produced steel
is of excellent quality and this, together
with a greater need to become completely
self-sufficient in everything should en
sure that all four handguns have a future
in this country and possibly .....
elsewhere. ~
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Hot new calibers and potent new
loads from Winchester. Last year it
was. Xpediter, the super-fast new
22 Long Rifle. And this year we're

bringing you three brand new cal
ibers and two exciting new hollow
point loads for the 9mm and 45
ACP. Hot stuff, each and everyone.

THE STOPPERS
. Ultra-expansion
new 9mm Luger and
45 ACP loads
'We've just added a whole
new dimension to these
popular calibers, with the
creation of our new su
perexpanding Silvertip
Hollowpoint bullets. A
special alloy jacket allows

penetration with. .
maSSIve expansIOn
of the soft lead cor~

for superior stopping
power. 115 gr. bullets in
the 9mm and 185 gr. in
the 45 give high velocity
and energy. Great stop
ping ability, minimum
weight loss and reduced
possibility of ricochet
make them highly effec-·
tive for handgun hunting.

BRUSH BUSTER
375 Winchester
A caliber created especially

for our new Big
Bore 94 lever
action carbine.
Loaded with 200
and 250 grain
Power Point
bullets, the 375
Winchester powers
through brush
with plenty of
retained energy.
Write for your 40 page Winchester
sporring arms and ammunition
caralog. Send $ 1.00 to Winchester
Caralog. P.O. Box 456, Mr. Vernon,
·N. Y. 10551i11>andIMrefer ro trademarks
orOlio Corporation.

~
1I'TNCH£ST£R~

more than agun,
anAmerican legend:

BLOCKBUSTERS
The hot new 9mm
Winchester Mag and

potent new 45
Winchester Mag

These may very well
be the ultimate
handgun cartridges.
The blockbusting
new 9mm and 45

Winchester Magnums are
rimless powerhouses
designed to deliver smash
ing impact at maximum
ranges. Both are loaded
with full metal jacketed
bullets for maximum en
ergy transfer on silhouette
targets. These new calibers
should be used only in
guns specially chambered

for them. They are
not for use in
guns chambered
for 9mm Luger or
45 Aep.
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